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PREFACE
In the fall of 1971 I was invited to fill a "working research
placement" which was opened up by the department of Practical Theology
and Ethics of Edinburgh University. In this arrangement I was assign¬
ed as an assistant chaplain in the Royal Edinburgh Psychiatric Hospital
and as an assistant pastor in (what was then) St. Matthew's Parish
Church which was located just outside the bounds of the hospital,1'
The placement was designed for two puroosesi to experiment at
building a bridge of ministry between the church and the hospital and
to provide an opportunity for research into the area of the church and
community mental health. The contract called for eight "units" of
time to be spent in the hospital, and four units in the church each
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week. The post was created for a two year period during which I was
granted a leave of absence by the Postgraduate Studies Committee. At
the conclusion of this period, on September 1, 1973» I returned to full-
time student status in order to write up the results of my research.
The original assignment, "to research an aspect of the church and
community mental health," was sufficiently broad to allow me great
*In 197^ the church known as St. liatthew's was united with that
known as South Momingslde Parish Church in order to form the new Cluny
Parish Church.
o
A "unit" of time comprised either an entire morning, afternoon,
or evening.
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freedom in this new post. For several months, while becoming
acquainted with my placement, I read widly, discussed research
possibilities with others, and formulated options from which I
would later chose a more focused area for work.
There were two ideas in particular which I explored before
choosing my final direction. It may be of interest to recall
those here.
First, I considered studying the critical Involvement of
volunteers in the hospital — what the experience taught them
and how their presence affected the hospital situation in which
they were involved. This approach was, in fact, later used in a
project done in the United States and described in a recent issue
Of Th* .Tmima.1 nf farp.1 However, I decided against this
approach because I felt, that the time restriction of my two year
placement would have made it difficult to set up and adequately
follow-through such a project.
The second avenue which I explored was to use my community
base and study certain aspects of the church as a supportive re¬
source for persons in the community and the possibilities of co¬
operation between the church and the hospital in the interest of
o
community mental health. The chaplain's department spent much
^Charles F. Kemp, writing in a symposium on the "Professional
Doctorate," The Jovraal of Pastoral xxvii. No. pp. 275-276.
^The author was unaware that at that time there was such a
study being made els«where. It was subsequently reported on by
Ruth B. Caplari, Helping the Helpers to Helm The Development and
Evaluation of I ental Consultation to Aid Clergymen in Pastoral
Work. (New Yorkt Seaburg Press. 1972).
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time in pursuing these goals and preliminary research was done along
those lines. However, the projects were much too young to yield the
kind of data which I would have wanted to elicit from wuch a study.
Another line of approach was finally considered and eventually
adopted. It was suggested "by my experience as a pastor, chaplain,
and student. In these various settings I observed certain depend¬
ency motivations among many regualr church attenders. I also came
across some (apparently) commonly held assumptions regarding relig¬
ion and dependency needs. I decided (as I will discuss more fully
in the Introduction) to study this phenomenon in the church setting
in which I found myself. Ky approach, which will also be detailed
in the following pages, was to examine a range of experiences (pos¬
itive and negative) had within the life of a Christian Congregation.
These were taken from a cross-section of the members of the church
which I was serving, in order to gather data on the issue at hand.
In the pages which follow this project will be explained more
fully and, in the end, I will attempt a theological reflection upon
the findings as a practical theologian.
vi
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In this Introduction we will present a body of current thinking
about the doctrine of the laity. Our experience in the parish minis¬
try, the hospital chaplaincy, as well as some commonly held assumptions
seem to raise important questions about this material. We will attempt
to clarify some of these questions. Out of them we will fashion a set
of hypotheses which seem to need study. These hypotheses will be set
forth and the design for gathering data to study those hypotheses will
be explained. After the project results have been tabulated, our work
will still be incomplete until we have returned to the theological ques¬
tions and have reflected upon the findings which h^ve emerged. In order
to do this theologizing we must explain our method of putting psycho¬
logical questions to theological models. After showing our way of
dealing with this problem, the Introduction will be concluded with an
appraisal of some of the limitations of the work upon which we have em¬
barked and an outline of the chapters which will follow.
Section I
Some Theological Assumptions Relating to
fraj&y'l
There has been much interest in recent years in "the ministry of
the laity." Out of all the available material we would like to sketch
here three main themes which seem to be of particular relevance to us.
These are! the ordination of the laity| the functions of the laity;
;
2
and the dimensions of a life of service. It Is to these that we will
now turn.
The Ordination of the Laity
Essentially the "lay issue" concerns an understanding of the
laity as being an essential part of the Church. How does one define
"Lay"? As non-clergy? As those who do not possess professional know¬
ledge of theology? As those who earn their living in secular occupations
and not in the service of the Church? As those who are embedded in
the world ana its concerns as opposed to those who have retired from
the world in order to live a holy life? As Kathleen Bliss puts it,
the difficulty with these existing definS ;ions is that they are all
negative. They say what the laity are not. Also, there is a strong
element of "over-^A,gainstness" toward the clergy in them. The clergy
'
are such-and-such, the laity are not. The clergy do this-and-that,
I .
the laity do not. These concepts result in an inner disunity in the
Church. They give rise to the plea that the layman be an auxiliary
worker in the church, or to disci sions about the "role of the laity"
in the church when the questions about church organisation, government
and finance come up.^"
■ '
. • . •
Along with the disuniting and crippling power behind these def-
initions of who the laity really are, there seems to be at the core
an obvious contradiction of the biblical understanding of the X*os
A
©tou , it is often pointed out that this concept is a positive one,
not a negative one. It sees all believers, clergy as well as so-
^Kathleen Bliss, We the Peoplet A Book about Laity, (Londons
SCM Press, Ltd., 1963). 65-72.
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called "laymen," as together being the people of God who are commission¬
ed to sewe His purposes in the world.
In the light of this basic position regarding the lay issue, we
can turn back to the question of the ordination of the laity. Two
statements about this subject out of the World Council of Churches are
of interest. First, in a recent issue of Laity, Hans-Ruedi Weber summar¬
ized the common conclusions concerning the lay apostolate which have
been arrived at by studies sponsored by the World Council of Churches,
as well as those of the Second Vatican Council. These four basic af¬
firmations are:
a) Baptism Is the ordination of the laity which authorizes
them to participate in Christ's rain:" stry in and for the world.
Baptism is therefore the starting point for a theology of the
laity.
b) Baptism introduces ach Church member into a basic aposto¬
lic succession. Just as each apostle is called, so each member
of the apostolic Church is called to disclpleship and mission.
cd In baptism each Christian becomes the responsible steward
of the gifts of grace, the 'charismata*, which have been given
to him. These 'charismata* have to be used both for the up¬
building of the Church and for Christian service In and through
the secular jobs of the Church members.
d) In baptism each member of the Church is introduced into the
dying and uprising with Christ, who, as the eternal High Priest,
offered himself to become the victim for the salvation of the
world. From their baptism onwards, all Christians are there¬
fore called to share in Christ's priestly work by offering
themselves in love and obedience to God in the love and service
of men.
In this statement we have the important consensus that t a people
of God are one and that all are ordained to the ministry of Christ
through their baptism.
llians-Buedi Weber, "The Ministry of the Laity — Reconsidered
from an Old Testament Perspective," Laity. XXV, July, 1968, 21-22,
u
Ihe second statement comes out of the Second Assembly of the
World Council of Churches in 195^ in Evanston, Illinois, the report
of the Department of the Laity contained this paragraphi
The phrase 'the minisjSy of the laity* expresses the privilege
of the whole Church to' share in Christ's ministry to the world.
We must understand anew the implications of the fact that we
are all baptized, that, as Christ came to minister, so must all
Christians become ministers of His saving purpose according to
the particular gift of the Spirit which each has received, as
messangers of the hope revealed in Christ.1
The Functions of the Laity
It is tjaiitional to view the three functions of the people of
God as their •prophetic,' 'priestly,* and 'kingly' work, not identi¬
cal to Christ's offices, not prolonging or extending his Incarnation,
not separable from his work, tut as participating in and correlative
to Christ's ministry, "by sg, vine Him who is Prophet, Priest, and
King.1,2
Hendrlk Kramer, in his Hulsean Lectures (1958) offered a further
clarification. He set forth a new orientation of the Church as
Kinlstry, seeing all her functions ahrough the central concept of
ef«.*.K.ovt«. or "servanthood. "3
T, F, Torrance also emphasizes this theme when he says that
the conception of the Suffering Servant is the great charac¬
teristic of the Church's ministry, and It is that which above
all d'termines the nature of the priesthood in the Church.
1World Council of Churches, The Evanston Report. (Londoni SCK
Press Ltd., 1955)» 161.
^T.F. Torrance, Royal Priesthood (Edinburgh! Oliver and Boyd
Ltd., 1955). 37.
3Hendrik Kxaeraer, A fheoIggY Of the foAtV. (Londoni Lutheran
Press, 1958). 137.
This applies to the Church's threefold participation in Christ's
Prophetic, Priestly, and Kingly Ministry, for the Church is en¬
gaged in all these as servant bearing the Cross like the man of
Gyrene (Matt. 2?i32). It is indeed in terms of the suffering
servant ministry that we are to see the basic unity in the Church'
prophecic, priestly and kingly functions.*
ft
Under this far-reaching description of the Church as Ministry,
sent to serve Her lord by participating in his ministry to others,
what are the functions of the Church? We mentioned above that the
traditional approach has been to view the prophetic, priestly and
kingly aspects of the Church's work. However, in Weber's recent
treatment of the subject he hlters the list slightly. Because wha*t
he is saying seems important in the current discussions, we iill sum¬
marize the functions of the laity as he g^ves themj apostolic,
priestly, and charismatic.
The Apostolic Function
Weber explains that "To become a fully apostolic Church means
to be taken into the apostolic movement from communion with Christ
into Christ's mission* and the aim of this mission is not to 'church-
ify' the world, but to witness to Christ so that the world may believe
and God's kingdom come.This relates,of course, to that which we
said earlier when we dealt with the ordination of the people of God
who become ministers of His saving purpose. Here we see the close
link between the idea s of the apostolic and prophetic ministries.3
As the prophet has sent to "forth-tell" God's word, so the Church is
sent out to proclaim the Good News through its words and deeds,
through its life in the world.
*Torrance, p. 87.
^Stephen Neill and Hans-uuedi Weber, The Layman in Christian
History. (London 1 SCK Press Ltd., 1963;» 3vC
3Alan Hichardson, An Introduction to the Theology of %he Ngw
Testament. (London1 SGM Press, Ltd., 195°), 291-292.
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The Priestly Function
Christ is the High Priest, and because of her relationship to Him,
the Church is priestly. Just as Old Israel was given the task of
being a priest-nation to the Gentiles (Exodus 19»6), so now the New
Israel has become the "K*4«al Priesthood" through Christ (I Peter $i9).
It (the Church) presents the off (saving acts) of God to
the Gentiles (I Peter 2ii0) and the offerings of the whole
human race to God. Mankind is unworthy to bring to God any
offering at all, but now through Jesus Christ, a 'way* has
been opened up to God's presence and the sacrifices of the
human race may be laid upon God's altar.
It is extremely important to note the corporate character of the
Christian priesthood. Exodus 19»6 spoke of a "kingdom of priests"
and this idea is retained in such statements as Hevelation 5s10*
where it is stated that we are "made to be a kingdom and priests
unto God" (cf. also Revelatic .1 2Gi6), As Torrance observes}
The expression "priesthood of all believers" is an unfortunate
one as it carries with it a ruinous individualism. "Priest"
in the singular is never found in the NT applied to the be¬
liever, any more than "king" in the sirgular. In the singular
these words can only apply to Christ Himself. Like the term
"saints" used only collectively in the NT, "priests" and
"kings" apply corporately to the whole membership of the Church.^
The heart of the priestly function of the Church is expressed in
T. tf. Hanson's words that the priestly people are "permitted and en¬
abled to shre in the continuing high-priestly work of Christ by offer¬
ing themselves in love and obedience to God and in love and service
of men."3
1Ibid.. p. 293.
2Torrance, 22> cit., p. 35« footnote 1.
3T.Sf. Hanson, i jnjstyy and Priesthood; Christ's and Curs
(London} Efworth Press, 1958), P» 70 •
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Hie Charismatic Function
The Evanston Report, quoted above, mentioned this fourth func¬
tion of the Church when, in the report of the Committee o La'ty,
it was stated that "we must understand anew the implications of the
fact that we are all baptized, that, as Christ came to minister, so
must all Christians become ministers of His saving purpose accord¬
ing to the particular gift of the spirit which each has received,
as messangers of the hope revealed in Christ.
There are three elements in that statement which are rightly-
put togetheri baptism, the J "t(s) of the Spirit, and ministry.
First, through his baptism, the person is brought into the body of
Christ. Christ has given us a share in Ms baptism. It Is the One
baptism of Christ into which we are joined and through it we "are
grafted together into his death and resurrection" (Romans 6:4f.).
The second aspect o_" baptism is that we are baptized into servant-
hood. The third aspect is that this creation out of the world of a
: ,
body which is become the Body of Christ is the operation of the
Spirit of God.3 The Spirit of the L rd calls to man and on the man-
ward side there can be the response in obedience from him. Therefore
the Church comes into being and there is the actualization upon earth
of the Body of Christ, the Temple of the Holy Spirit.4
;orld Council of Churches, The Evanston Report, p. 16j..
^Torrance, p. 34.
->Ibld.. p. 23.
4 Ibid., pp. 24-25.
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However, this call of the spirit yg the spirit of man is not a
static thing, hut is differentiated and multiple in correspondence
to the differences in men. Barth speaks of how the servants cf
Matthew receive from their one Lord their different talents,
and he points to the thought in I Gor. 12iUf. where it is the same
Spirit who works in all and that there are ""fferences in the dis¬
tribution of the charismata. He distributes what is "proper" to
each person (i2jli). Every person who is called by the Spirit of
God into the body of Christ is found in his particular situation,
in his uniqueness, and is given special responsibility for the par¬
ticular gifts which he has been given.^
fwpayy of jfre Fppc-frlons of the Iajty
We have seen how the functions of the people of God in the world
are said to have the overall character of "service." We afe to serve
the Lord through serving the neighbor. In this way we are partici¬
pating in Christ's ministry. First, we are to se"~ve Him through our
wi ness through word, deed and presence in order to help others be¬
come what they truly are — members of God's flock. This is the
supreme service that we can offer. Second, we are to offer a priestly
sacrificial service by offering ourselves in love and obedience to
God in love and service to men. And finally, we are to use our par¬
ticular gifts of the Spirit for the good of others, as good stewards
of what God has given to us. The four functions are actually three¬
fold, being held together by thecc.verarching concept ofJWovC* .
* Karl barth. Church Dogmatics III/-., (Edinburgh: T&T Clark,
1961), 6OK.
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The Dimensions of a Life of Service
In a document with the subtitle "A Study of Baptism and Con¬
firmation Liturgies as the Initiation to the Ministry of the Laity,"
Lulcas Vischer discussed the idea of baptism as a call to a life of
service. He ended his work by pointing out three dimensions of
this understanding.
First, to be baptised means to live "in and for Christ." This
is contrary to our natural inclination to live in and for ourselves.
Our "old" way of living corrupts ourselves and our neighbor. Christ
came to deliver us frora this. We are incorporated into His body
through baptism. We have a new Lord. We are His servants."
Second, "to be baptised means to live in and for the Church,
P
which is the body of Christ." When we think of the church we should
probably think of the two-fold character which it presents. It is
a social institution organized for worship and the preaching of the
Word, and it is a community of men and women seeking to live out a
basic commitment to Christ through their everyday lives.
Thirdly, "to be baptised means to live in and for the world."
This means that the Christian's commitment to the Kingdom is a call
to serve God through serving his neighbor, to love God through lov¬
ing his neighbor. Thus, "through baptism we are both withdrawn
from the world and sent out into the world. Vie are placed in the
world as the servants of Christ, and our place is always there where
our service is required.





;toch Ifaperlense P»ts t9
Thts
With this preceeding sketch of some current theories about the
laity, we turn now to the questions which our experience and. study
had caused us to raise. Before presenting our questions it may be
instructive to mention certain impressions which had led us to pose
them.
First, in his work as a pastor the author was often impressed
by the (seemingly) great number of people whose dependency needs
seemed to have led them to a local congregation (and pastor) for
support and comfort. To clarify this impression further, we saw
these dependent people as persons who seemed to seek happiness and
satisfaction in life primarily through the fulfilment of their needs
for safety and security, needs for a sense of belonging and being
loved, needs for self-esteem and self-worth. However, their appe¬
tites for these "psychological foods" often seemed insatiable and
sometimes their demanding nature seemed to lead to isolation from
those on whom they depended so heavily for their source of nourish¬
ment. Because there seemed to be so many of these persons, we
wondered whether the concepts of "the church as ministry" and "the
ministry of the laity" were appropriate to the realities of the sit¬
uation in which we found ourselves. Or, was our impression being
formed on the basis of a very visible minority of parishoners while
being virtually uninvormed by some perhaps larger, less visible and
different group in the church?
In our wozk in the Chaplain's department in the Koyal Edinburgh
Psychiatric hospital the experience was also confirmed to some
il
extent. It was part of our work there to bring together ministers
for seminars and sharing sessions with staff psychiatrists, nurses
and. social workers from the hospital. This was done to "support
the supporters" in the community and thus to (hopefully) strengthen
these "front-line" workers in the interest of community mental health.
It was surprising how many of those sessions revolved around some as¬
pect of ministering to the dependent, demanding parishoner.
A third set of sources from his experiences as a student also
let th '■ author to question aspects of the doctrinal formulations
above. These sources were certain theoretical generalizations made
by writers commenting on "religious people." We will mention but
two of these sources here.
Sigmund Freud wrote that
The defense against childish helplessness is what lends its
characteristic features to the adult's reaction to the help¬
lessness which he has to acknowledge — a reacion which is
precisely the formation of Religion.^
In this classic statement Freud emphasizes that infantile dependence
is the source of religion.
The second writer whom we will quote points in a somewhat sim¬
ilar direction. B. W. M. Falmer says that "churches tend to attract
those whose personality predisposes them to find satisfaction in
p
dependent relationships , . . .
1 igmund Freud, The Future of an Illusion, translated by W. I).
Robson-Scott and edited by James Strachery (Garden City, New York:
Anchor Books, Doubleday & Company, Inc., 19&0# P» 35*
^ B. W, h. jfalmer in The Social Sciences and, the Churches, edited
BY C. L. Hitton (fedinDurghi T. & T. Clark, 1972), p. 22.
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Let us recall the theological positions mentioned above. The
ideas which we presented revolved around "the church as ministry."
Our understanding of this phrase led us to expect a task-orientation
in the church. Je would expect her to see her raison d'etre as
serving God through serving the neighbor, both within the fellow¬
ship of the congregation as well as outside the circle of congregation¬
al life. Eut our experiences as pastor, chaplain and student were
causing us to question the applicability of those concepts for our
situations. Our theological understanding, of course, demanded that
we take those questions raised by exp rlence seriously.
Ae formulated two sets of questions as we looked at ourproblem.
First, if we selected some cross-section of Christians and studied
their experiences, would we actually discover them to be "task-orien¬
tated" in their church lives? Or, are they primarily motivated to
fulfill their own dependency needs rather than to serve in that con¬
text? Second, if we look at our same group of Christians in some
non-congregational setting, for example, their work lives, would we
see them mainly motivated to fulfill work tasks? Or, would they be
more interested in "feathering their own nests" by making more money,
finding better job security, or collecting warm feelings through per¬
sonal relationships at work? We believe that these are some of the
critical questions which must be du/ t with in reflection upon our
presentation of Ideas relating to the "ministry of the laity."
Section III
Our Working Hypotheses
Cut of the previous questions the following hypotheses were
fox ulated to gather data, on the issues,
1/ Regular Church attenders are more dependency motivated in
their work lives than a population chosen without reference to
church attachments.
. In a group of regular church attenders, females are more
dependcncy motivated in their work lives than males.
3. AsmeUS&SteJLStmSitLgt^d^,t^oMerJ^d^.vidpals arejnore,
depend rqotiy?,ted jp, frhelp tten, 3Xe youpgep subjects.
Retailer church attenders primarily seek the fulfilment of
dependency needs in their church lives.
5. Regular church attenders evidence stronger dependency mot-
jvation in their church lives than in their work lives.
6. .Among regualr church attendrs, women are wore dependency
motivated in their church lives than rales.
?. In a group of regular church attenders. older persons are
-ore dependency motivated in their church lives than younger
subjects.
It will he observed that the first set of hypotheses which are
presented above (hypotheses 1-3) have to do with the work lives
of regular church attnnders. Why are we concerned aboui, the work
experience of these people? The reader will recall that one of the
questions raised earlier had to do with whether regular church at-
tenddrs are more dependency motivated than persons chosen without
reference to church attendance. In order to study this question,
some common ground was needed whereby comparisons could be made.
Job experience was chosen as that common ground.
The second set of hypotheses (4-7) relate to dependency motiva¬
tion in the church setting for regular church attenders. These
items are self-explanatory.
The Importance of the Issu?
"hy is a study of dependency motivation among regular church
attenders important? There are several reasons for our interest in
these issues.
First, while there are a few studies of religion and dependency
needs, most seem to draw on descriptive, anecdotal evidence. We
hope to test our dependency hypotheses using emperical data taken
from a cross-section of regular church attenders in a particular
congregation.
Second, such a study is important to the researcher in order
to test his impressions which were mentioned in the preceeding sec¬
tion. We said that there was a seemingly large number of persons
-"-he parish who operated with very strong dependency needs and
who sought the fulfilment of those needs through their church
attachments. But was this an accurate reading of the situation?
Our impressions needed to be tested.
Third, we mentioned above that our impressions drawn from our
experience caused us to raise certain questions about some current
doctrinal formulations about "the church as ministry" and "the min¬
istry of the laity." Our belief is that experience must be takne
seriously. We should be open to a re-formulation of doctrine based
upon life-realities.
Fourth, such data about the psychological motivation of regular
church attenders might have practical value in planning parish pro¬
grams and strategies of ministry within the congregation.
Fi"th, if the church attend' ncef"actor is shown to he an impor¬
tant one in predicting motivational orientation of persons, then it
might "be of even wider interest.
"ith these ressens for undertaking such a study as the one upon
which we harve embarked, we must say that our task would, in the end,
be incomplete if we were not to return to the theological problems
and attempt to reflect theologically upon our findings. In order
to do such a theological reflection, one must first work out his
approach to the very complex matter of posing psychological questions
to theological models. In this following section we will present
our method of dealing with this and we will also present our tech¬
nique for doing practical theology.
Section IV
A 1'odel for Relating Theolo.rv and Psychology
To engage in a theological analysis of psychological data poses
the crucla" question of anthropology. How does one view the rela¬
tionship between theological understanding of man and the psycho¬
logical theory or theories which have been utilized in Av s collection
and examination of the data,? The answer to this question establishes
the boundari.es for relating theology and psychology and we believe
that it may lead to"51 rd a co-ordination of functions between the
two disciplines.
Peter Homans deals with theje issu s in his article, "Towards
a Psychology of Religion.The "Theology-Psychology Kodel" which
he constructs there (henceforth to "be referred to as the T-P Kodel)
is the kind of approach which will form a useful base from which to
do our work.
The Theology-Psychology Iodel
The essential elements of this understanding of the relationship
between psychology and theology are derived from the writings of the
so-called school of "Protestant Theological Existentialism" which
Includes, among others, Karl Barth, Brail Brunner, Paul Tillich and
Reinhold Hiebuhr. These theologians, while aware of the Importance
of the implications of psychodynamics for theological understanding,
were also concerned with the reductive effects? in psychology^
approach to faith. This led these writers, each in his own parti¬
cular way, to work out the limits of psychology in the theological
enterprise.
There are two basic elements in the T-P model which Homans draws
from theological existentialism. First, there is a spiritual dimen¬
sion or function of man which lies "beyond" socialisation and develop¬
ment. This "beyond" is usually referred to by the theologian with
terms such as "spirit," "self," and "I". It Is summed up in the
idea of se~ f-transcendence. It is in this beyond of h. man life that
man encounters the Word of God. Kith this formulation theology
1 Peter Homans, edit., The Dialogue Between Theology and Psychol¬
ogy (Londoni The University of Chicago Press, 1968). See also the
book in which he uses the Theology-Psychology model to relate the work
of certain theologians to Freudian concepts! Peter Homans, Theology
After Bread. (New Yorki The 3obbs-Kerrill Company, Inc., 1970)*
defines what is theologically real about the person and protects
this meaning from psychological reductionist.^ The second princi¬
ple of T-P theo'y says that this "self-transcendent" aspect of
human life is not the private territory of theology, but that it
can be made an "object of study" and can be approached in a fully
psychological mode of underst nding. To wha., degree this is possi¬
ble (if indeed it is considered to be so) depends on the particular
theologian and the particular psychology in question. If this second
axiom is accepted there arises the possib- . ty of formulating a kind
of phenomenology of self-transcendence, "a delineation of that dimen¬
sion of reality which lies beyond, while yet remaining dependent
upon, development and socialization.
A Go-ordination of Functions
The following two points seem to represent possible points of a
co-ordination of functions between the disciplines of theology and
psychology. We see these elements operating as a boundary markers
within the two basic principles of the Theology-Psychology model.
1. Psychology can speak of the disunity of aan's existence
and of the nature of the splits within man. This is the informing
function which psychology provides for theology.
Theology, on the other 'land, can speak of the essential unity
of man and thus bring a wholeness of perspective about his nature,3
while at the same time taking the contradictions in man seriously.
^ Hooans, Dialogue, p. 63.
2 Iftid.. p. 71.
3 Gf, Brunner's concept of the law of contiguity. It is summarized
in his reply to David Cairns in Charles Kegley's The Theology of Sail
Brunner (London1 The Macmlllan Company, 19o2), p. 331.
It does not try to present a "new psychology" by constructing a kind
of synthesis of the different psychological views about man, but
rather points to the conflicting approaches 'n psychology as each
presenting an aspect of the truth. The aspects cannot be synthe¬
sized, says theology, b cause they reflect on another surface the
basic truth that man exists in conflict, i.e., he exists in "sin."
This is the regulating function which theology brings to psychology.
2. Psychology can yield knowledge from the "inside" about the
developmental and socialization processes and the self-transcendent
movements which arise out of them. In this way it delineates the
dimensions and dynamics of the spirit, and serves a clarifying fun-
tlon for theology.
Theology brings its understanding from the "outside," from the
Word which comes to man from God who calls him to responsible obed¬
ience and who offers him new life. This "new life" is not something
foreign which is put into man, but a re-integration of his present
creaturely life around a new point of reference. Kan has new possi¬
bilities, By pointing in these directions, theology demonstrates
the enriching function which it offers to psychology through its
language of myth and symbol.
With this understanding of their relationship, theology can and
must take the functions of psychology seriously. Brunner speaks of
theology "absor ing" the insights of science and using them to clarify
its own understanding. He saysi
The Christian doctrine of man maintains that, although it
understands man from the point of view of the truths of revel¬
ation, which are not accessible to experience, yet it does
not in any way contradict what can be known of man in and
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through experience; on the contrary, it incorporates this
knowledge gained by experience into its rightful context.
The Christian doctrine of man itself requires that all its
statements about man — so far as they have any connection
with actual experience a', all — should Ye in harmony with
man's "natural' experimental knowledge, and should indeed
absorb it.
At this point, as at all others, the Christian truth in¬
cludes 'natural* knowledge; this means, all that man can
know from observation and thought apart from faith.1
In our opinion the T-P model as we have filled it out here gives
the principles and defines the boundaries in such a way as to ren¬
der possible a mutually beneficial dialogue between theology and
2 ?
psychology.
However, we would be less than candid if we did not admit the
considerable problems that remain within the model as set forth
here. We may accept that there are, theoretically, differences in
function between psycholo. y and theology, but praet eally speaking,
we find these differences often blurred. For example, the information
^Emil Brunner, Man in Revolt (London; Lutterworth Press,
1939). P. 61.
O
This kind of dialogical relation between the two disciplines
as they focus on concrete situations would be illuminative for theo¬
logical understanding and would allow the possibility of emperical
challenges to theological assertions about man. This is the kind of
interaction which Whyte urged when he wrote recently about the "New
Directions in Practical Theology." J. A. Whyte, "New Directions in
Practical Theology," Theology. Vol. LXXVI, No. 635. (1973). p. 238.
3 This model leaves open the interesting option (or should we
say "ambitious dream?") of Don Browning who speaks of developing a
new onthology of the human. This new anthropology which, he says,
could emerge from psychoanalytic psychology, cognitive developmental
psychology and the existential phenomenological psychologies. It
would be marked by flexibility and by its openness to the enrichment
of Biblical myths and symbols. Besides allowing them to speak for
themselves, it would also allow the direct interpretation of these
images "in the light of psychological concepts but psychological con¬
cepts that are broadened and enlarged to include the highest levels
of intentionality as well as the lowest levels of the habitual and
involuntary." It would provide a basis for discussion between theo¬
logy and the sciences. Don S. Browning, "The Influence of Psychology
on Theology," in The New Shape of Pastoral Theology, edited by William
Oglesby, Jr. (Nashville; Abingdon Press, 1969). p. 133.
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which psychology yields about the splits in man can be so inter¬
twined with its own non-Christian world view that merely to take
insights out of their context is to destroy the original meaning.
Such a procedure would be a misappropriation of psychological mat¬
erial in order to fit theological categories. On the other hand,
the use of theological materials for regulative and enriching fun¬
ctions may lead to the elevation of theology to the level of axkind
of "universal science." In both eases we can only point to the
practical dangers and move cautiously in this delicate area of ire-
lating the disciplines.
Our Technique for Doing Practical Theology
In a recent article, Dr Alastair Campbell spoke of the juxta-
positional model of Relating practical theology to the other
theological disciplines. He showed how this demonstrates a "lateral"
rather than a "linear" relationship between the disciplines. He saidt
Practical Theology juxtaposes concrete situations of witness,
celebration and service with findings and formulations of the
biblical, historical and philosophical subjects in the theolo¬
gical corpus. It does this not in order to correct according
to some canon of relevance, nor in order to be corrected acc¬
ording to some canon of orghodoxy. It is more an exercise in
creative imagination, the interplay of idea and action, with
all the ambiguity and inconclusiveness which this implies.1
In our theological reflection on the outcome of our project we
will use a "modified version" of this juxtapositional method. We
will place our psychological study alongside a model of Christian
anthropology and, we hope, creatively Interact with some of the pri¬
nciple issues which are raised. The anthropological model which we
will use Mil be taken from Hpnald Gregor Smith's book, The New tan.
* Alastair V. Campbell, "Is Practical Theology Possible?"
SCPttlSh JffUrrel St Tfrpplpgy, XXV (Kay, 1972), 225.
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His elucidation there appears particularly germane f r our concern
because he is dealing with man's "coming of age", a way of concept¬
ualizing Christian maturity, and a concept of the new being which may
be suggestive when placed alongside our findings.
Section V
Tfre g&atgfatttt of the Thesis
With this statement of how our interest in the dependency question
was awakaned and with this statement of our hypotheses and explanation
of our method of approaching the task of practical theology, we will
no>." set forth the design of the project which weh! ve undertaken. Our
plan can be best presented by using the structure of this thesis as
a guideline.
The Conceptual Framework
When we set out to study our hypotheses about regular church
attenders and dependency needs, some conceptual framework was need¬
ed whereby definitions could be formulated and deductions clearly
stated. We chose the Motivation-Hygiene Theory of Mental Health as
developed by Frederick Herzberg. Chapter I will explain this theory
in detail, a critique will be offered, and the usefulness of the
Motivation-Hygiene theory for our project will be explained.
The Method
After choosing our conceptual starting point we needed to select
a method for gathering and analyzing data pertinent to our hypothe¬
ses. The method which was selec ted was the 'Sequence of Events"
format using a patterned interview technique to gather data from
our subjects. These " nt sequenGes were then analyzed usinS a
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"content analysis" schedule. Both the "Sequence of Events" format,
and "Content Analysis" schedule were devised by Herzberg and his
associates. This method of approach will he developed in detail,
a critique made of it, and its usefulness for us presented in
Chapter II.
The Procedures
The author used the conceptual framework and method of approach
to test his hypotheses in a pilot study. This was done in order to
gather preliminary data and to try out his procedures on a group of
subjects. After learning from this experience he embarked on the
"St. Matthew's Project."
From a list of "regular church attenders" of St. Matthew's Parish
Church, 20 men and 20 women were selected for study. The method of
choosing this random sample, the meaning of the phrase "regular
church attenders" and a profile of these people will be presented.
"Satisfying" and "dissatisfying" experiences from both the work
and church lives of our subjects were elicited. Using our theory
and method, it was possible to study the motivational orientation
in both work and church life for our samples.
In Chapter III all of these procedures used in the pilot study
and the St. Matthew's Project will be set forth. We will also pre¬
sent the method of interviewing and for recording our data.
The Results
The reader will recall that in one of our hypotheses we stated
that regular church attenders are more dependency motivated in their
work lives than a group chosen without reference to church Involvement.
To test this hypothesis we needed a "control group." This group
was constructed from the data available from pre dous studies in
the work setting which used procedures similar to our own. The
method of constructing this control group and the profile of the
group will be presented in Chapter IV.
A great part of that chapter will be used to document the re¬
sults of our experiment for both sets of hypotheses with which we
began our work.
The Project Conclusions
In Chapter V we will explain "the limitations" of our work and
clarify certain issues relating to the purpose of our study. We
will then develop certain inferences of our findings. The chapter
will be concluded by summarizing our conclusions with regard to both
sets of hypotheses and by a statement, based on our work, of the
importance of the church in the concern for mental health.
The Theological .Reflection
Chapter VI is a theological reflection on the results of our
experiment using the theological method and model of relating theo¬
logy and psychology as explained in this Introduction. The chapter
will be organized according to the two principles of T-P theory.
The findings of our study will be juxtaposed to some of the under¬
standings of Ronald Gregor Smith and out of this interaction we will
indicate what appear to be the main links between our work and the
body of material about the laity which has been presented above.
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The Epilogue
On the "basis of the work which will have "been reported, we de¬
veloped some concrete proposals for the ongoing life of the church.
These will be presented, along with suggestions for further research.
With this overview of the research design we turn now to a state¬
ment of some of the limitations of our work.
Hie Limitations of our Project
The limitations of our project fall into two general categories»
theoretical and methodological restrictions on the one hand, and
procedural restrictions on the other hand.
First, we have not begun our work in a "vacuum," but have started
with certain assumptions. We have chosen a cetain theory of mental
health and will use methods appropriate to it for data collection
and analysis in testing our hypotheses. We must make it clear that
the answers at which we will arrive will be determined by the assum¬
ptions, conceptual framework and methods with whcch we have started.
No doubt, a different theoletical approach and method could produce
different results.
Second, we have assumed a particular stance with regard to the
doctrines of "the church as ministry" and "the ministry of the laity".
We are also operating with a definite model for doing practical theo¬
logy. Of course, different theological assumptions would have raised
differentquestions, and other methods would have produced a different
kind of -theological reflection.
Besides these theoretical and methodological restrictions therm
are the procedural limitations under which we worked.
First, the population which will he selected for study will he
a finite one. We will not he studying regular church attenders in
general, hut a specific population of regular attenders. There¬
fore, we must use caution in drawing general conclusions from what
might he an atypical situation.
Second, our sample size will he a small one, even though it
will he representative of the finite population which we will choose.
Therefore, some secondary analyses of our data will he based on slim
numbers and must he given very little weight In our conclusions.
Finally, the reader will recall that the researcher happened
also to be the assistant pastor to the subjects whom he interviewed.
We have no way of determining how much contamination will result
from "role confusion" and how this may affect our results.
Sypiaayy pf the Iptyodu^tion
In this introduction we have given the background for the project
which will he reported in the following pages. First, we summarized
some current thinking on the doctrine of the "ministry of the laity"
and we showed how our reading and experience has caused us to raise
certain questions of these propositions. Our questions were formu¬
lated into hypotheses for our research. Then, we indicated that our
work would, in the end, he incomplete should we not return to the
theological issues. So we developed the model for relating theology
and psychology and indicated the method of practical theology which
we would use in our theological rellectlon on the results of our
project. Finally, we ended this Introduction with a summary of the
various chapters' which follow, and indicated the kinds of limitations
under which we have pursued this work.
CHAPTER I
THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
In the preceding prolegomenon the main hypotheses for our study
were set down. They concerned statements about the "dependency orien¬
tation" of regular church attenders. In order to study these issues,
two tilings were necessary: First, some working definition of "depen¬
dency"! second, a method of measuring for and quantifying "depen¬
dency" in the job and church life of a group of people. Although the
method will be touched upon briefly in this chapter our main concern
here is to present the theoretical assumptions upon which the follow¬
ing study was built.
The researcher has found in the "Motivator-Hygiene" theory of
mental health (sometimes referred to as the "Two Factor Theory"),
developed by Frederick Herzberg, a useful conceptual model for his
purposes. Since it first appeared in print, Herzberg*s theory has
stirred up an ongoing controversy among psychologists and has genera¬
ted much research. In this chapter we will present an introduction
to the "Motivation-Hygiene" theory, offer a critique of some expres¬




An Introduction to the Motivation-Hygiene Theory
Job Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction
In 1957 Frederick Herzberg published a book entitled Job Attitudesi
Research and Opinion,1 In this book he reviewed 155 job motivational
studies published between 1920 and 1954. Out of that study emerged an
interesting observation. Herzberg and his colleagues noticed that
when a study set out to discover what made people happy with their jobs
a different set of factors was presented than when the purpose was to
find out what made people unhappy with their jobs.
Until this time most job studies were based on a "continuum" con¬
cept. According to this model, the presence of some factor should
have one kind of effect on the individual, while the absence of that
factor would have the opposite effect. Now, from a study of the lit¬
erature, a different conceptual model began to take shape. It appeared
that some factors were "unipolar." In other words, they affected the
individual in one direction only, for example, causing him to be sat¬
isfied with his work, while the absence of the same factor would not
necessarily cause him to be dissatisfied. He would simply be "not
satisfied." On the other hand, it seemed that still other factors
operated in a negative fashion. In their cases, the poor quality or
quantity of these factors in his work situation led a person to be
dissatisfied with his job, however an improvement in their quality or
^-Frederick Herzberg, Job Attituedsi Research and Opinion.
(Pittsburgh! Psychological Services, 1957).
^Frederick Herzberg, Bernard Mausner, Barbara B. Snyder, The
Motivation to Work (2nd edit.; London! John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
1966), p. 111.
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abundance did not cause the person to be positively satisfied. He was
just not "dissatisfied."*
Although the phrasing of this distinction may appear a bit awk¬
ward, the differentiation which was suggested was very important.
Herzberg was intrigued with the idea that perhaps a main source of
difficulty in many previous job motivation studies had been the habit
of thinking in terms of bipolarity. How there was developing a pic¬
ture of two unipolar traits. As he pointed out, this was not something
entirely new. Empirical Investigations have been casting some doubt
on bipolar constructions for some time. One example Herzberg cites
is a study of conformity and nonconformity where it was shown that
2
these were not opposltes, but rather two separate unipolar traits.
All of this led Heraberg to formulate his hypothesis for the Pitts¬
burgh project. "This hypothesis suggested that the factors involved
in producing job satisfaction were separate and distinct from the
factors that led to job dissatisfaction."
A difficulty lay, however, in the way one measured job attitudes.
Attltudinal research is not yet sure exactly what an "attitude" is
and how it differs from concepts like opinions, feelings, and inter¬
ests. Another difficulty is that research tools sometimes elicit a
response from a person about a predetermined set of job factors which
he is to rate or check when the person actually has no attitude about
1IblcL
"^Frederick Herzberg, "The Motivation-Hygiene Concept and the
Problems of Manpower," Personnel Administration, XXVII, Mo. 1 (1964),
3, citing Gifford, J. P., Christensen, P. R., Bond, N., and Sutton,
M.,f,A Factor Analysis Study of Human Interests," Residence Bulletin.
53 - 11, Human Resources Research Center, San Antonio, Texas, 1953.
3Herzberg, The Motivation to Work, p. 3.
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some of these factors. Finally, at times that which is being measured
is not so much an attitude as it is a cultural value system.1 For
these and other reasons a method was developed which Herzberg and his
associates believed would come closer to eliciting actual job atti¬
tudes. It was termed a "Sequence of Events" method. Although this
technique will be described in more detail in the next chapter, a brief
explanation is in order here.
Each respondent would be asked to think of a time when he was
particularly satisfied (or dissatisfied) with his job. Certain cri¬
teria were prerequisite for the story to be accepted as data. These
included] That the report concern an objective happening, and not
simply be an account of a subjective feeling; and also that it be
bounded in time with a beginning, middle, and end (unless still in
progress), although these different phases need not be dramatic.2
The major experiment consisted of interviews (using the Se¬
quence of Events technique) with over 200 engineers and accountants
representing a cross-section of industry in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
After each event sequence had been given, the interviewer probed
further to find out why the respondent felt as he did about the event,
what effects it had on his life and work, and what served to return
his feelings back to "normal" again. After the subject had related
one experience, for example a satisfying (or "high") one, he was
asked to think again about another time which was dissatisfying (or
"low") for him and to talk about that. As many sequences as respon¬
dents were able to give were recorded, using the fixed criteria for
^Frederick Hersberg, "Relevancy In the Test of Motivation-Hy¬
giene Theory," Journal of Applied Psychology. LV, Mo. 1 (1971), 73.
^The full list of criteria are given in Chapter II.
an "acceptable sequence" which were mentioned above.
The findings of the study were presented in Herzberg's, The
Motivation to Work. Each event sequence was analyzed using a "factor
analysis schedule" with factors serving as a kind of shorthand for
coding the objective events which each person presented. Table 1
presents a summary of the data from that study.
Five factors stand out as primary elements of job satisfaction]
achievement, recognition,1 work itself, responsibility and advance¬
ment. The last three factors were of greater importance for longer
lasting attitude changes. These five "satisfiers" appeared very in¬
frequently in low work experiences.
Those factors contributing to job dissatisfaction revealed an
entirely different set of factors. These also had a "unidimensionai"
effect in that they served to produce job dissatisfaction and had
little to do with job satisfaction. Also, unlike the "satisfiers,"
the "dissatisfiers" were consistent in their short terra effects on
job attitudes. The major factors in this group weres Company policy
and administration, supervision, salary, interpersonal relations and
working conditions.
3When "recognition" appeared as a satisfying factor in an event
sequence it concerned recognition for achievement rather than recog¬
nition as a human-relations technique divorced from any accomplish-
meat. See Frederick Herzberg, Work and the Nature of Man (London]
Staples Press, 1968), p. 74.
TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF SATISFIERS AND DISSATISFIERS









Possibility of Growth 6 8
Interpersonal Relations
with Subordinates 6 3
Status 4 4
Company Policy and Adrain. 3 31
Supervision - Technical 3 20
Interpersonal Relations
with Peers 3 8
Working Conditions 1 11
Factors in Personal Life 1 6
Job Security 1 1
Are there any unifying elements within the clusters of satis¬
fying factors and dissatisfying factors? Herzberg observed that
there were. First, the group of factors in "low" experiences had to
do with the environment or context in which the person worked or the
conditions which surrounded the doing of the job. Tha event sequences
from which these factors surfaced suggested to the individual that his
work context was disorganized or unfair in some way, When the situa¬
tion had deteriorated to a certain level, job dissatisfaction had
ensued, Herzberg termed the group of factors Involved in these low
experiences as "hygiene" factors because "they act in a manner anal-
1Suramarized from data presented in Herzberg*s Motivation to Work,
p. 72.
2The percentages total more than 1007. since more than one job
factor can be mentioned In a single event sequence.
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gous to the principles of niedical hygiene."1 Hygiene seeks to remove
environmental health hazards. It is preventive rather than curative.
As with tha modern hygiene programs of waste disposal, water purifica¬
tion, and air pollution control, diseases are not cured, but without
these programs we would have many more diseasesj similarly, certain
factors in the job setting which are concerned with the job context
or environment, are mental health hazards. "Improvement in these
factors of hygiene will serve to remove the impediments to positive
job attitudes."2 However, this is all the data suggests that we
should expect. When the job context can be characterized as "optimal"
we will see a reduction in job dissatisfaction, but will not neces¬
sarily observe the development of positive attitudes.
The factors which lead to positive job attitudes are of a dif¬
ferent nature. Their main characteristic is that they have to do
with job content. They relate to what the person does, the nature of
his work, task achievements, recognition for achievement, professional
advancement, or growth In capability or understanding. These satis¬
fying factors were termed "motivators", since other findings in the
study had revealed that they were effective in motivating the indivi¬
dual to a better performance and effort. This group of factors is
separate and distinct from the "hygienes" since they were coded very
infrequently for low sequences. This implies that improvement in
this group of factors will affect the attitudes of tha person toward
what he is doing, but will not necessarily change his feelings about
the place where he works. The presence of these factors would tend to
^•Herzberg, Motivation to Work, p. 113
2Ibid.
increase the person's job satisfaction, but the deficiency of these
factors would not necessarily lead to job dissatisfaction.
Thus far our analysis has concerned only one level of analysis
of the Pittsburgh study. We have focused on the factors which were
coded when determining the actual objective events which were reported
by the subjects (first level analysis). The respondents were also
asked to interpret their experiences and to explain why they felt that
the events had affected them as they did. When they explained their
low experiences they did so in terms of the "unfairness" of the situa¬
tion and the "block to growth" inherent in it,1 On the other hand,
the main explanations of the high experiences were the explanations
of the feelings of recognition, achievement and personal growth.
Therefore, Herzberg concluded, there are two kinds of need systems in
operation. On the one hand, the person needs to avoid pain and un¬
pleasantness, but on the other hand, he needs to grow and achieve. The
"avoidance" system requires adequate hygiene supplies. The "approach"
system requires the substance of a task. As Herzberg put it, "you
cannot love an engineer into creativity, although by this approach
you can avoid his dissatisfactions with the way you treat him. Crea¬
tivity will require a potentially creative ta3k to do,"2
In summary, the Pittsburgh study had led to two essential find¬
ings. First, the factors leading to job satisfaction were separate
and distinct from those leading to Job dissatisfaction. From this
point emerged the second: Job satisfaction and dissatisfaction are
not the obverse of each other. "The opposite of job satisfaction
would not be job dissatisfaction, but no job satisfaction! similarly,
■'■Ibid., p. 76.
^Herzberg, Work and the Nature of Han, p. 75.
the opposite of job dissatisfaction is no job dissatisfaction, not
satisfaction with one's job."1 Overall job satisfaction is made up
of two unipolar traits or two separate dimensions. An analogy was
used which may help to clarify the picture.
Let us characterise job satisfaction as vision and job dis¬
satisfaction as hearing. It is readily seen that we are talking
about two separate dimensions, since the stimulus for vision is
light, and increasing or decreasing light will have no effect on
man's hearing. The stimulus for audition is sound, and, in sim¬
ilar fashion, increasing or decreasing loudness will have no
effect on vision.2
The Motivation-Hygiene Theory of Mental Health
On the basis of the Pittsburgh study and further verifications
of the findings, Heraberg has proceeded to generalise his theory to
the nature of man, and to formulate a model of "mental health" which
he calls the '"Motivation-Hygiene" concept (henceforth to be referred
to as the M-H theory).
Perhaps this exposition of the M-H theory might best begin with
the following schematic drawing of the two-dimensional need system
of the human being. There are two parallel arrows. One arrow depicts
man's animal nature which is concerned with the avoidance of environ¬
mental pain and unpleasantness. The other arrow represents man's
human nature which is concerned with approaching self-fulfillment or





THE TWO DIMENSIONAL NEED SYSTEM1
^ Man's animal nature — avoidance of pain from environment
Man*3 human nature — seeking growth from tasks -y
In an article entitled "The Motivation-Hygiene Concept and Psycho-
2 5 ^
therapy,"* Herzberg and Ilamlin listed six general concepts of M-H
theory which will serve as an outline for presenting the M-H model
of mental health.
First, just as there are two sets of needs at work (hygiene needs
and motivator needs) and two continua to represent them, so we may
speak of two continua in mental health: A mental health continuum
and a mental illness continuum. The importance of this point is that
it represents a basic conceptual shift. The traditional view has pre¬
sented mental health as one continuum, and has regarded mental health
as the obverse of mental illness, or the mere absence of mental ill¬
ness.-* This traditional model led some to anticipate the release of
mental health when conflicts were resolved, and others to hope that
mental health would blossom when neuroenzymes were properly balanced
and optimally distributed in the brain. The concern in the past has
1Ibid.
Frederick Herzberg and Roy Hamlin, "The Motivation-Hygiene
Concept and Psychotherapy," Mental Hygiene, XLVII (1963), 385-395.
3ilerzberg, Work and the Nature of Man, p. 78.
^Frederick Herzberg and Roy Hamlin, "A Motivation-Hygiene Con¬
cept of Mental Health," Mental Hygiene. XLV, No. 3 (1961), 396-397.
been, generally speaking, on mental illness and the alleviation
of distress and dependency. Against this view, the M-H model
proposes that there are two dimensions ox two continue within the
person: the mental illness continuum and tha mental health con¬
tinuum. It suggests that the "mental illness" (or avoidance)
continuum may be defined in terms of the success with which an in¬
dividual avoids unpleasantness in life, while the mental health
("growth" or "approach") continuum has to do with the success with
which the person approaches psychological growth.*
The second general concept of M-H theory is that the spe¬
cific factors which determine the potential adjustment of the
individual on each continuum can be listed. The mental illness
factors are described as essentially environmental or extra-
individual stimuli (for example: interpersonal relations, social/
psychological influences like status as well as the more tangible
aspects of the physical environment). These all have to do with
the attractiveness of the context of the individual's life space.2
On the other hand, the mental health factors refer to occurrences
which provide opportunity for psychological growth: task chal¬
lenges, task accomplishments, and responsibilities. These all
have to do with what is happening to the capabilities of the in¬
dividual.3 The Ingredients of mental health are thus enumerated
(albeit tentatively) and this serves as a preliminary basis for
^Hersberg and Hamlin, "The Motivation-Hygiene Concept and
Psychotherapy," p. 336.
2Ibld.» p. 387.
3Herzberg and Hamlin, "M-H Concept of Mental Health," p. 396.
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systematic research and manipulation.1
The third general concept of M-H theory indicates that the
environmental factors can only provide for the absence of mental
illness and they have no power to bring forth mental health
states. Once again, as in the industrial setting, the term
"hygiene" is appropriate. The hygiene factors have to io with
the quality of the environment. These factors cannot lead the
individual tiyond a minimal adjustment consisting of the absence
of dissatisfaction. Positive "happiness" seems to require some
attainment of psychological growth.2
It is clear why the hygiene factors fail to provide for
positive satisfaction) they do not possess the character¬
istics necessary for giving an individual a sense of
growth. To feel that one has grown depends on achievement
in tasks that have meaning to the individual, and since
the hygiene factors do not relate to the task they are
powerless to give such meaning to the individual.
Another generalisation about the hygiene factors which was in¬
dicated by the Job studies is that they help to avoid mental ill¬
ness only for a short tiiae and must be constantly replenished and
improved in order to keep a person from being sick.**
The fourth component basic to M-H theory is that mental
health factors serve to promote mental health, while having little
effect in producing mental illness. Just as no one is made
healthy by an abundance of hygiene supplies, no one Is made sick
by » lack of growth possibilities. Once again, just as in the
1Ibld.
2Herzberg, Work and the Mature of Man, p. 78.
%erzberg and Hamlin, "M-H Concept and Psychotherapy," p. 387.
^Herzberg and Hamlin, "M-K Concept of Mental Health," p. 398.
case of the industrial setting, Herzberg chooses to call the
mental health factors "motivators." This emphasizes the indi¬
vidual's active responsibility for psychological growth, in con¬
trast to the passive avoidance nature of the response to hygiene
factors.1
The fifth and final element in the M-H theory is that "while
all organisms seek to satisfy both their avoidance-hygiene needs
and their approach-motivator needs, the mentally ill person
seeks to achieve positive meaning in life via the hygiene factors.
He is a "hygiene seeker." However, since the hygiene factors
do not contain the necessary ingredient of a task which provides
material for psychological growth, there results a kind of
chronic dissatisfaction. This pathological inversion of motiva¬
tion characterises the neurotic personality. He is a person with
a life script of hygiene seeking, the basic directions for which
%
he has learned from the value systems endemic in society. It is
this motivational inversion rather than any actual environmental
circumstances which defines mental illness.4
In summary, for mental health there are two kings of adjust¬
ment which are necessary. First, an adjustment to the environ¬
ment which is basically an avoidance adjustment. Second, there
is an adjustment to onesself which has to do with successful
striving for psychological growth, self-actualization, self-
1Ibid.
2Ibid.
3Herzberg, Work and the Nature of Man, p. 81.
^Herzberg and Hamlin, "M-H Concept and Psychotherapy," p. 387
realization, or most simply, "being psychologically more than one
has been in the past.""''
Based on these two kinds of adjustments required for total
mental health, Herzberg outlines seven "adjustment categories"
according to the sources of a person's satisfactions. This schema
helps us picture opperationally the degrees of health and illness
which are possible according to the M-ii theory.
The first category is characterized by positive mental health.
"Persons in this category show a preponderance of lifetime con¬
tentment stemming from situations in which the motivator factors
are paramount," There are three components which define the
limits for inclusion in the category of "positive mental health."
(a) Persons in this group will show an overall tendency to seek
life satisfactions through personal growth experiences. These
are experiences which contain "motivator factors," therefore they
directly involve the individual in some activity, task, or pro¬
ject, The particular factors which were isolated in the job
setting by the sequence of events technique may be inadequate
for application to the total life of the person. Other factors
iaay need to be included to describe "motivators" more adequately.
%erzberg and Hamlin, "M-H Concept of Mental Health," p. 396,
"Herzberg, Work and the Nature of Man, p. 81.
^Frederick Kerzberg, "Hew Approaches in Management Organiza¬
tion and Job Design," Industrial Medicine and Surgery. 31 (1962),
479. See also his Work and the Nature of Man, p. 14 . where
Herzberg mentions Abraham Maslow^s list of ^higher level needs" as
enumerating the kind of factors which might be descriptive of
"motivators" for the general life experiences of the person. Mas-
low's hig.er level needs includes the need for self-actualization,
the desires to know and understand, and the aesthetic needs, (cf.
Abraham Maslow, Motivation and Personality (2nd edition; Londona
Harper and Row, 1970), pp. 46-51.
In any case, the basic element will be the centrality of some
task accomplishment or adventure in which he has been involved
and through which his life has been enhanced, but without which
he would not have felt unhappy. This of course leaves the door
open for the Inclusion of satisfying experiences which have in¬
volved individual initiative and creativity. Thus, they could
include kinds of work and recreation, "Artistic and scholarly
interests, receptive openness to new insights, true relaxation
and regrouping of growth potentials (as contrasted with plain
laziness) are all achievement or elements of achievement,"1
(b) The second component of positive mental health is "sufficient
growth commensurate with ability."^ The healthy person not only
has a growth motivation, but also has frequent opportunity for
the gratification of these growth needs. There are some indivi¬
duals who, superficially, seem to be motivator-oriented. Closer
examination reveals, however, that their goals and aspirations
are unrelated to the realities, either of the actual situation,
or to their own abilities. This unreality betrays that there is
some underlying hygiene factor which is masquerading as a motiva¬
tor. Perhaps it is the hygiene factor of social pressures,
"everybody should have a university degree", or social norms
like "any boy can be president," (c) The third criterion for
inclusion into the category of positive mental health is "!a good
life environment or successful avoidance of poor hygiene factors."**
1Herzberg, Work and the Hature of Man, p. 82.
2Ibld., p. 83.
3Ibid.
Once again Herzberg cautions that the factors which came to the
surface In the study of the job setting may not suffice here.** 2
The second category of adju• tment-s*If-fu1f11 Isuntt is char¬
acterized by persons who are motivator seekers, but who are dis¬
satisfied with the rewards of life and therefore are unhappy.
For example, they are those who "get on" with their jobs despite
reason for complaint.3
The third category consists of individuals who are charac¬
terized by "symptom free adjustment."4 They will have sought
and found their life satisfactions primarily from motivator fac¬
tors. However, because of lack of opportunity throughout life,
their growth needs will not have been reinforced. They will "not
have achieved a complete sense of accomplishment because of
circumstances extrensic to their motivation."^ Dull jobs and
routine life experiences have stunted their growth, though they
have not altered their motivational orientation. On the other
dimension, the illness dimension, they have sufficient satisfac¬
tion of their hygiene needs. Herzberg calls this group "unfulfilled
iIbid.
2Herzberg has commented on the possible helpfulness of Mas-
low's list of "lower level needs" as a descriptive factor list
which would cover the general life setting of the person. (See
his Work and the Mature of Man, p. 141). He also left open the
possibility that there may bea "fluctuating hierarchy" among
these lower level needs, although the M-H theory has not specified
such (See Herzberg, The Motivation to Work, p. 112). Masiow's
lower level needs arei the -physiological needs, safety needs,
belongingness and love needs, and the need for esteem (Maslow,
Motivation and Personality, pp. 35-46).




The fourth category of people is composed of essentially
health-oriented people who, paradoxically are miserable. Per¬
sons of this group are growth motivated, but are denied growth
opportunities, and simultaneously, have inadequate hygiene
supplies. These are individuals who are both unhappy and unful¬
filled. However, they are distinguished from persons in the
next three categories in that they refuse to adopt neurotic or
psychotic defense mechanisms to deal with their dual pain.2
The next category represents a transition from the mental
health dimension to the mental illness dimension. Heraberg
termed the fifth group the "maladjusted." The basic pattern of
this group lies in seeking positive satisfaction from hygiene
factors. This is a motivational inversion, away from a growth
(motivation to an avoidance motivation. Persons in this category
are hygiene seekers whose "maladjustment is defined by the /
direction of their motivation and is evidenced by the environ¬
mental source of their satisfactions."3 Tine thing that sets
this group apart from the next category (the mentally ill) is
that their hygiene needs are basically supplied. However, this
need fulfillment is always short-lived, due to the nature of
hygienes (which act like opiates). Their environmental satisfac¬





The category called the "mentally ill" is cotsiprised of life¬
time hygiene seekers with deficient hygiene satisfactions. "This
poor hygiene may be realistic or it nay reflect mostly the ac¬
centuated senseitivity to hygiene deprivation because of the inver-
sion of motivation."*
The last adjustment category is the "monastic" group. One of
the extremes to which a hygiene seeker stay resort is that oi^denying
his hygiene needs altogether. Herzberg*s descriptive term for this
is "monastic defence." The line of reasoning which these persons
seem to use is that since no amount of hygiene supplies has ever been
adequace or left them tiappy, then perhaps their denial of the exist¬
ence of these needs will bring satisfaction. But "how can psycho¬
logical growth be achieved by denying hygiene realities?" asks
Herzberg. The illness is twofolds first, in their denial of their
dependency needs} and second, in their failure to understand that
psychological growth and happiness depend on two separate kinds of
factors — hygienes and motivators.^
These seven adjustment categories may be pictured using Herc-
berg's "Seven Classifications of Adjustment Continuua," reproduced
in Illustration 4 on the following page. In this illustration
the M-H frame of reference of two parallel and diverging arrows is
used. In each category the arrow on top represents the mental
illness continuum and the bottom arrow depicts the mental
health continuum. The "A" shows the scale on which




gratification with the factors of that scale. In Illustration 4,
"M.I." will represent "mental illness", and "M.H." will stand for
"mental health."
ILLUSTRATION 4
THE SEVEN ADJUSTMENT CONTINUA1
Category Ad j»st icnt Cor; tiriua
I. Healthy Motivator seeker, on
both continue both fulfilled.
II. Unhappy motivator seeker, on
both continua motivator
fulfilled.
III. Unfulfilled motivator seeker,
on both continua hygiene
fulfilled.
IV. Unhappy and unfulfilled moti¬
vator seeker, on both continua
neither fulfilled.
V. Maladjusted hygiene seeker,
on hygiene continuum hygiene
fulfilled.
VI. Mentally ill hygiene seeker,
on hygiene continuum hygiene
deprived.
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- »M.H.
In concluding this exposition of M-H theory we will again
quote Herzbergi
...mankind has two sets of needs. Think about man twice:
once about events that cause him pain and, secondly, about
events that make him happy. Those who seek only to gratify
the needs of their animal natures are downed to live in
dreadful anticipation of pain and suffering. This is the
fate of those human beings who want to satisfy only their
biological needs. But some men have become aware of the
1Ibid.» P. 87.
advantage humans have over their animal brothers* In
addition to the compulsion to avoid pain, the humau being
has been blessed with the potentiality to achieve happi¬
ness .... man can be happy only by seeking to satisfy both
his animal need to avoid pain and his human need to grow
psychologically.1
Section II
A Critique of M-H Theory
In our view, the two main difficulties on M-H theory as it
stands ares the problem of clarification and the tendency to
oversimplification.
The Problem of Clarification
The problem of clarification arises from the sometimes lack
of specificity or consistency in Hersberg's various statements
of M-H theory. In a very helpful article, Nathan King discusses
this point and brings to light five different versions of the
two factor theory.2
Theory I
Theory I states that all motivators (Ms) combined contri¬
bute more to job satisfaction (S) than to Job dissatisfaction
(D), and that all hygienes <Hs) combined contribute more to D
than to S. This theory requires that "sequence of events" data
meet only one conditions that "all motivators combined are
mentioned proportionately more often in good critical incidents
*Ibid., p. 86.
^Nathan King, "Clarification and Evaluation of the Two
Peetor Theory of Job Satisfaction," Psychological Bulletin, 74
(1970), 19-23.
than In bad critical incidents.1 Or that "all hygienes combined
are mentioned proportionately more often in bad than in good in¬
cidents."^* 3 King puts theory I into the following formulas
when; Mg - the proportion of motivator factors appearing in
good (high) event sequences, and Mb - the proportion of motivator
factors appearing in bad (low) event sequences, and Hg ■ the
proportion of hygiene factors coded for good (high) event se¬
quences, and Hb » the proportion of hygiene factors coded for
bad (low) event sequences! then: Mg > Mb; Hb > Hg.^
This appears to he "the M-H theory" which Whitsett and
Winslow use in their review of an article by LHinnette. Campbell,
and Ilakei.3
Theory XX
Theory II states that "all motivators combined contribute
more to job satisfaction than do all hygienes combined, and con¬
versely, that the hygienes contribute more to job dissatisfac¬
tion than do the motivators."^ Herzberg's sequence of events
1Ibid., p.20.
2Ibld.
3King shows logically how these two propositions are actu¬
ally redundant. Therefore, the data needs only to suit one of
the conditions.
4Ibid.
%, A. Whitsett and E. K. Wlnslow, "An Analysis of Studies
Critical of the Motivator-Hygiene Theory," Personnel Psychology.
XX (1967), 40A, citing Dunnette, M., "Factor Structure of Un¬
usually Satisfying and Unusually Dissatisfying Job Situations for
Six Occupational Groups," paper read at Midwestern Psychological
Association, Chicago, April 29 - May 1, 1965. This paper has
been published as "Factors Contributing to Job Satisfaction and
Job Dissatisfaction in Six Occupational Groups," Organizational
Behaviors and Human Perfomance, II (1967), 143-174.
^King, "Clarification and Evaluation," p. 20.
data would support this theory if it showed that (a) all moti¬
vators combined are coded more frequently for good events than are
all hygienes combined, and (b) that all hygienes combined were
mentioned more frequently in bad incidents than motivators com¬
bined. In the notation system used for Theory I, King denotes
Theory II as follows: Mg > Hg; and Hb *> Mb.* Tills is, In fact,
a "stronger" theory than Theory I since, if S.O.E. data meet
Theory II, Theory I is also supported (however the reverse is not
true).
Hersberg clearly indicated that this is "the M-H theory" in
an article when he stated as a hypothesis:
The content analysis coding will yield the predicted M-H
theory result — the high incidents will consist of signi¬
ficantly more motivator sequences while the low incidents
will consist of significantly more hygiene sequences.^
He also Implied in Work and the Mature of Man, that this was
the "basic" two factor theory when he commented on two arrows in
a chart which demonstrated the relative frequencies of motivators
Mid hygienes in high and low event sequences. There he stated:
"Once again, the two arrows shown at the bottom of the chart,
indicating the divergent trends for motivator and hygiene factors,
serve to verify the basic theory as those factors are involved in
positive and negative job attitude sequences."3* ^
"•ibid.
"Frederick lierzberg and B. S. Grigaliunas, "Relevancy in the
Test of Motivator Hygiene Theory," Journal of Applied Psychology,
LV (1971), 76,
■^Herzberg, Work and the Nature of Man, p, 101.
^However, the present writer wonders, with King, why Herzberg
failed to mention the fact that Theory II was supported In all 15
different occupational groups which he reviewed in Work and the
Nature of Man. (See King, "Clarification and Evaluation, " p. 21.
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Theory HI
Theory III is actually a strengthened version of Theory I.
"Instead of requiring that all motivators combined contribute
more to job satisfaction than to job dissatisfaction. Theory 1X1
states that each motivator contributes more to satisfaction than
to dissatisfaction (and conversely, that each hygiene contributes
more to dissatisfaction than to satisfaction.In this case, a
single study might be said to contradict Theory 111 if, for ex¬
ample, a frequently appearing motivator was coded significantly
2
more often in low than in high event sequences.
At least once Herzberg suggested that Theory 111 is "the
M-H theory." When summarizing the results of replications of the
original study, he saidi
The chart shows that of the 51 significant differences re¬
ported for the six motivator factors, every one was in the
predicted direction. For the 57 hygiene factors, 54 were
in the predicted direction. In sum, then, the predictions
from the theory were wrong in less than 3 per cent of the
cases.3
As King points out, evidently "the theory" is one which pre¬
dicts that each motivator will be coded proportionately more often
in good than in bad event sequences and that each hygiene will be
coded more often in the low than in the high sequences. This is
Theory III.*
That there is a contradiction in Herzberg's statements of
"the theory" with regard to Theory 111 seems to be Illustrated
1King, p. 21.
2Ibid.
3Herzberg, Work and the Nature of Man, p. 125.
*King, p. 22.
when he suggests* for example* that there may be some Individuals or
professional groups for whom the absence of a particular motivator
factor acts like a hygiene. In other words* for them, the absence
of a particular factor appears as a frequent ingredient of their low
experiences, this, says Hersberg, may be due to hygiene factors
"masquerading" as motivators (in other words* if one were to look
more closely at these motivators he would find hygiene factors lurk*
log). Or, on the other hand* it may indicate that the person or
group is so motivator oriented that the absence of an adequate supply
of a particular motivator factor is a source of pain to them.* That
this kind of reversal should sometimes be expected* seems to suggest
to this writer a contradiction in Hersberg*s statements which relate
to Theory III.
Theory IV
This fourth version of the M-H theory says, in addition to
supporting Theory III* "each principal motivator is mentioned in
good critical incidents more frequently than is any hygiene, and
each principal hygiene is mentioned in bad critical incidents more
frequently than is any motivator.The Sequence of Events data
needed to support Theory IV would thus show that in the high se¬
quences each principal motivator la coded more frequently than is
any hygiene; and in the low sequences* each principal hygiene is
coded more frequently than any motivator.
Although Herzberg does not seam to claim this theory* at least
one study critical of "the M-H theory" does. House and Wigdor*
^Hersberg, Work and the Mature of Man, p. 127-128.
2King, p. 22.
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while acknowledging that replications of the original study sup¬
ported Theory III, did a "secondary analysis of the data" and criti¬
cized the two factor theory for failing to support Theory IV. They
sunaaarized their study by sayings
Our secondary analysis of the data presented by Herzberg (1966)
in his most recent book yields conclusions contradictory to
the proposition of the Two-Factor theory that satisfiers (factors
appearing in good incidents) and dissatiafiers (factors appear¬
ing in bad incidents) are undimensional and independent. Al¬
though many of the intrinsic aspects of jobs are shown to be
wore frequently identified by respondents as satisfiers,
achievement and recognition are also shown to be very frequently
identified as dissatisfiers. In fact, aehlevesnent and recog¬
nition are tuore frequently identified as dissatisfiers than
working conditions and relations with the superior.*
This seems to suggest that "the two factor theory" is one which
requires that every principal motivator contributes more to job
satisfaction than does any hygiene, and conversely, that every
main hygiene contributes taore to job dissatisfaction than does any
motivator. This is the version which King has labeled "Theory
IV."
Theory V
The fifth version of the M-H theory says that "only motivators
determine job satisfaction, and only hygienes determine job dissatis¬
faction."2 As King pointed out, Herzberg suggested Theory V in his
discussion of the results of his previous study of job research
which led up to the original Pittsburgh project. He wrote that
From a review and an analysis of previous publications in the
general area of job attitudes, a two factor hypothesis was
^Robert J. House and Lawrence A. VJigdor, "Herzbcrg*s Dual Factor
Theory of Job Satisfaction and Motivations a Review of the Evidence
and a Criticism," Personnel Psychology. XX (1967), 385.
2King, p. 22.
formulated to guide the original investigation. The hypothesis
suggested that the factors involved in producing job satis¬
faction were separate and distinct from the factors that led
to job dissatisfaction.1
The key phrase in that statement is "separate and distinct."
This is a ascription that Herzberg sometimes uses to picture the
two dimensional nature of the factors which emerged,2 However, it
is doubtful whether he has ever intended this to imply Theory V.
For example, when he describes the results of the original study
he goes on to stat® that "Tha proposed hypothesis (I.e., the o
just quoted above) appears verified." But the results to which he
points do not, in fact, serve to verify Theory V. It is usually
noted that when Herzberg uses the words "separate and distinct" he
goes on to add a qualifier. For example* "The 'dissatisfiers*,
serve only to prevent job satisfaction and have little effect on
the happiness of the worker."3 In the view of this writer, the
problem is one of semantics. In the last statement quoted, If one
places the emphasis on the word "only" Theory V is implied. How¬
ever, if one emphasizes the qualifier "little effect" then he
probably would not consider the fifth version of the theory. That
a lack of precision at this point has sometimes presented a stum¬
bling block seems to be evidenced by an article also discussed by
King by Lindsay, Marks and Garlow. They appear to interpret "the
"Herzberg, 'Hie Motivation to Work, p. 3.
^Frederick Herzberg, "The New Industrial Psychology," Industrial
and Labor Relations Review, XVIII (1964-1965), 369, 1 ■■■ -■ ■ ■ •
3Ibid.
^C. A. Lindsay, and E, Marks and L, Garlow, "The Herzberg
Theory* A Critique and Reformulation," Journal of Applied Psycho¬
logy, LI (1967), 330-339.
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theory" as Theory V, quoting Herzberg*s statement of his original
hypothesis and then refraining it as follows: "Satisfaction(s) is
a function of raotivators (M) and other potential factors and/or
errors of measurement . . . , dissatisfaction'-. (DS) is a function
of hygienes <H) plus other potential factors and/or error of
measurement.*
Another difficulty which has led some people to believe that
Theory V is "The M-H Theory" has seemed to center around a mis¬
understanding of Herzberg's terras "satlsfier" and "dissafcisfier."
These are his synonyms for the terras "motivator" and "hygiene"
respectively. However, tire terms seen to have confused the picture
for some people because they have tended to suggest a kind of con¬
tinuum with "satisfiers" at one end affecting "satisfaction" and
"dissatisfiers" at the other end affecting "dissatisfaction."
This results in the (false) notion that in M-H theory, hygienes
contribute nothing to "overall satisfaction." This is a misreading
of Heraberg. What he is dealing with is not overall job satisfac¬
tion, but rather two dimensions which are simultaneously operative
— one dimension to which hygiene factors relate, the other dimen¬
sion to which motivator factors relate. If one comes to the theory
asking a question about "overall satisfaction," then of course the
theory would Imply that both dimensions are essential. As Whitsett
and Winsiow put it: "Job attitudes must be looked at twice —
once to see if the needs fulfilled by the hygiene factors are in¬
deed fulfilled and again to see if the needs fulfilled by the
'
3Tbld., p. 331.
motivator factors are set."1 Because we feel that the tern® "aatia-
fler" and "dissatla: lor* are unnecessarily misleading we will not
use th«a in our study, but will use instead the store adequate terns
"hygiene" and "motivator."
This concludes our observations on the various versions of
H»H theory which have been used. For the purposes of the work
which is to follow in this thesis the second version (Theory II)
will be adopted as "the M-H theory." It is this theory which appears
to have the more clear and consistent support feint itersberg.
The Tendency to Oversimplification
the second area of difficulty with H»H theory as it stands is
the tendency to oversimplification. In particular, the theory
seems weak in relation to the complexity of the context and in re¬
lation to the complexity of effects.
The Cotaplaxity of the Context
As the theory has been explained, there are certain factors
which are tabled as '\aotivators" (relating mainly to self-actual¬
izing needs) and as "hygienes" (relating mainly to tf»e need to
avoid environmental pain). But one wonders whether a factor can
always be so deftly assigned to these "intrinsic" and "extrinsic"
categories. Tie context is surely of critical tajx»rtance.2 As
Levins and Hefts illustrate,
(trie) quality of instruction, for a graduate student, bears
*0. A. Whitgett and 1, K. Winslow, "An Analysis of Studies
Critical of the Motivator-Hygiene theory," Personnel Psychology.
XX (I9b7>,
%. «. Daniel, ""..hat Interests a Worker?" gov Society. «o.
495 (March 23, 1972), 584,
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heavily on intellectual stimulation and overall satisfaction,
while it may mean little to a sales trainee taking a 1-week
course. Advancement is quite the *raotlvator* for an upwardly
mobile business executive, but for certain civil servants,
whose promotion may depend more upon time, it may have little,
if any, motivational implications.1
Certainly other variables should be Included in the Herzberg
list if one is to adequately explain the situational dynamics of
the job; for example, experience or exposure to various job attri¬
butes and the importance which an individual ascribes to different
Job attitudes. Hie latter point, the importance variable, can
reflect other critical variables as well, such as personality,
cultural, or social system variables. By Implication, this same
point applies equally when the M-H theory is applied to other than
job settings.
The Complexity of Effects
Herzberg builds his theory on the assumption that the "moti¬
vators" will stimulate the person to new levels of achievement and
*
production. lut surely the line between attitudes and effects is
more complex than this. House and Wlgdor comment that
there seems to be general agreement among most researchers
that the effect of satisfaction on worker motivation and
productivity depends on situational variables yet to be ex¬
plicated by future research.4
It has also been suggested that the results of the data which
Herzberg collected in his study (along with those of other repiica-
1E. L, Levine, and J. Weitz, "Job Satisfaction Among Graduate
Students," Journal of Applied Psychology, LIZ (1968), 270.
2J. R. Hlwiehst11 end bi A> MiaeHfefafidt "Emperical and Theoretical
Limitations of the Two factor Hypothesis of Job Satisfaction,"
Journal of Applied Psychology. LI (1967), 192.
%erzberg, The Motivation to v'ork. p. 96
^House and Wigdor, p. 375.
tlons), since it is based on self-reports of Increased job produc¬
tivity, could also be explained by the Protestant ethic. In other
words, the respondents were attempting to morally Justify their in¬
creased job enjoyment when they related satisfaction to Increased
motivation and productivity.*
In our opinion, the simplicity of the M-H theory should not
seduce one into believing that certain complexities are dissolved
by its application. However, in spite of its limitations, the
theory has a particular usefulness for our project which we will
now describe.
Section III
The Usefulness of the M-H Theory for the Present Project
We will now conclude this chapter by an explanation of the
usefulness of the M-H model for our present research project, which
is, after all, the crucial point. As Hall and Lindsay have pointed
out)
A theory is only useful or not useful and those qualities
are defined . . . particularly in terms of how efficiently
the theory can generate predictions or propositions concern¬
ing relevant events which turn out to be verified (true) /
... It is only the derivations or propositions or ideas
derived from the theory which are open to empirical test.
The theory itself is assumed and acceptance or rejection of 2
it is determined by its utility, not by its truth or falsity.
The M-H model has been useful In that it has provided working
definitions of "dependency" and "growth," it has specified the
kinds of factors which pertain to each, and it has provided a
'ibid.
2c. S. Hall and G, Lindsey, Theories of Personality, (New
Yorki John Wiley and Sons, 1957), pp. 11, 13,
conceptual framework from which certain predictions could be made.
We will deal with each of these uses in turn in order to demon¬
strate the value of M-H theory for our present project,
M-H Theory Has Provided Working Definitions
of "Dependency" and "Growth"
The first thing which was required, when it was decided to make
a study of the dependency orientation of regular church attenders,
was a set of working definitions of "dependency" and its counter¬
part which we will call "growth," The M-H theory has given us
those definitions through its concepts of "hygiene" and "hygiene
seeking" and "motivator" and "motivator seeking."1
M-H Theory Specifies the Kinds of Factors Pertaining
to Dependency and Growth Dimensions
Besides giving precise definitions of dependency and growth
motivations, the relevant clusters of factors which Hersberg has
theorised as pertinent to each dimension have been helpful. It
became possible to study, for example, an avsnt sequence related by
a person (along with his accompanying explanation of why the exper¬
ience affected him as it did), to isolate its main components, and
to relate those components to their appropriate categories, thus
quantifying elements for statistical comparisons. The M-H theory
supplied a working list of factors which were derived from the job
setting. It was assumed that these could be slightly adapted and
used for the church setting as well.
lOf course the identification which we are making between "de¬
pendency" and "hygiene" and "hygiene seeking" and that which we are
making between "growth" and "motivator" and "motivator seeking"
would not be accepted by all. However, for our purposes we will
use these terms from M-H theory to define "dependency" and "growth"
for us.
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M-H Theory Provided a Conceptual Framework From Which
Certain Predictions Could Be Hade
The M-H theory made it possible to assume that the typical moti¬
vator or growth pattern for persons in the job setting was one where,
in high experiences, the growth (or motivator) factors appeared more
often than did dependence (or hygiene) factors. Conversely, in low
experiences dependence factors would appear more frequently than
growth factors. M-H theory also made it possible to assume that a
dependency pattern would show that in high experiences the hygiene
factors would appear more frequently than motivator factors. Thus,
a dependency orientated group would show a tendency to seek positive
satisfaction through hygiene or dependency factors. On the basis of
this frame-work our predictions about "regular church attenders"
could be made.
First, we could predict that the factor spread for the work ex¬
periences for regular church attenders would differ fram the typical
motivational pattern seen in the job setting. The regular church
attenders would show that their high work experiences were composed
of a greater percentage of hygiene factors than of motivator factors.
This would thus show a "dependency" orientation or a "hygiene seek¬
ing" tendency.
Second, we could predict that in their church experiences, the
regular church attenders would also show a dependence pattern. In
other words, we hypothesized that for high church experiences,
hygiene factors would appear with more frequency than motivator
factors.
In this chapter we began by introducing the M-H concept of
mental health. We then offered a critique of some aspects of the
theory and pointed out what we felt were some limitations of the
theory. The chapter was concluded with an explanation of the use¬
fulness of the theory for our present study of dependency among
regular church attenders. In the next chapter we will discuss the
methods used in our study.
CHAPTER II
THE METHOD
Our two hypotheses were stated In tha prolegomenon] that regular
church attenders are more dependency orientated in their job life
thaw the population in general} and secondly, that regular church
attenders attend church in order to satisfy their dependency needs.
In the first chapter the M-H model of mental health was adopted as
the basis for our study of these hypotheses. From this theory cer¬
tain testable propositions relevant to our theme were generated.
The experiment called for two kinds of data] the motivational di¬
rection of the experimental group in its job life and the motiva¬
tional pattern of that group in its church life. These data
requirements posed the question as to the most efficient and accurate
instrument for the collection and analysis of motivational data from
these two settings. The purpose of this chapter is to describe the
methods chosen for the project and to explain the reasons for their
selection.
Fortunately, the search for an appropriate research tool was a
fairly simple one. In his original study, Frederick Herzberg had
developed a semi-structured (or patterned) interview format and a
method of content analysis which had proved effective and reliable
in collecting data on worker motivation in an industrial setting.
There have been over fifty replications of the original experiment,
most of which have utilized this same method, making it one of the
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most replicated approaches to motivational questions in contempo¬
rary Industrial psychology.1 Since it had been tried and found
reliable in the work setting, we wondered whether or not it could
be adapted and used for the church setting as well. In a pilot pro¬
ject (to be described in the next chapter), it was hypothesised and
confirmed that the "Sequence of Events" technique (henceforth to be
referred to as the S.O.E. technique) and its accompanying method of
content analysis could be used in the church setting.2
Before preceding to describe the S.O.E. approach, we will ex¬
amine some of the problems of method in relation to motivational
studies and how Herzberg tried to overcome them.
When we ask questions of a person's motivation we are asking
him what he finds to be satisfying (or dissatisfying) in a particular
situation. We can use the example of one's work (our assumption is
that the same kind of approach can equally apply to the church life
of people). Individuals talk about their work in many ways. It can
be "shop talk" about personalities, conditions, the exchange of ex¬
periences, sharing problems of mutual concern, etc. When people talk
to each other in these ways, their feelings about the job and an
indication of their own motivational direction in that context is
coming out tangentially. This motivational picture which gradually
^Hersberg and Grigaliunas, "Relevancy in the Test of M-H theory",
p. 73.
^There are precedents for an extra-industrial use of the S.O.E.
For example, Rainette Fantz used this approach in her study of patients
in a rehabilitation hospital. Cf. Rainette Fantz, "Motivational Fac¬
tors in Rehabilitation," (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Case Western
Reserve University, 1962). Stern also used a slightly adapted version
of the S.O.E. and called it the "College Experience Questionnaire"
(CEQ) and used it to gather data on a study of University students.
Cf. M. L. Stem, "An Investigation of Slippage in the Motivation-Hy¬
giene Theory," (unpublished doctoral dissertation, Case Western
Reserve University, 1968).
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emerges is a composite of anecdotes, passing comments and feeling
tones. But the scientist who wishes to investigate motivation in
the work, or any other setting, has to do more than collect exper¬
iences. He has to focus on specific questions, such ass "what is
the person's attitude toward his job? What are the components of
these attitudes? What are the consequences of these attitudes?"3"
There are three main x«ays this data is usually gathered. First,
the subject can be asked to express his job satisfaction (church
satisfaction, etc.) directly, by answering questions that check his
overall attitude toward the situation — whether he likes it or dis¬
likes it. This is primarily useful in the investigation of demo¬
graphic variables. Second, one can evaluate the persons* feelings
about many specific aspects of a work (or other) situation. This
could be done through scaled inventory, rating certain factors in
their order of importance in the setting. This approach is based on
the assumption that one can build a picture of the person's motiva¬
tional direction through the overall way he scores on the Inventory,
and by observing the specific factors which are important in that
situation for the subject. Again, this procedure would be useful in
testing demographic variables. A third way of gathering data is one
in which no specific measure of morale is taken. In this case, the
psychologist observes the behaviour of people in a certain context
and infers attitudes, feelings, and motives from his observations.
He would arrive at an evaluation of motivation from a direct study
of group behaviour.^
*Herzberg, The Motivation to Work, p. 5.
2Ibld.. pp. 5-6.
However, each of these approaches presents a problem to the in¬
vestigator. In the case of the first approach, assuming that the
respondent has genuine feelings regarding the items being investiga¬
ted, are his answers directly related to his feelings or are they
rationalisations and displacements from other factors? Also, we era
assuming the subject's ability to verbalise not only his feelings,
but his reasons for them as well. This assumption has its own obvious
pitfalls. In the case of the second, the inventory approach, how do
we know that the items on the inventory are relevant to this partic¬
ular person? How do we know that ha is not simply responding in
order to respond, attempting to please the investigator with a range
of feelings about subjects which he's never really considered?*
Another heavily contaminating influence on the rating or ranking pro¬
cedure is the effect of the social acceptance or social desirability
of the various factors with which the subject is presented. In the
end, such an approach may tell the researcher more about the socially
accepted values in the context than about the actual factors of im-
2
portance for the Individual• Another difficulty in the rating or
ranking system is the problem of the meaning of the terms. One is
well aware of how iteras can be misinterpreted or re-interpreted by
a subject and thus made to fit a situation to which they are, in
reality, irrelevant. Finally, in the case of the third, the obser¬
vation approach of investigating motivation, how do we equate feel¬
ings. For example, if two people indicate that they are unhappy
with their jobs because of certain factors, then how do we know that
*Herzberg and Grigaliunas, "Relevancy," pp. 73-79.
2Ibid., p. 78.
they are equally unhappy? We can develop our own scales, but the
difficulty of actually getting inside the experience and measuring
its phenomenology is obvious.5*
Considering the possible methods discussed above and their limi¬
tations, how can one proceed in the exploration of motivation? At
this point we recall one of the main sources from which Herzberg's
creative answer to the problem developed. It was his study of
past attempts to measure worker morale. This study has already been
discussed in Chapter I. As was pointed out there, Herzberg and his
associates noticed that a different set of results were arrived at
when the research design was concerned with what roads people happy
as contrasted with projects designed to discover what made them un¬
happy with their jobs. From this finding derived not only an hypo¬
thesis to be tested, but also the suggestion of an important ele¬
ment in technique. One of the frequently occurring mistakes made
previously in research design was that subjects were asked only one
kind of question, for example, about their job dissatisfaction. It
was assumed that the other kind of question (about what led to job
satisfaction) would, by inference, be the opposite of that answer.
However, Herzberg's review of previous studies showed that there
were two kinds of questions, separate and distinct, which needed to
be askedi one concerned the satisfying aspects of the work situa¬
tion and the other concerned the dissatisfying elements. This was
an important cornerstone on which any future research about job
motivation needed to be built.
%erzberg, "M-H Concept and Problems of Manpower," p. 4
Section I
The "Sequence off Events" Method
The central characteristic of the S.Q.E. is that the respondent
is requested to identify periods of time in his own history when he
felt especially satisfied or dissatisfied in his work situation.1
The advantage of this "relatively crude procedure** was that it
avoided many of the problems inherent in other approaches. One sim¬
ple assumption had to be mad©. This was that a person could place
his feelings about a situation on a kind of continuum, he could
identify extremes, and he could report on this incident or period of
time when he was particularly satisfied or dissatisfied in bis work
setting.2 The present study has been built on the belief that the
same assumptions could be made about a person*s life in a Christian
congregation, and that the sac procedures could be used in that
context.
The interview process is a "semi-structured"3 or "patterned"
one.4 This means that the interviewer raises previously specified
questions, but is free to pursue lines opened up by the interviewee
as he relates his experiences. This is in contrast to a "structured"
technique which restricts the Interview to a specific list of ques¬
tions to be dealt with.
The value of the semi-structured technique lies in the freedom
1The S.O.E, approach was based on the "Critical Incident Morale
Survey" which had used a similar technique, Cf, Hersberg, Motivation
to '.'ork. pp. 13-14.
2Her*berg, Motivation te Work, p. 14,
3lbid.. p. 16.
4fiersberg, Work and Mature of Man, p, 131.
given to the respondent to select the kinds of events which he con¬
siders important. The questions which the interviewer uses are so
designed that one is enabled to elicit the three sides to each
story: the factors which contributed to the change of feelings,
the attitudes which the respondent had to the event, and the effects
of the event in the life of the person. Sometimes one or other
aspect of the event sequence would require a little probing to under¬
stand it better, and this was taken into consideration by the inter¬
viewer.*
Before proceeding to give an example of the S.O.B. interview
format, it is important to stress that what was discussed with the
subjects was not just feelings, separate from any specific context,
but actual event sequences from his job and in our project, his
church life. The tern "event sequence" was precisely defined by the
following five criteria and only those sequences conforming to them
were adtaissable as data.
First, the sequence must revolve around an event or a series
of events, that is, there must be some objective happening.
The report cannot be concerned with the speakers psychological
reactions or with his feelings. Second, the sequence of
events must be bounded in tirnej it should have a beginning
that can be identified, a middle, and, unless the events are
still going on, there must be soma sort of identifiable end¬
ing, not necessarily dramatic or abrupt. Third, the story
must have taken place during a period in which feelings about
the job were either exceptionally good or exceptionally bad .
... Fourth, the story must concern a period of time in the
speakers life when he held a position that fell within the
limits of our sample . . , / Fifth, the story must be about a
situation in which the speakers feelings about his job were
directly affected and not about a sequence of events that re¬
volved about high or low spirits caused by something unrelated
to the job.^
*Herzberg, Motivation to Work, p. 16.
^Ibid., pp. 40-41.
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Below Is reproduced an adapted version of the Herzberg Inter¬
view format which was used to collect the event sequence data In our
experiment*
Think of a time when you felt exceptionally satisfied or dis¬
satisfied with your job (church involvement). It may be a
present job (church involvement) or any other one you have
had. Tell toe what happened.
1. How long ago did this happen?
2. How long did the feeling last?
Can you describe specifically what made the change of feel¬
ings begin?
When did it end?
3. Was what happened typical of xdiat was going on at the time?
4. Can you tell more precisely why you felt the way you did
at the time?
5. What did these events mean to you?
6. Did these feelings affect the way you did your job (partici¬
pated in the church)?
How?
How long did this go on?
7. Can you give a specific example of the way in which your
performance on the job (participation in the church) was
affeeted?
For how long?
8. Did what happened affect you personally in any way?
For how long?
Did it change the way you got along with people in general
or with your family?
Did it affect your sleep?
Appetite?
General Health?
9. Did what happened basically affect the way you felt about
working at that place (participating in that church) or
did it merely make you feel good or bad about the occur¬
rence itself?
10. Did the consequences of what happened at this time affect
your career (ooen up any future opportunities in your church
life)?
How?
11. Did what happened change the way you felt about your pro¬
fession (the Church)?
How?
12. Indicate how strong you think your good or bad feelings were.
Weak? Moderate? Very Strong?
13. Could the situation you described happen again for the same
reasons and with the same effects?
If not, describe the changes that have taken place which
would make your feelings and actions different today from
what they were then.
14. Is there anything else you would like to say about the
sequence of events you have described?
Section II
The "Content Analysis" Technique
We now turn to the technique of translating the qualitative
material into quantative terms, the method known as Content Analysis.
There are two possible approaches to content analysis. The first
is an a priori approach by which analysis is based on a previously
selected list of factors or set of definitions. The other approach
/
is the j* posteriori approach in which the categories of analysis
are allowed to emerge from the material itself. This approach is
designed to set up categories which are meaningful to the emperical
data which has been gathered. In the original Herzberg study this
latter approach was used. An intricate procedure was used to break
down all event sequences into "thought units1' which were then
sorted into piles that seemed to go together. The result was a list
of categories which contained within themselves many subcategories
or specifications of the kind of thought units included in the major
category.1
Marvin Dunnette, in his book, Psychology Applied to Industry.
makes this point in reviewing the original Herzberg methodology:
Although these conclusions are important, a more fundamental
contribution of the study is that the job factors so identified
were allowed to emerge from descriptions of actual job situa¬
tions rather than being based exclusively on responses to
checklists or sets of statements developed ahead of time by
the investigator. The job factors derived by lierzberg's
classification are more likely, therefore, to reflect things
in the job environment leading to employees' approach and
avoidance behaviours.2
^Merzberg, Motivation to Work, p. 34f.
2 Marvin Dunnette and Wayne K. Kirclmer, Psychology Applied to
Industry (New York: Appleton-Century Crofts, 1959), p. 49.
In designing the present experiment the factor list formulated
by Heraberg was used for the job sequences. At first it was thought
that a different set of factors would be needed for the church se¬
quences. Since the long and technical procedure of developing an
a posteriori list was beyond the scope of this thesis, Abraham
Maslow's "Hierarchy of Needs" was used for this purpose. This was
an appropriate categorization and was compatible with the M-H theory.
However, after the pilot study, the Herzberg factors were reviewed
and it was decided that these same factors (with one or two obvious
exceptions) could be re-worded and could also apply to the church
sequences. This provided many more categories for factor analysis
than did the Maslow set, and of course simplified the task of com¬
paring the results of the job setting with those of the church set¬
ting.
The factor list below with its accompanying commentary became
the criteria for isolating the ingredients in the church and job
sequences. The factors served as a kind of shorthand notation
system making it possible to quantify the data in order to compare
various variables.
Before presenting the list it is necessary to make a clarifica¬
tion about the "two levels of analysis." The objective content of
the story, the situation which the respondent described (antecedent
to any explanation of why it affected him as It did) is called the
first level. The first level factors always described concrete
events or situations reported by the interviewee.1
Second level factors described the needs or drives activated
lliersberg, Motivation to Work, p. 27.
by these events. "The individual second level factors would cate¬
gorize the answer the respondent would give to probe questions about
his reasons for feeling as ha did."*
First Level Factors
There were sixteen first-level factors» six motivator or growth
factors and ten hygiene or dependency factors. The motivators werej
1. Achievement




6. Possibility of growth
The hygiene factors were:
1. Supervision
2. Company (or church) policy and administration
3. Working conditions (or church task environment)
4-6. Interpersonal relations with peers, subordinates, and
superiors
7. Status
S. Job security (not applicable to church sequences)
9. Salary (not applicable to church sequences)
10. Personal life factors.2
Each factor is defined in the following commentary.''
1, Recognition
The main criterion for this category was an act of recognition
shown to the subject. The source could be almost anyone. In the
work situation it could range from the manager to the general public.
In the church situation it could be the pastor or another layman.
At any rate, some act of notice was Involved. The category also
included "negative recognition". In other words, blame or criti-
1Ibid.
2Herzberg, Work and Nature of Man, pp. 95-96.
3Ibid., pp. 193-198.
cisra. There may or may not have been any reward connected with the
recognition. The blame or criticism could have been for adequate or
inadequate work. The subject aay or may not have felt that it was
justified. The factor was used where the person did not receive
expected recognition. It might relate to having one's ideas accepted
or rejected by the boss or by a church committee.
Where the central event of a sequence was a certain act, such
as being appointed to a new position in the church or being given a
raise at work, which was not itself accompanied by verbal recogni¬
tion, the sequence was coded under "recognition, second level."
A question might be asked about the difference between recogni¬
tion and another coding category, "interpersonal relations" (see
below). The difference between the two factors has to do with
whether the emphasis was on the act of recognition or on the charac¬
teristics of the interaction, "When the story included statements
characterizing the nature of the interaction between the respondent
and the supervisor* peer or subordinate,^ we coded the sequence as a
story involving interpersonal relations. When the emphasis was
merely on the act of recognition, this was not done."3
2. Achievement
This factor also included its opposite, "failure or lack of
achievement." Any story which involved a specifically mentioned
1In the church sequences "Supervisor" * pastor or group leader.
^In the church sequences "Subordinate" =» the person or group to
which the respondent was offering some service. The writer is aware
of the patronizing sound of the word "subordinate" in this context.
However, for want of a better word, we will use it to specify a
particular category and apt as a particular attitude.
•'ibid., p. 194.
success was included in this class. It could have been the success¬
ful completion of a job, solution to some problem, vindication of
one's work, or seeing the results of one's work.
3. Possibility of Growth
Sometimes a respondent would tell about objective changes in
his situation involving evidence of the Increase or decrease of the
possibility for his growth. This could be illustrated by a change in
status which included within it the possibility of the respondent
rising (or falling) in the company or church. When this possibility
was clearly stated to the subject when he was being given the promo¬
tion, the sequence could be coded by this factor.
There is another connotation of the "possibility of growth"
which applies both to the job and to the church. It has to do, not
so much with advancing in position, as with advancing one's skills,
his knowledge or his understanding. Where opportunity for broadening
one's abilities or outlook was a stated element in the situation it
could be coded in this category*
4. Advancement
This category was only used when there was an actual change in
a person's status or position in the church or company. "In situa¬
tions in which an individual transferred from one part of the company
to another, with no change in status but with increased opportunities
for responsible work, the change was considered an increased respon¬
sibility (for which we have a category) but not formally an advance¬
ment!^ In the church setting, joining the church or going into any
new position in the church was coded "advancement."
hbid., p. 195.
5. Salary
This category included all sequences in which compensation was a
part. Obviously, this category did not apply to the church sequences.
6-8. Interpersonal Relations
When one is coding It is tempting to interpret every sequence
through this factor, for at first it seems all pervasive. Of course,
interpersonal relations often do play a part, necessarily, in situa¬
tions involving recognition or change in status in the church or
job. However, we have restricted our coding of this factor, as did
Herzbexg, "to those stories in which there was actual verbalization
about the characteristics of the interaction between the person
speaking and another individual."* This factor is arranged into
three categoriess Interpersonal Relations with one's Superior (boss,
pastor, committee chairman, etc.), Interpersonal Relations with one's
Subordinates (e.g., customer, church school pupils, etc.), and Inter¬
personal Relations with one's Peers (business associates, fellow
church members, fellow workers, etc.).
Within each of these categories there are a series of subcate¬
gories to describe the various types of situations pertaining to the
Interaction between the respondent and others. These subcategories
included personal relationships which were purely social in character
and those which were "sociotechnical." The former are stories tell¬
ing of interactions that take place on the premises (at work, at
church, or at a church committee meeting) but the relationships are
independent of the stated tasks of the job or group. The socio-
technical interactions are those that arise when people interact in
the performance of their stated tasks.
llbid,
9. Supervision (Technical)
Although at times it is difficult, it is not impossible to
divorce characteristics of interpersonal relationships with one's
supervisor (pastor or leader) from the supervisor or leader's be¬
haviour in carrying out his tasks. In the "Supervisor (Technical)"
category are placed those sequences "in which the competence or in¬
competence, fairness or unfairness of the supervisor (edit., pastor
or leader) were the critical characteristics."1 Statements about
the supervisor's willingness or unwillingness to teach, or share
responsibility would be included in this category. Sequences in¬
volving a leader who is always nagging, critical, showing favoritism,
or one who keeps things running efficiently and smoothly would both
be classified under "Supervisor (Technical)."
10. Responsibility
"heri events were related which involved a person's satisfaction
from being given responsibility for his own work or for the work of
others, or from being given new responsibilities, they would be
coded under "Responsibility." Likewise would be stories in which
there was a loss of satisfaction or a negative attitude toward the
job or church stemming from a lack of responsibility. However, when
the story concerned a wide gap between a person's authority and the
authority which he needed to carry out his responsibilities the
factor used was "Company (or Church) Policy and Acfciinistration."
The reason for this is that such a discrepancy between authority
and responsibility would be considered poor management.
*Tbid., p. 196
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11. Company (or Church) Policy and Administration
There were two kinds of characteristics subsumed under this
factor. First, there were the ones having to do with the adequacy
or inadequacy of the job (or church) organization and management.
Thus a person could be involved in a situation in which lines of
communication were crossed in such a way that he had inadequate
authority to accomplish his tasks, where his efforts ware conflict¬
ing with another's, or where some task or project simply died because
of poor organization.
The second set of characteristics under the heading of "Company
(or Church) Policy and Administration" involved, not adequacy, but
the harrofulness or beneficial effects of the company or church's
policies. These could range from personnel policies of the job to
the support network organized around a person in crisis by the
church. Therefore, when statements were made in the church setting
about the beneficial service rendered by the organization to persons
in need the "Church Policy and Administration" factor was used.
12. Working Conditions or Task Environment
This category was used for sequences in which the physical con¬
ditions of the job, the amount of work a person was carrying, or
the facilities available for accomplishing the tasks were mentioned.
The kind of situations could vary from too heavy responsibilities on
the job to "being left holding the bag" in one's church tasks; from
working in good social surroundings to having good group support in
carrying out church tasks. In these last illustrations the emphasis
is on the smoothly functioning teamwork focused on the task at hand.
If the event focused instead on the interactions of the people on the
team then it was coded under "Interpersonal Relations."
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13. The Vork Itself or The Tasks Themselves
This heading was used when the respondent .spoke of the actual
doing of the job or the tasks as a source of good or bad feelings
about it. The job or task could be monotonous or varied, challeng¬
ing or stultifying, easy or overly difficult. It could be intren-
sically rewarding, or the source of conflict as a result of having
to perform tasks which ran counter to one's own judgment or values.
14. Factors in Personal Life
As was previously Indicated a sequence was not admitted as data
if it had nothing to do with the job or church experience, even If
it affected how the person did his job or participated in the church.
However, situations in which some aspect of the job or church in¬
volvement affected the individual's personal life "in such a way as
to make the effect a factor in the respondent's feelings about his
job (edit,, or church life)" were accepted.1 For example, if the
company demanded that a man move to a new location and his family
was unhappy in that place, this was accepted as a valid event sequence
and coded under the "Personal Life" category. Or, for example, if a
person's child was extremely ill and the pastor made a timely and
supportive call at the time of distress, again the incident was
accepted as data and coded under "Personal Life,"
15. Status
Status is another factor which eould easily be thought perti¬
nent to many inappropriate sequences. For example, one might think
that any advancement to a new position at work or office in the
1Ibid.. p. 197.
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church, naturally involves a change of status and ought to be thus
coded. However, this was not done, "Status was coded only when the
respondent actually mentioned some sign or appurtenance of status as
a factor in his feelings about the job" (or new position in the
church),1 Therefore, if a parson spoke of having a secretary, or
being allowed to drive a company car in his new position, or of being
unable to use the staff coffee lounge, it would be coded under this
category. Similarly a sequence in which one spoke of sitting at a
place of honor, being able to travel with ecclesiastical leaders,
etc., as part of a new position in the church, this would also be
coded under "Status."
16. Job Security
Once again, this is a factor which would pertain only to job
situations. Here "we were not dealing with feelings of security, but
with objective signs of the presence or absence of job security.
Included under this heading would be such considerations as tenure
and company stability or instability, which reflected in some objec¬
tive fashion on the person's job security. In church sequences there
were occasional statements about feelings of security. In these cases
"Feelings of Security — Second Level" was coded.
Second Level Factors
The "Second Level Factors", as stated above, had to do with the
explanation the interviewee gave as to why a particular situation




explanatory and Is reproduced without comment below. In the appendix
the reader will find the coding schedules for both the first and
second level factors and there he will find the subcategories which
guided the choosing of relevant factors.
The Second Level Factors were:1
1. Feelings of recognition
2. Feelings of achievement
3. Feelings of possible growth, blocks to growth, or first level
factors perceived as evidence of actual growth
4. Feelings of advancement
3. Feelings of responsibility, lack of responsibility or dimin¬
ished responsibility
6. Group feelings: feelings of belonging or isolation, either
sociotechnlcal or purely social.
7. Feelings of Interest or lack of interest in the performance
of work tasks (or participation and involvement in the church)
8. Feelings of increased or decreased status
9. Feelings of increased or decreased security
10. Feelings of fairness or unfairness
11. Feelings of pride, shame, inadequacy or guilt
12. Feelings about salary
13. Religious feelings
One factor has been added to the above list which was not on
Heraberg's list of Second Level Factors. It is the factor "Religious
Feelings." It was found that several respondents described that a
particular event was important to them because they "felt closer to
God" or they "felt far from God" as a result. These kinds of re¬
sponses were classified under the "religious feelings" category.
A Note on Factor Analysis
An event sequence was coded by as many factors as related to the
situation. Sometimes there was more than one subcategory which was
applicable. However, each major factor category was counted only one
time per sequence since the subcategories simply aid In the location




The Pour Headings for Tabular Synopsis
of the Event Sequences
In order to provide the necessary data for studying the effect
of various variables in the test of our two hypotheses, the analysis
of the material was done in four ways.*
1. First, there was a description of the interviewee in terms
of age, sex, and occupation.
2. Second, there was an overall description of the S.9.E. As
in the original Herzberg study this event classification employed
three sets of opposites: High/Low, Short Range/Long Range, Short
Duration of Feelings/Long Duration of Feelings. We added a fourth
seti Churcy/Job, because of the types of settings In our respondents
lives frora which we were soliciting event sequences.
"High" was used to denote satisfying, good, or positive exper¬
iences.
"Low" betokened dissatisfying, bad, negative, or painful exper¬
iences.
"Short-Range" described an experience which took place over a
longer period of time (measured by weeks, months, or even years).
"Short Duration of Feelings" indicated that the feelings aroused
lasted a few days or less.
"Long Duration of Feelings" described effects that lasted weeks,
months, or years.
"Church" or "Job" sequences is self explanatory.
^Ibid., p. 40. Herzberg had five divisions of analysis. He
Included"the "effects" of the event on the person. This division was
not used in our study.
3. The third heading in our synopsis was the description of
the objective situation, or the "first level of analysis."
4. The fourth heading was the description of the subjective
situation, or "second level of analysis." This class had to do
with the answers respondents gave to the question, "what did these
events mean to you?" In essence the subject was being asked to ex¬
press the aspect of his own need or value system which led to his
attitude toward his job or church involvement at the time of the
events being described.
The Test of Coding Reliability and
Method of Assuring Accuracy
Because of the possibility of Irrelevant factors creeping into
the coding process, a reliable procedure needed to be found which
would serve as a check during coding, test coding consistency, and
also give a more reliable set of data at the end.
To meed"this requirement, a method used by Herzberg was found
most useful.1 Two "content analysis coders" were used. One was the
author and the other a novice in terms of the Herzberg theory and
methodology.^ She was given the coding schedules and instructions
and coded all the sequences. A comparison of the results of the
two coders showed an average of 1,32 disagreements per event sequence.
This compared favorably with coder consistency In the original Herz¬
berg project where there were an average of 1.93 disagreements per
^Herzbarg and Grigaiiunas, "Relevancy," p. 75.
2The second coder, the novice to Herzberg theory and technique,
was the wife of the researcher. She has a 8.S. degree in education
and sociology and has had experience in other methods of data col¬
lection and analysis.
sequences. For all sequences coded in our project there was an over-
ail agreement of 791. In the study referred to ir footnote i on the
preceeding page, where Herzberg and his associates used the same
coding method as described above, there was an overall agreement on
83% of their coding. Onea again, our results compare favorably with
his. After all sequences were coded, each and every disagreement
was resolved and eventual 1007. agreement was reached between the two
coders. This method of analysis uas thus found to be sufficiently
objective as to provide reliable data.
Section 111
A Critique of the Method
The Sequence of Events Technique
Some writers1 have argued against the critical incident method,
saying that such a report from the subject permits explanations with
a defensive bias. The essence of this position is that even though
the subjects accurately report the determinants of critical inci¬
dents, their recollection of the incidents may be selective so that
the high sequences which they relate tend to be biased toward those
incidents which were due to one's own efforts (motivators) as op¬
posed to those incidents which were due to matters without the sub¬
ject's control (hygienes). However, against this Herzberg cogently
argues that, assuming that there is such a bias, it seesas more logical
for people to try to make themselves look, good by saying that they
iking, "Clarification and Evaluation of the Two Factor Theory
of Job Satisfaction," p. 23; M. Dunnette, J. P. Campbell, and M. D.
Hakei, "Factors Contributing to Job Satisfaction and Job Dissatis¬
faction in Six Occupational Groups," Organizational Behaviour and
Human Performance, II (1967), 147-148. House and Wigdor, "Herzberg's
Dual-Factor Theory of J<jb Satisfaction and Motivation," p. 371.
are unhappy because they do not have responsibility, are not getting
ahead, have boring work, have no growth possibilities and receive no
recognition (i.e., unhappiness because of a lack of motivators^ rather
than for them to say that their supervisor is unfriendly, their leader
is unfair, that the administration is poor, etc, (i.e., that they are
unhappy because of poor hygienes). In fact, the various studies
which have verified the M-H theory illustrate the tendency to blame
motivators. In all the ten replications of the original study re¬
ported in Chapter 7 of Work and the Nature of Man, one observes that
the slippage of factors is overwhelmingly in the direction of blaming
the motivators for Job dissatisfaction; the motivator arrow is much
less unipolar than the hygiene arrow. This is contrary to the surmise
registered in the above criticism.1
Another related criticism is that the subject would tend to
select those incidents which relate well to a currently accepted
social standard. However, it appears to this writer that, although
it is a weakness, this is probably a danger less inherent in the
S.Q.E. technique than in either the structured questionnaire tech¬
nique or in a ranking or rating of a list of preferred factors. To
quote Herzberg: "At least it is much more difficult to conjure up
appropriate events in one's life during a patterned interview than
it is to respond 'appropriately' to items in a questionnaire."
The Content Analysis Technique
The Content Analysis Technique has also been criticized by sev-
%erzberg, Work acid the Nature of Mai, p. 131,
2Ibld.
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eral writers.1 It has been suggested that the coding system is not
completely determined by the data and a pre-established rating system,
but that it requires additional interpretation by the experimenter.
Thus, the method is open to experimenter bias and irrelevant data.
Evidence put forward to demonstrate coding bias in the Herzberg
method seems to be based on two kinds of studios! first, those using
some method of rating or ranking of factors; and second, those in
which the subject codes his own sequences. However, neither type of
experiment has shown convincing results because of the element of
irrelevance. It would appear to this researcher that until problems
of "methodological coercion" forcing irrelevant ratings, and those
of overrating, misinterpretation or reinterpretation of factors by
the subjects, can be overcome, the question as to the degree of ex¬
perimenter coding bias cannot be answered satisfactorily.^
The factor analysis technique has also been criticised because
the division of factors into "intrinsic" and "extrinsic" categories
is not always appropriate. Much depends upon the context of the
event. This problem has been discussed in the previous chapter.
A final weakness of the Content Analysis technique which re¬
lates specifically to our present project is that the church sequen¬
ces are being coded by an adapted version of Hersberg's list of job
factors. This is less than ideal. However, given the limitations
of this thesis, this approach seems to have been adequate. It is, of
*R. B. Ewen, "Some Determinants of Job Satisfactions A Study of
the Generability of Herzberg's Theory," Journal of Applied Psy¬
chology. XLVIII (1964), p. 162; House and Wigdor, "Uerzberg'sDual
Factor Theory," p. 372; King, "Clarification and Evaluation,"
pp. 24-25.
%erzberg and Grigaliunas, "Relevancy," p. 78.
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course, open to question. Perhaps an a posteriori list of factors
would have produced different results*
Section IV
The Usefulness of the Methodology for Our Present Project
Having stated sane of the criticisms which could be made of the
method we have chosen, we feel that its repeated use over the past
eight years has established the S.O.E. as a useful and efficient
method for gathering the sort of data which is required for our study.
First, the S.O.E. technique makes it possible to isolate the
specific dependency factors or growth factors in a particular event
sequence. When applied to a group, it gives quantitative data about
that group's motivational orientation in the setting in questions to
what degree the group is motivator or growth oriented, and to what
degree it is hygiene or dependency oriented.
In the present study it will be used to elicit data about both
the work and church lives of our subjects. The motivational pattern
of the experimental group in the job setting will then be compared
with the typical motivational pattern in the work setting as indi¬
cated by a group of previous studies using the S.O.E. technique.
This will enable us to answer the question, "Within the limits of our
population, are regular church attenders more dependency oriented in
their job life than a group of people chosen without reference to
their church attachment?" The motivational pattern of the experimental
group's church life will be examined to see whether it is true, for
our population, that regular church attenders are dependency oriented
in their church life. S.O.E. data would indicate a "dependency
orientation" if hygiene faetors were coded more frequently than moti-
vator factors In high experiences.
In this chapter we have discussed the problems of method with
references to motivational studies and have described the S.O.E.
method and indicated some of its strengths and weaknesses* On bal¬
ance it was decided that this method was an efficient and reliable
way of testing our hypotheses. In the following chapter the actual




In the Prolegomenon our hypotheses about the dependency orien¬
tation of regular church attenders were stated. In the first chapter
the basic concepts and definitions to be used in the present study
were explained, and in the second chapter the method for testing
these hypotheses was described. In this chapter the actual proce¬
dures used in the experiments will be demonstrated.
The first step was to select an experimental group from which
job and church sequences could be gathered. A pilot project was
launched in the spring of 1972. The first section of this chapter
will explain how that project was developed and what was learned from
it. Then, in the fall of 1972, the St. Matthew's experiment was con¬
ducted. In the second section of this chapter the procedures used
in this test will be detailed.
Section I
The Pilot Project
The purposes of the pilot project were threefold: (a) to try
the S.O.E* interview format in the church setting, (b) to discover
the most appropriate factor analysis categories, and (c) to collect
preliminary data relevant to the hypotheses of the thesis.
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The Subjects
Eight subjects (four males and four females) were selected for
the trial run* The people were recommended by friends (an assistant
minister and a deaconess) of the researcher. The subjects worked at
varied jobs, and for the most part, participated in different churches.
Most of the people had positions of leadership in their congregations.
Thus there were two differences between this group and the group which
eventually would be selected for the larger experiment. The first
difference was that the pilot study represented several churches rather
than one congregation. Secondly, the group was not a random sample
of regular attenders, but tended to be a sample of church "leaders."
Because of this second factor we expected that the preliminary data
would probably show a bias toward motivator factors in high church
experiences.
The people were first asked by the author's friends as to their
willingness to participate in a project. They were then telephoned
by the researcher and officially invited to participate and an ap¬
pointment was made.
The Interviews
All of the interviews except one were conducted in the home of
the participants. The one exception was an interview which was con¬
ducted in a "two-way room" at the Royal Edinburgh Hospital, which
will be explained below.
After the initial introduction in which the Interviewer reiter¬
ated the message about his research placement and the pilot project
in which the interviewee had been Invited to participate, the follow¬
ing interview information was given.
One of my interests as a pastor is to discover what 'basic life
supplies* (things like security, belongingness, worth, self-
esteem, knowledge, meaning, beauty, etc.) people look for and
find or fail to find in their church and in their job life.
This sounds like a big order, but as I thought about it, I
realized that we quite naturally talk about satisfying or dis¬
satisfying experiences we have had at work or at church. It
may have been over a period of time (say, a week, month, or even
several years) or perhaps it is an event which happened one day.
At any rate, as we look back, it stands out as a particularly
good time or bad time for some reason or another. These are
the kinds of times, in your work and in your church life that 1
would like for us to talk about this evening.
Since this is the kind of interview that 1 will be using
for my thesis project, it would be most helpful for me if, after
we have tried it out, you would give me your suggestions. This
will help me understand how to improve on my work as an inter¬
viewer before I begin the major project. You may have some
questions before we begin .... In order to set the wheels
in motion, we will begin with the churchb experiences first. Can
you think of a time in your church experience which stands out
as a particularly good or bad one for some reason or another?
Can you tell me about it?
The S.O.E. Interview format (see page 98 ) was then followed. It
was used more rigidly during the initial interviews, but as the re¬
searcher gained familiarity with the instrument he began "conversa¬
tionally" enabling the persons to talk through their experiences.
This allowed the interviewee to speak more naturally. If the inter¬
viewer saw that a particular aspect of an experience which was needed
for analysis was being left out, he used a probe In that direction.
Occasionally he made notes. This more informal tact which was even¬
tually adopted seemed to produce richer and more colorful material.
After the first sequence was obtained the researcher saidj "In
that story you related a time that was particularly satisfying (or
dissatisfying) for you. Think again over your experiences. This
time could you recall one that was dissatisfying (or satisfying/ for
some reason? Could you tell me what happened?" In this way an effort
was made to give the person freedom to choose what he would talk about
in the first sequence. In the second sequence he was asked to give
an experience from the other end of the spectrum. After two sequences
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were taken, the person was given the opportunity to tell a third
story with the freedom to choose either a high or low.
When the church sequences were completed, the same procedure
was used for the person's work life.
Suggestions Made by the Subjects
During the course of the interviews, or at their conclusion,
suggestions were offered or questions were raised by the subjects.
These subsequently proved of great value.
Some persons needed further clarification as to the meaning of
"church experiences." The following explanation was developed.
Of course a person's faith influences every part of his life,
but one part of our experience has to do with our participation
with a group of people in a congretation, in a smaller group
within it, or in some "religious group" outwith the congrega¬
tion itself. This kind of setting may offer opportunities for
worship, fellowship, study, or service. It is about your ex¬
periences in such a group that I would like you to think now.
In the initial interview the respondent remarked that the words
"satisfying" or "dissatisfying," or "happy", or "unhappy", would be
more appropriate adjectives than "god" or "bad" when applied to his
experiences. This advice was heeded in the interviews which followed.
Some subjects found a line indicator (which Heraberg had used,
allowing the subject to indicate the strength of his feelings in a
particular experience) difficult to handle, especially in regard to
their church experiences. They suggested that the numbered line in¬
dicator be changed to a single series of word descriptions from which
a person could choose. The options which were developed as a result
of this suggestion weres "weak," "moderate," and "very strong."
This change could be made quite easily since the question was merely
designed to help the researcher understand the significance a par¬
ticular event sequence had for the respondent.
Another person stressed that the confidentiality of the material
should be emphasised. Again, this was a helpful comment and was
followed in ail interviews.
The Interview in the Two-Way Room
One Interview (with a subject who had happened to be a former
nurse in the hospital) was held in the "two-way" interview room In
the Psychotherapy Day Hospital. The observers of this interview
were: the psychiatric consultant, the matron, and a psychiatric
nurse, all from the Day Hospital, The main purpose of this session
was to check the interview technique of the researcher for non¬
verbal cues. After the Interview was completed, an hour was spent
reviewing the session and the project as a whole. Prom that exper¬
ience certain explanations given during the interview were sharpened,
the possibility of conducting the interview more conversationally and
without the use of notes was discussed, and the following contingency
plans were developed for dealing with the possible reluctance of
people to verbalize dissatisfying experiences. The interviewer could
explain: "I know this is a difficult part to deal with, but it would
help me for you to do so." This kind of statement would help the
subject feel that he was doing a favor for the interviewer. A second
approach might be:
• ~V .V \ ' "pC;
It may see® petty when you start describing the experience, but
there are two things I would want to say. First, the fact that
it made you feel unhappy at the time makes it important; and
secondly, if several people mention the same sort of experience,
then we nay have an even wider issue of concern here.
Record Keeping
Immediately after each interview the sequences were written up
on interview format sheets using jottings made during the session.
Names and personal details were not used in these records. Each sub¬
ject was identified by a code number known only to the author.
"Follow-Through"
After the interview a letter of thanks was sent to each person
who had participated in the pilot project. One other item might be
mentioned at this point. At the conclusion of each interview the
person was asked for his reaction to the experience. In every case
the reaction was positive. Two people responded that it had been
"rewarding" because of the opportunity to reminisce, or because of
the challenge to analyze why a certain experience had been dissatis¬
fying to them. One lady in her late 50's commented to a friend that
she had found the session very helpful because she had been able to
verbalize an experience from her school days which had been most
painful to her. She said that she had never been able to discuss it
with anyone before.
The Factors Used in the Analysis
In the content analysis of the job sequences of the pilot the
heraberg factors were used (see pages 106-10$)- However, the church
sequences were first coded with a different factor list. This was
done to test whether a different sent of factors would be more effec¬
tive for church sequences. As was explained in the previous chapter,
an adapted version of the Herzberg factor list was eventually uti¬
lized and found more satisfactory.
The factors used for the coding of the church sequences in the
pilot study were taken from Abraham Maslow*s "Need Hierarchy."1
^Haslow, Motivation and Personality, pp. 35-51.
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1, The Physiological Needs
The physiological needs described an event sequence which re¬
volved around a person's physical surroundings.
2, The Need for Safety or Security
This type of factor described an event in which there was objec¬
tive evidence that the person's need for routine and order was either
enhanced or threatened. Also included under this heading were his
preference for the familiar and the dislike of the unfamiliar and
strange or his need for rules and formulae to provide for possible
contingencies,
3, The Needs for Love, Belonginaneas and Other Social Needs
This factor described an event sequence which involved personal
interactions and relationships.
4, The Esteem Heeds
This category was indicated by sequences where the person
showed a need for strength, achievement, or confidence in the face of
the world. This included the need to feel useful and necessary in
the world. Experiences of inferior, weak, or helpless feelings were
also categorized here. Another aspect which was included under
"esteem" was when the person showed a need for reputation, prestige,
respect or esteem from other persons.
5, The Need for Self-Actualization or Creativity
This factor was illustrated by sequences where self-fulfillment,




6. The Desires to Know and Understand
This factor related to experiences where the subject's curios¬
ity was satisfied and where he learned new things. It also related
to his need to theorise and theologize, to analyze and organize his
unders tandings.
7, The Aesthetic Needs or Desire for Beauty
This factor described an event sequence where order, symmetry,
system, or wholeness played a part. "Peak" religious experiences
were placed in this category.
These seven factors were divided into two groups. The first
group, containing physiology, safety and belongingness factors, was
Maslow's group of "lower level needs" and corresponded to Herzberg's
category of "hygiene needs". The second group was comprised of
esteem, self-actualization, desire to know and understand, and aes¬
thetic factors. These were Maslow's "higher level needs" and were
comparable to Herzberg's category of "motivator needs".
When the sets of factors which were described above were applied
to our pilot project data we arrived at certain findings. These will
now be reported. In both cases we will, first of all, state one of
our original hypotheses after which we will report our findings re¬
lated to it.
The Findings of the Pilot Project
1. "Regular church attenders are more dependency oriented In
their job life than is a more general population chosen without re¬
ference to its church attachment." When the distribution of moti¬
vator and hygiene factors in the high and low experiences of both the
4
pilot experimental group and the "control group" were compared, the
following result was noted.
FIGURE 1
CONTROL GROUP:
TIE ARITHMETIC MEAN IN PERCENTAGES OF THE FREQUENCY
OF APPEARANCE OF MOTIVATOR AND HYGIENE FACTORS
IN HIGH AND LOW JOB SEQUENCES
Low - High







THE RANGE OF THE FACTOR DISTRIBUTION IN HIGH AND
LOW JOB SEQUENCES FOR THE VARIOUS STUDIES
WHICH COMPRISED THE CONTROL GROUP
Low High
10 9876543210123456789 10
38%- 24% Ms 69%-96%
767.-62% Hs 4%- 31%
FIGURE 3
TIE PILOT EXPERIMENTAL GROUP:
THE PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY OF APPEARANCE OF
MOTIVATOR AND HYGIENE FACTORS IN HIGH






ifhe "control group" will be explained in more detail in
Chapter IV.
^Henceforth Ms will represent "motivators" and Hs will stand
for "hygienes."
These figures indicate that the factor distribution chart for
the job experiences of the experimental group is within the Range of
the Control Group figures. Motivator factors are the main sources
of satisfaction in the high Job experiences and hygiene factors are
the primary sources of dissatisfaction in the low job experiences
for the experimental group* The pilot experimental group showed the
same motivational orientation as the control group, therefore the
first hypothesis was not upheld.
2. "Regular church attenders attend church to satisfy their de¬
pendency needs." Figure 4 below shows the factor distribution for
the pilot group's church experiences.
FIGURE 4
THE PILOT EXPERIMENTAL GROUPI
THE PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY OF MOTIVATOR AND HYGIENE FACTORS
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This chart indicates that the motivational direction in the
church life is the same as that for the job life of the pilot experi¬
mental group. Once again, hygiene factors are coded more often for
tow experiences and motivator factors are coded more frequently for
high church experiences. This finding does not confirm the second
hypothesis. t
Observations on the Method Used
in the Pilot Project
The pilot study was designed, not only to yield preliminary data
regarding our two hypotheses, but more basically, to determine whether
or not the S.O.E. interview format could be adapted for use in the
church setting. Its usefulness was, in fact, confirmed by the rich
and varied nature of the material given by the interviewees from
their church lives.
The pilot project was also an opportunity to determine the
most useful list of factors for the analysis of our data. After
experimenting with an adaptation of Abraham Maslow's list of "higher
and lower needs" we decided that the adaptation of the Herzberg fac¬
tor would be more helpful for our purposes. There were two reasons
for this choice. First, the use of different factor analysis sche¬
dules for church and job sequences made statistical comparisons of
the data collected from those two settings very difficult. Second,
as we experimented we found that by adopting Herzberg's analysis
schedule we had found a quite adequate tool for the coding of the
church sequences.
Summary of the Pilot Study
The pilot study was an effective test of the method which had
been chosen for the main experiment. It enabled the researcher to
refine the interview procedure and to select the most appropriate
factor analysis schedule. Since the pilot population was a special
one, made up of leaders from other churches, this left open any con¬
clusions about our dependency hypothesis.
The next section of this chapter will describe the way in which
the larger experiment in the St. Matthew's congregation proceeded.
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Section II
The St. Matthew's Project
It would have been ideal if we could have Interviewed a suffi¬
cient number of people over a wide enough population of regular church
attenders to make possible a more general application of the findings
of the study. However, because of the limits of time and staff, this
was not possible. Instead the researcher decided to focus his atten¬
tion on the particular congregation with which he worked. He decided
to study a representative sample from the population of regular
attenders at St. Matthew's. This means, of course, that one must use
caution in drawing general conclusions from what might be an atypical
situation. It will be left to others to broaden the base of this
approach and to test whether the findings which merge from the study
of this congregation are relevant to the wider population of regular
church attenders.
At the outset we were faced with two taskst determining who, of
the 1110 members on the St. Matthew's church roll, were "regular
church attenders" and secondly, of selecting a random sample from this
special population.
Since there were no records kept for Sunday morning worship
services, a plan had to be devised to determine the list of "regular
attenders." There were three possible approaches: to have a person
record the names of people present in church over a certain number of
weeks, and from these notes to determine who were regular attenders;
or to ask each of the 1110 members on roll if he or she was a regular
church attender; or to use an independent observer who knew the people
in the congregation who could provide such a list. The first avenue
was closed by the magnitude of the project (i.e., finding someone who
knew the names of all those present who would also take on the re¬
sponsibility of keeping records over a period of several weeks.)
The second plan was also over-ruled because of the size of the church
roll, the expense of contacting each person by post, and the time
limitations on the research project. The last option, that of using
independent observers, was finally chosen.
The observers were the pastor of the church and his wife. They
had served the church for over thirty years and knew the members by
name and by sight. They graciously consented to assist the researcher
by providing him with the list of "regular attenders." The procedure
they used was to take the communion register on which was recorded
the names of all members and on which was also recorded the attend¬
ance of each person at the regular quarterly communions over the past
four years. As the pastor and his wife studied these records and
compiled their list, they noted an interesting correlation. They
observed that persons who attended at least half of the quarterly
communions were also regular church attenders. Thus their list was
formed. They selected all members on roll who attended half or more
of the quarterly communion services, found this to be a reliable
list of regular attenders, and presented this list to the researcher.
The list was numbered consecutively and, using a set of random
sampling numbers* the names of twenty men and twenty women were
selected by the experimenter. Twenty in each group were selected in
order to make possible an intra-group comparison of the sex variable.
Therefore we had a sample of 40 from a population of 426 regular
church attenders.
*D. V. Lindley and J. C. P. Miller, Cambridge Elementary Statis¬
tical Tables. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1966) pp. 12-13.
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It Is appropriate to question the accuracy of the list of regular
church attendars with which we worked. However, it should be pointed
out that after the random sample was compiled there were three
checks which confirmed that the list was, in fact, accurate. First,
the pastor and his wife re-examined the randomly selected group and
approved it as being accurate. Second, the researcher himself ob¬
served the church attendance of this group over a period of several
months and found it to represent regular attenders. Third, in the
actual interviews there was usually a confirmation that the person was
a regular attender. In only three cases from the original list of 40
persons was there any question. One person was a retired gentleman
who had been a very regular church attender until a recent confining
illness. In another case there was a woman who had taken a job re¬
quiring Sunday work, therefore making it impossible for her to attend
on a regular basis. The third case was of a man who had been a reg¬
ular attender until a few years ago when he ceased coming (except to
quarterly communions!) because of a disagreement with a church leader.
This person was therefore excluded from the sample and another number
was selected from the random number list to fill his place. Thus,
of the 40 names originally drawn only one did not conform to our
specifications. The original random sample of regular church attend¬
ers showed a 97.5% accuracy. Therefore it is our opinion that our
working definition of a "regular church attender" as a person who
has been present at at least half of the quarterly communions over
the past two years is a reliable index in this particular church.
Profile of Regular Attenders at St. Matthew's ihurch
There were 426 persons on the final list of regular attenders.
This figure represented 38.3% of the total number of persons on the
roll. Among the regular attenders, 289 (67.87.) were women and 137
(32 . 27.) were men.
In Illustration 5 the frequency distribution of the ages of all
regular attenders of St. Matthew's is detailed. It is observed that
there are two "humps" on the chart. The first takes in the age
group of 20-49. There are 157 persons in this group, or 36,9% of
the total. The second hump includes persons aged 50 and over. There
are 269 persons in this group, or 63.1% of the total. The Mean age
of all regular church attenders is 52.5.
In Illustration 6 there is a breakdown of the frequency dis¬
tribution of the eges of all men compared to those of all women who
were regular attenders at St. Matthew's. The female line shows two
humps. The first (and smaller) one contains women aged 20-49. In
this group there are 93 women, or 32.2% of the total number of wo¬
men. The larger hump, containing females aged 50 and above, has
196 woraen, or 67.3% of the total number of women who are regular
attender3. The male line reveals two smaller humps which are al¬
most equal in size. Once agaiu, the two groupings are fortaed out
of age groups 20-49 and persons aged 50 and above. There are 63 (or
46% of the total number of men who were regular attendee) in the
younger age group. There are 74 (or 54% of the total number of
men) in the 50 and above age group. The Mean age of male regular
attenders is 49.9. The Mean age of the female regular attenders
is 54.3.
Profile of the Random Sample of Regular
Attenders of St. Matthew's Church
After the random sample had been taken it was found to have a
similar double hump as the population from which it was taken. The
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is found in Illustration 7. In the age group 20-49 there were 13
subjects <451 of the total sample) and in 50+- group there were 22
persons <557. of the total sample).
When we study the frequency distribution of the ages of man in
the sample <Illustration 8) we observe, once again, the double-hung).
This time there are 10 men (50%) in the age group 20-49, and 10 (50%)
in the 50+ age group. The Mean age of men in the sample is 31.5.
The frequency distribution of the ages of women in the sample
<Illustration S) also forms two groups. There are 8 (40%) who are
in the younger group, and 12 <60%) who are in the 50+ age group. The
Mean age of females in the sample is 54.3.
The figures showing the population illustrations 5 and 6) com¬
pared to those of the sample <7 and 3) show that the random sample
is representative of the population.
Although there was no information on the jobs held by the total
group of regular church attendars at St, Matthew's, it is of interest
to note the range of occupations represented in the random sample.
Our subjects were irorking <or had worked, in the cases of those who
were retired) ir> the following occupations <Table 2).
TABLE 2




























After the subjects had been selected, the following letter was
sent to each person inviting his (or her) participation in the project.
ILLUSTRATION 9
THE LETTER OF EXPLANATION SENT TO ALL SUBJECTS
INVITING THEIR PARTICIPATION
Dear
It is a real privilege to work as your assistant minister
at St. Matthew's. What has made this experience particularly
rewarding is that I have been able to visit and get to know many
of you personally. 1 will prise these friendships for all the
years to come. As you probably know, when I finish ray work at
the church, I will spend a year writing a thesis for Edinburgh
University. I am doing this under the supervision of Professor
James Blackie of the Department of Christian Ethics and Practical
Theology, and with the approval of Mr. Mathers, the Minister of
St. Matthew's. It is with this work that I would like to request
your help.
My Interest for the thesis, and one of my concerns as a
minister is to discover what "basic life supplies" (supplies
like: security, love, belongingness, worth, self-esteem, know¬
ledge, meaning, beauty, etc.) regular church attenders find or
fail to find in their experiences in the church. In order to
gather Information to help answer this question, 1 have made a
list of regular church attenders of St. Matthew's and have gone
through that list choosing every tenth person. Your name was
selected in this way. I wonder if you could help me with this
project?
The plan is straight forward. Out of our lives as church
members and our lives at work, we have often spoken about things
which have happened to us or in which we have been involved
which have been satisfying or dissatisfying to us in one way or
another. They may have involved periods of weeks, months, even
yearss or they could have been incidents which happened in
the course of a day. Could I have a chat with you about some
of the experiences which you might recall? You may feel that
the things which occur to you to talk about seem trivial in
retrospect. Even if you feel that way, it would still help me
very much if you shared them.
As I listen to you, 1 will make a note of the main factor
or factors involved which you indicate made it a satisfying or
dissatisfying experience for you. After I have talked to a
large number of the people of St. Matthew's, I will compile lists
of these "supplies" according to their frequency of appearance
in both church and job experiences. Then I will place the lists
beside each other for comparison. This should make it more
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ILLUSTRATION 9 - Continued
clear what kind of life supplies people have looked for and
found or have failed to find in church as compared to what they
have sought and have found or have failed to find at work.
Strict confidentiality will be carefully observed in the
conduct of this study, and the following conditions will be
observed.
- Each experience related will be recorded as to its type
and the factors present, and the notations will contain
no personal data by which the person interviewed may be
identified.
- Each file of experiences will be identified by a code
number known only to me.
- Upon completion of the study the files will either be
destroyed, or left in the keeping of the University
authorities to aid further research, depending upon the
wishes of each interviewee.
- The completed copy of the thesis, documenting the results
of the research, will contain no Identifiable personal
data.
• A complete copy of the thesis will be made available in
the New College library for the scrutiny of those who
have helped in the project.
I would appreciate your help with this very much. I will be




After he had received the above letter, each person was then con¬
tacted by telephone and interview appointments were made. Not every
person contacted consented to participate. There were five men and
six women who rejected. In the case of refusals, new names were
selected using the random number list. These were checked for accep¬
tance as "regular church attenders," Those qualifying were put into
the sample. All of the information given in the preceding profiles
(Figures 7 and 8) was for the final sample group.
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All but one of the interviews was conducted in the home of the
subjects. The one exception was a session held in the study of the
researcher. Each interview session was begun by re-stating the pur¬
pose of the project and clarifying what was being asked of the
interviewee. The revised explanations discussed in Section I of
this chapter were utilised.
After the respondent had given an event sequence, the interviewer
would remark; "That was very helpful. You have talked about a time
that was satisfying (or dissatisfying) for you in your church life
(or work life), now could you think of a time that was particularly
dissatisfying (or satisfying). Could you tell me about that?"
Because of the simplicity of the structure of the interview for¬
mat and the practice that the researcher had had with it. it was not
necessary to refer to an Interview outline, nor to take notes during
the evening. The trial run had indicated that the information given
was usually fuller when there was an absence of pencil and pad.
As the respondent related his experiences the interviewer would,
from time to time. Interject a remark to make sure that he was under¬
standing the experience correctly, or to ask for more information on
an aspect needed for study.
After collecting several high and low church sequences, the
same questions would be turned toward work experiences.
The interview was concluded by thanking the person for his
assistance, explaining how the material would be written up. and
assuring the respondent that all Information would be kept in strict
confidence. He was offered a choice as to whether, when the project
was completed, he would rather his records be destroyed or left in
the keeping of the University authorities to aid further research.
nc;
Every subject who was asked said that he was willing for his material
to be kept by the University, A letter of thanks was sent to each
participant.
The Recording Procedure
After each interview the data was either transcribed immediately
onto an S.O.E. interview form, or fully debriefed into a tape record*
er for a later transcription. When all forms had been completed,
each event sequence was coded according to the appropriate factors
(see Chapter II) using a shorthand notation system with a number rep¬
resenting each factor. The information from each coded sequence was
recorded on a separate 3x5 card to simplify analysis.
Summary
In this chapter the actual procedures used in testing the two
hypotheses about the dependency orientation of regular church attenders
has been described. First we explained the purposes, processes and
findings of a pilot project. Then the procedures used in the St.
Matthew's experiment were detailed. The results of this study are
recorded in the following chapter.
CHAPTER IV
THE RESULTS
The results of the St. Matthew's experiment will be presented
in two parts, using the two sets of hypotheses with which we began.
However, before presenting the results it may be helpful to indicate
briefly the analysis procedures which have beer, followed.
First, the reader is reminded of the four headings which were
used in the tabular synopsis of each event sequence, (see pages -
7Y'.» Chapter II). These divisions made it possible to study age,
sex and setting ■variables.
Second, on explanation about the age groupings is called for.
The subjects divided most readily into groups aged 20-49 and 50+.
However, because the numbers in each group were unequal, a random¬
ising method was used in order to construct four equal groups, each
having eight subjects. Thus we had numerically comparable groups
for males and females, aged 20-49 and 50+, making it possible to
access age and sex variables more accurately. The sequences given
by these thirty-two subjects were analyzed using the "two levels of
analysis" as explained on page'7?&, Chapter II.
Two types of data proved most useful in testing our hypotheses.
The first kind was the percentage frequency of appearance of moti¬
vator and hygiene factors appearing in high and low event sequences.
This enabled us to determine whether a group tended toward a "moti¬
vator orientation" or a "hygiene orientation" in a particular
setting.
The second type of data used was the average number of moti¬
vator and hygiene factors in high and low event sequences for both
church and job settings given by each individual subject. This
material enabled us to apply the "t-test for paired readings" in
order to discover any significant differences between settings or
among "highs" and "lows" for our subjects.
In the first section of this cnapter we will consider the moti¬
vational orientation of the experimental group in the work setting.
Two kinds of comparisons will be used to demonstrate the results.
First, there will be an "intergroup Comparison." The data derived
from the present study will be placed beside that taken from other
existing studies of the work setting. These studies referred to are
ones which have used procedures identical to those of the present
project. A descriptive, rather than a statistical analysis will be
applied to this comparison. This is necessary because, even though
the present study used the same methods as the other studies re¬
ferred to, it was heterogeneous to them in many ways, including the
following. The other studies were separately concerned with partic¬
ular factories, firms, or occupational groups while our study was
not of a particular work setting or occupational group. In fact,
each person represented a different work setting and a variety of
occupations were noted in the sample. The interviewing for the
other studies was done by industrial psychologists at the place of
work, while the St. Matthew's Interviews were administered by the
subjects' assistant pastor and were conducted in their homes. The
other studies Include no representatives of the male working class,
while the experimental group Includes representatives from this
section of the population. Finally, all the other studies were
conducted in the United States, this study was conducted in Scot¬
land. Therefore, because the studies are not comparable, a descrip¬
tive analysis will be used.
Another explanation should also be given at this point. The
researcher had hoped that some statistical references could have
been used to assist in this descriptive analysis. However, with the
exception of the range of percentages and the mean of the percenta¬
ges, this was impossible, because of the lack of information avail¬
able from the published papers.
The second kind of comparison which will be used in Section 1
will be an "Xntragroup Comparison." The two statistical methods
mentioned above will be applied in order to look at certain variables.
Section II of this chapter will deal with the motivational
orientation in the church life of the experimental sample. Under
this heading there will be comparisons of the church and job settings
for the various groups in order to determine the main motivational
differences with respect to these particular situations. This will
be followed by a testing of the age and sex variables. In each part
of Section II a statistical analysis will be applied using the two
statistical procedures mentioned previously.
Section I
The First Hypothesis
The first hypothesis with which we began stated that regular
church attenders are taore dependency oriented in their work life than
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are people who are chosen without reference to church attaclaaent.
The Intergroup Analysis
We ill begin with the last part of the hypothesis first! the
motivational orientation in the work setting of people chosen without
reference to church attachment. In chapter seven of Herzberg's Work
and the Nature of Han, the results of several studies are presented
which confirm his basic "Motivation-Hygiene" theory. From the list of
studies to which he refers there are six which conform exactly to the
method used in the St, Matthew's project. These six studies are taken
from different work situations or occupational groups. While bearing
in mind the limitations mentioned in the introduction to this chapter,
these six studies may serve as a reference point against which the
present experiment will be compared. This will enable us to describe
the results of our study with regard to the question* "Are regular
church attenders more dependent in their work life than a group of
people chosen without reference to their church attachments?"
First, the populations and results from the previous studies
which we will call our "control group"1 will be surveyed, after which
the relevant experimental data will be presented for comparison.
The Control Group
The Original Herzberg Study
The original Herzberg study was done in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
and consisted of interviews with 203 subjects (engineers and account-
1The writer acknowledges that the term "control group" is being
used loosely here since the aforementioned studies do not really form
a control group in the strictest sense. Yet, bearing this in mind,
the phrase will break the monotony of "the group of six previous
studies" which would become tiresome.
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ants) from nine companies representing a cross-section of industry in
the city. Included were; basic steels, specialty steels, consumer
products, light and heavy machinery, industrial instruments, engineer¬
ing and shipbuilding and a utility. The factor spreads for the engin¬
eers and accountants are given below,
FIGURE 5
THE CONTROL GROUP; ENGINEERS (HERZBERG STUDY)
THE PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY OF APPEARANCE OF
MOTIVATOR AND HYGIENE FACTORS IN












Hie Walt Study concerned itself with fifty professional women
doing analytical work in economics, languages, mathematics and
engineering in a U. S. government installation. Hie scores for these
women showed the following results.
■'•Henceforth the spread charts will indicate "the percentage
frequency of appearance of motivator and hygiene factors in high
and low event sequences" unless otherwise specified.
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FIGURE 7
THE CONTROL GROUPS PROFESSIONAL WOMEN (WALT STUDY)
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The Clegg Study
The study of Agricultural Administrators was done by Danzil
CIegg. He Introduced a minor variation in the method. In order to
assure that he was collecting the really important events from his
respondents, he called for three positive end three negative incidents.
Then the respondents were asked to rank these incidents in order of
importance. Only the most important one of each set of three was
chosen for analysis. Slerzberg's sixteen coding factors were used,
with the addition of two new ones* "interpersonal relationships with
clientele** and "relationships with members of the extension board."
Both were hygiene factors and were included in order to classify
material which was unique to this particular job.
CIegg interviewed fifty-eight County Administrators of the Co¬
operative Extension service in agriculture at the University of
Nebraska. The jobs that these man held were dispersed in offices over
an entire state. They were not housed in a central office. The
findings were as followss
FIGURE 8







Again, there was a slight modification of the original Heraberg
method. In this experiment each respondent was limited to one high
and one low sequence. Saieh studied pre-retirees from managerial posi¬
tions in a variety of Cleveland industries. These were 35 managerial
employees between the ages of 60 and 65 drawn from twelve Cleveland
companies with a compulsory retirement at age 65. The companies in¬
cluded a bank, eight manufacturing concerns and three utilities. The
scores for this study are given below.
FIGURE 9







Howard Gendel studied low level jobs. In his population (all
females) were 119 housekeeping workers at two Veterans Administration
hospitals in Cleveland, Ohio. The statistics are as follows!
FIGURE 10





The populations and results of the six studies which form our
control group are sunmariaed in Table 3. Because of the scarcity of
TABLE3
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data available ftoa these experiments we are limited to two statisti¬
cal measures which will be utilised when comparisons are made between
the control and experimental groups. These two measures are the Mean
of the percentages of motivator and hygiene factors appearing in high
and low sequences, and the Range of the percentages.
The Control Group Profile
The Mean and the Range of the percentages for the total control
group are given in Figure 11,
FIGURE 11
THE CONTROL GROUPS TOTAL
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The Profile for Control Group Males
The Mean (M) and the Range (R) of tha percentages for the control
group males are given in Figure 12.
FIGURE 12
THE CONTROL GROUPS MALES
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The Profile for Control Group Females
Once again the Mean (M) and the Range (R) of the percentages for
the control group females are shown below*
FIGURE 13
THE CONTROL GROUPJ FEMALES
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Summary of the Control Group
The populations of the six studies quoted above and summarized
in Table 3 show that three of the studies were of skilled male pro¬
fessional groups (engineers* accountants, and county administrators);
one study was of male pre-ratirees from managerial positions from a
variety of firms; one study was of professional women; and one study
was of female low skilled workers. In terms of jobs, there is a
range from professional to low skilled workers. However, working
class males are not represented in this selection. We will now pro¬
ceed to compare the results of the St. Matthew's experiment with
those of this control group.
Comparisons Between the Control and Experimental Groups
Before presenting the data from the experimental group for com¬
parison with that of the control group an explanation is necessary.
In the Herzberg method it will be remembered that each subject was
allowed to give as many sequences from his high and low work-life as
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he cared to give. Herzberg does not mention any procedure by which
each person's data was dealt with so as to give each individual's
material equal weight when the calculations were done for the whole
group. Thus, it could conceivably happen that a few verbose subjects
might weight a study in a particular direction simply because of the
number of sequences which they offered. When considering our own
study we felt that this problem might be even more acute because of
the small number of subjects in our sample. For this reason each
person's high sequences were gathered together and the number of fac¬
tors coded for those sequences were averaged. Thus all of his high
sequences were treated as one. Hie same procedure was applied to the
low sequences. Tills gave each person's data equal weight in the cal¬
culations for the distributions. In all of the figures which will be
given from our St. Matthew's study this method was used.1
1. The Work Experiences of the Experimental Group (Total) Compared
to Those of the Control Group (Total)
In the total experimental group of forty subjects, twenty-nine
persons reported high sequences and twenty-nine reported low sequences.
The results are reported in Figure 14.
*Xt is interesting to note that when these "modified" figures
were compared to the figures of the experimental group arrived at by
the usual Herzberg method the difference was hardly perceptable in
this method of presentation, but in tests of significance the calcu¬
lation did make a difference. While the small size of our sample
is emphasized, we recorded the following results. For unaveraged re¬
sults — t « 2.685 beyond the 0.05 level of significance, compared
to t ■ 2.24. It did not quite reach the 0.05 level. We consider
the "modified" approach more accurate for our purposes.
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FIGURE 14
THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP* TOTAL
WORK EXPERIENCES
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When this material Is compared to that of the Total Control Group
(Figure 1) we note the following points. First, tht figures for high
work experiences for our Experimental Group are almoit identical to
the Mean of the Control Group. Our subjects found satisfying work se¬
quences stemming mainly from motivator factors. (We had, of course,
expected that they would have shown a preference for hygiene factors
in high experiences). Second, we observe that in the low sequences
the absence of motivator factors was a greater source of low job ex¬
periences for the Experimental Group than for the Control Group. The
%his abbreviation will henceforth stand for "Number of Subjects."
^Thia will henceforth indicate "Number of persons reporting High
Sequences."
•^This notation will henceforth represent "Number of persons re¬
porting Low Sequences."
*This will henceforth stand for "High Sequences, Number of Moti¬
vator Factors."
^This will represent "High Sequences, Ntsaber of Hygiene Factors."
^This will indicate "Low Sequences, Number of Motivator Factors."
7Thia will stand for "Low Sequences, Number of Hygiene Factors."
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figures for the Experimental Group are above the Mean for the Control
Group by +15.2%, and outside the Range by +10.5%. Whether this dif¬
ference is significant, we cannot determine because of data limita¬
tions. We can only report our observations.
This comparison between the experimental and control groups with
reference to work experiences does not support our hypothesis. We
had expected that regular church attenders would have been hygiene
motivated in their work life and in this way reflect their more "depen¬
dent" orientation in comparison to a population chosen without reference
to church attachment. However, this was not the case. Both groups
were almost identical in their sources for satisfying work experiences.
In the low work experiences the experimental group seems to find the
absence of motivator factors a slightly greater source of dissatis¬
faction than does the control group. Conversely, the control group
seems to find the lack of adequate hygiene supplies a slightly greater
source of unhappiness than does the experimental group.
Since our hypothesis did not hold for the total experimental
group, we turn with interest to examine males and females within that
total group. In a comparison between these subgroups and their coun¬
terparts in the control groups, is a more dependant motivation evident
in work life?
2. The Work Experiences of the Male Experimental Group Compared to
Those of the Male Control Group.
The data for the Male Experimental Group is given below i,
Figure 15.
FIGURE 15
THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUPI MALES
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When Figure 15 is compared to Figure 12 on page (which shows the
data for the male control group) the following points become appar¬
ent. First, for high work experiences the experimental group is
within the range of scores which we observed for the male control
group. High work experiences revolved, in the main, around motivator
factors for the males. Second, with reference to the low experiences,
our experimental males showed scores indicating that the absence of
motivator factors in their work life was a greater source of dissatis¬
faction for them than we saw for the control group. Low motivators
(for our subjects) were beyond the Range of the male control group by
+11.1%. Or, to view the issue from another angle, the control group
males found the lack of, or poor quality of hygiene factors in their
work life a greater source of dissatisfaction than did our male sub¬
jects, who were under the Range of hygiene scores by -6.1%.
We could conclude this descriptive comparison of the male experi¬
mental group with the male control group by stating that there is a
close similarity between the two groups in the high work experiences
(contrary to what we would have expected, given our hypothesis).
However, for the low experiences, the motivator factors tend to be
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slightly stronger and the hygiene factors slightly less strong as dis-
satisfiers for the experimental group males as compared to the control
group males.
3. The Work Experiences of the Female Experimental Group Compared to
Those of the Female Control Group
The material for the female experimental group is reproduced in
Figure 16 below.
FIGURE 16






NSB - 20 HS-NMF - 22
NRHS - 13 HS-NHF - 4
NILS » 14 LS-NMF - 18
LS-NHF « 16
When these figures are compared to those in Figure 13, on page t i*?,
we observe that Motivator factors are a slightly stronger source of
satisfaction in the work setting for our subjects than for the control
group females. Motivator factors are beyond the Range given in the
control group by +6.67.. By the same token, motivator factors are also
seen to be greater sources of dissatisfaction in the work experiences
of our subjects than for the female control group. This time the moti¬
vator factors are +18.97, outside the Range of the control group.
This comparison of the two female groups shows, once again, that
our hypothesis that the regular church attenders (females) would be
more "hygiene" motivated in the work setting than a group of females
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chosen without reference to church attendance does not hold* In factt
for the female subjects we note that motivator factors tend to be a
move. important ingredient of satisfaction and the absence of motivator
factors a more important source of dissatisfaction than are those
same factors for the female control group.
A Summary Statement Regarding the Findings Related to Hypothesis 1
from the Intergroup Analysis
We had hypothesised that regular church attenders would be more
dependent in their work life than a more representative population
chosen without reference to church attachments. In fact, our data
showed that the hypothesis did not hold for our subjects. They pri¬
marily found satisfaction from motivator factors (rather than from
hygiene factors as we had projected). They also showed that the ab¬
sence of motivator factors in the job situation was a greater source
of dissatisfaction for them than it was for the control group. These
observations were made, not only when the total groups were compared
but also when male and female subjects were compared to their counter¬
parts in the control group. Hypothesis 1 was not substantiated by an
intergroup comparison in our study.
Next we will conduct an intragroup analysis of our results in
order to determine whether or not there are significant differences
between various groups within our sample.
The Intragroup Analysis
As we continue this study of the results which pertain to the
first hypothesis, we turn to intragroup comparisons. Here we were in¬
terested to test age and sex variables in order to determine any sig¬
nificant differences in motivational orientation in the work setting
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among members of the experimental group.
Testing the Sex Variable
1. The Work Experiences of Experimental Group Males Compared to Those
of the Female Experimental Group
When Figure 15 is compared to Figure 16 we observe the close
similarity between the male and female subjects with regard to their
high work experiences. In the low sequences, however, there appears
to be an interesting difference. With regard to the dissatisfying ex¬
periences we observe that the women of our sample tended to speak
mors often of the lack of adequate motivator supplies as the source
of their low feelings than did the men,1
2. The Work Experiences of Experimental Group Males Aged 20-49 Com¬
pared to Those of the Female Experimental Group of the Same Ages
The factor spreads for these two groups are reproduced below.
FIGURE 17













1In every case we found the "2nd level of analysis" to yield
almost exactly the same percentages on the spread charts as did the
"1st level of analysis." For this reason we are not including those
figures in our analysis of the results.
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In these two figures we see the similarity between the two younger
groups in our sample. The differences are slight. The females
appear to speak more often of motivators as a source of job satis¬
faction than do the males. The males, on the other hand, seen to
register the lack of adequate motivator supplies as a greater source
of dissatisfaction than do the females. However, the essential point
is that the two groups are similar and that in both cases there is a
'motivator orientation* in operation.
3. The Work Experiences of Experimental Group Males Aged 5Of- Com¬
pared to Those of Experimental Group Females of the Same Age
The following charts show the findings for each of these groups.
FIGURE 19
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FIGURE 20
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The first impression which is made In examining these figures is that
both groups are motivator oriented in their work life. The females
aged 50+ show more of a tendency for satisfying job experiences to
derive from motivator factors than do the older males (+9,8%).
Secondly, it is interesting that both groups find the lack of adequate
motivator factors to be a greater source of dissatisfaction in their
work lives than a lack of hygiene factors. This is a finding which
is contrary to the usual Motivator-Hygiene spread. It will be remem¬
bered that In Figure 16 the total female experimental group registered
this same pattern. However, when we examined the younger fmales we
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did not detect it. The data in Figure 20 indicates that the older
females weighted the total female group in this direction. The find¬
ing here, therefore, is that subjects 50+ (males and females) are very
similar. Both groups are motivator oriented in their work lives and
both groups show that the absence of motivator factors is also the
greatest source of dissatisfaction in their work lives.
Tiiis finding about the strong showing of motivator factors in
low job experiences for the older subjects caused us to look again at
our subjects and wonder why this emerged. Upon examination we saw
that the great difference between our population and those from the
groups of six studies which we used as our control group, was that we
had a strong representation from the subjects of retirement age and
over (Sea Chapter 3, Figure 7 , p.'fk). The only other study which
neared this with a composition of older subjects was that done by
Saleh of pre-retirees (see page /OV),
On the basis of this discovery wa went back to the dossiers of
our subjects and found that there were 16 subjects of retirement age
in our sample of 40 regular church attenders. In Figure 8, page /of-,
we noted that these 16 consisted of 8 males and 8 females. Upon
checking our records we discovered further that all 16 subjects were
in fact retired. We took the remaining non-retired subjects of our
sample and, using a randomizing method, constructed groups of 8 males
and 8 females. This made it possible for us to examine more closely
the phenomenon which we had stumbled upon. We will now begin to pre¬
sent our findings on this matter of retired / non-retired subjects.
4. The Work Experiences of Experimental Group Males (Non-Retired)
Compared to Those of Experimental Group Females (Non-Retired)
The data for each group is presented below.
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FIGURE 21
THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP MALES1 (NON-RETIRED)
WORK EXPERIENCES
Lows Highs

























An examination of the two preceding Figures shows that both male and
female subjects who were non-retired had the same motivational orien¬
tation in the work setting. Their high experiences were related to
motivator factors and their low experiences were derived mainly from
hygiene factors. The differences between the two groups are seen
primarily in their high sequences where we find the fmales tended to
be more motivator oriented than the males since they scored higher
(14.57.) on the growth factors than did the males
5. The Work Experiences of Experimental Group Males (Retired) Com¬
pared to Those of Experimental Group Females (Retired)
In figures 23 and 24 below the data for these two groups is pre*
sented.
FIGURE 23
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FIGURE 24
THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP FEMALESj RETIRED
WORK EXPERIENCES
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Here we observe the same general pattern for both the retired males
and females. Motivators are the main source of job satisfaction and
the lack of adequate motivators are the main source of job dissatis¬
faction in the events which were reported to us. In the high events
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the males scored higher on motivator factors (4-10.3%) than did the
females, but once again the actual numbers are very small and this is
simply offered as an observation. The main finding here is that the
retired subjects, when looking back over their work experiences, tend
to speak of events which relate to motivator factors, whether those
events are high or low.
A Summary Statement Regarding the Findings on the Sex Variable as they
Relate to Hypothesis 1
In this intragroup examination of the sex variable we found two
important things. First, motivational orientation in work-life is
not dependent upon sex. Both male and female subjects were motivator
oriented in their job settings. This finding does not confirm our
first hypothesis, for we had anticipated that regular church attenders
would be more hygiene motivated in their work life. Second, we dis¬
covered that the subjects aged 30+ and the retired subjects, whether
male or female, tend to show their main sources of job dissatisfaction
to be Inadequate or insufficient motivator factors.
Our discovery about the low sequences of the older subjects points
us forward to our next task. We will now examine the age variable in
order to see whether or not motivational direction in the work setting
among our subjects was dependent upon age.
Testing the Age Variable
1. The Work Experiences of Ail Subjects in the Experimental Group
Aged 20-49 Compared to Those Aged 50+
The spread charts for these two groups are given in the following
figures.
FIGURE 25
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NSB » 16 HS-NMF -20.8
NRHS « 12 HS-NHF » 3.7
NRLS » 14 LS-NMF » 19
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When the spread charts for the groups are compared we note the simi¬
larity in the high sequences. There, both the younger and the older
subjects speak most often about motivator factors as the source of
their Job satisfaction. However, in the low sequences, the older sub¬
jects tend to reflect about incidents where the lack of motivator
supplies was the greatest source of job dissatisfaction, while the
younger ones register poor hygiene supplies as their main source of
low Job feelings.
13(4-
2. The Work Experiences of All Male Subjects Aged 20-49 Compared to
Those Aged 50+
The figures for the Experimental Group Males Aged 20-49 (Work
Sequences) are found in Figure 17, page /2G of this chapter. The data
for the Experimental Group Males Aged 50+ (Work Experiences) are found
in Figure 19, page 1X8 of this chapter. Here we note the same trend
as we observed for the total group of subjects aged 20-49 compared to
those aged 50+. Both groups are motivator oriented. They speak mainly
of motivator factors in their high job sequences. However, in the low
job stories, the older males speak most often of the insufficiency or
inadequacy of motivator factors as their main source of unhappiness,
while the younger group point to hygiene factors. As far as the per¬
centages are concerned (for the low sequences), they are about the
same as those for the total groups mentioned above.
3. The Work Experiences of All Female Subjects Aged 20-49 Compared
to Those Aged 50+
Once again, we refer to data which has already been given. For
the younger female subjects, see Figure 18, page of this chapter.
For the older female subjects, see Figure 20, page . Here again
we see tendencies identical to those which have been reported for
the males in the preceding paragraph. The reader is referred to that
commentary which applies here as well.
4. The Work Experiences of All Non-Retired Subjects Compared to Those
of All Retired Subjects
In Figures 27 and 28 the material for these groups is given. The
first thing that we observe is that both the retired and the non-re-
tired subjects are motivator oriented in their work life.
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FIGURE 27
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Their high job experiences are in the usual M-H direction, thus our
first hypothesis was not confirmed. The second thing that we observe
is that In the low experiences the finding about the importance of
motivator factors as "dissatisfiers" for the older subjects is main¬
tained, while the non-retired group shows the usual M-H pattern.
5. The Work Experiences of All Non-Retired Males Compared to Those
Males Who Are Retired
The data for these two groups is given in Figures 21 <on page 15°)
and 23 (on page l.M ). Here we note the same trend as reported for the
total groups. Both retired and non-retired subjects were motivator
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oriented in their work lives, finding the preponderance of their sa&ls-
fying event sequences revolving around motivator factors. However,
for the low sequences they seemed to differ. The retired males tended
to report low experiences which had mainly to do with poor motivator
factors. The non-retired males told stories about dissatisfying work
experiences which related mainly poor hygiene factors.
6. The Work Experiences of Alt Non-Retired Females Compared to Those
Females Who Are Retired
We have presented the findings for these two groups in Figures
22 and 24 on pages r3 C and / 3 / . In referring back to them we note
once again the same trend as was discussed in the preceding paragraph
relating to the men. The reader is referred to that paragraph for a
commentary on the findings.
A Summary Statement Regarding the Findings on the Age Variable as They
Relate to Hypothesis 1
As we have continued our intragroup examination we have studied
the age variable. First, we have observed that our subjects are
motivator oriented in their work life. This motivation is not depen¬
dent upon age. Our hypothesis, which stated that our subjects would
be "hygiene" motivated, has not bean upheld for either younger or
older, retired or non-retired subjects. Second, we have seen that in
the low experiences which were reported to us different tendencies are
observed between the younger and older subjects, between the non-re¬
tired and the retired subjects. The older people whom we sampled
spoke most often of low experiences which had to do with inadequate or
insufficient motivator supplies, while the younger people showed the
usual M-H pattern of speaking of events which related to poor hygiene
factors.
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A Summary of Findings Related to Hypothesis 1
In this first section of our results we have presented material
related to hypothesis 1. In that hypothesis it was stated that regular
church attenders are more dependency motivated in their work life than
is a population chosen without reference to church attachments.
First, we conducted an interKroup analysis. When the data from*
the sample was placed next to that of our control group we observed
that the sample compared favorably. Our subjects were seen to be moti¬
vator oriented in the work context. They found the primary source of
their job satisfaction in motivator factors. When we examined their
"low" job experiences we noted an interesting phenomenon. Our sub¬
jects reported more incidents in which the key elements were poor moti¬
vator supplies than did the control group. However, this finding was
probably due to the number of retired subjects in our sample. This
seemed to give a different character to our population compared to
that of the other groups which were included in the control group.
Second, we conducted an intragroup analysis. We began by look¬
ing at the sex variable. Is work motivation dependent upon sex in our
sample? The answer to this we found to be, "no." Both males and fe¬
males were motivator oriented in their work life. Again, our first
hypothesis was not sustained. We then examined the age variable. Is
motivation in the work context dependent upon age in our sample?
Once again the answer was negative. Both the younger and older sub¬
jects, the retired and the non-retired, showed a basic motivator
orientation In their work life. Again, our first hypothesis was not
upheld. But out of our study of the age variable we turned up an
interesting piece of evidence. The older subjects (aged 50+), or the
retired subjects found their main source of job tmhappiness stemming
from poor motivator factors. This contrasted to the pattern which
is usually seen in the M-H studies, and to that which was observed
in the younger or non-retired subjects.
We conclude this review of data related to Hypothesis 1 by
stating again that our findings did not support our first hypothesis.
We will now turn to Section II and an examination of our material in




The second hypothesis states that regular church attenders pri¬
marily seek the satisfaction of dependency needs in their church lives.
We have established that our sample showed a motivator trend in
its work life. We are now turning to the church lives of our subjects.
Could it be that, although they show the usual M-H tendency at work,
that in their church lives they find satisfaction from a different
source, namely from hygiene factors? A positive answer to this ques¬
tion would support our second hypothesis. In the first part of this
section we will study the setting variable and compare the work and
church settings of our subjects. This will enable us to determine
whether or not the motivational direction is different in the church
than in the job setting. After we have examined the data from this
perspective, we will look at the sex variable. Is the motivational
orientation in the church setting dependent upon the sex of our sub¬
jects? Finally, we will scrutinize the age variable. Is motivational
direction in the church setting dependent upon the age of our subjects?
By such an examination of these three variables and by answering the
questions which relate to them, we will be able to produce evidence
which will either support or fall to confirm our second hypothesis*
that regular church attenders are primarily dependency motivated in
their church lives.
Testing the Setting Variable
This unit will be arranged as follows* first, there will be an
examination of the setting variable in the combined (male and female)
experimental group; second, we will study this variable as it operates
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araong experimental group males; finally* we will observe its influence
among members of the female experimental group.
An Examination of the Setting Variable in the Combined Experimental
Group
1, The Church Experiences Compared to the Work Experiences of the
Experimental Group
The data for the work experiences of the experimental group will
be found in Figure 14* on page /<^l . The church experience data is
given below.
FIGURE 29
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A comparison of the two relevant Figures demonstrates the similarity
of motivational orientation for the total experimental group in the
work and church settings. This is, of course, contrary to what we
had hypothesized. We had anticipated that the main source of satis¬
fying experiences in the church setting would be hygiene factors. In¬
stead* as with the group's work experiences, it was motivators. How¬
ever* we also observe that hygiene factors tend to be a stronger source
of satisfaction in the church than in the work setting for our subjects.
But this does not change the main observation that, for the total ex-
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peridental group, motivational direction is not dependent upon set¬
ting.
2. The Church Experiences Compared to the Work Experiences of Sub¬
jects Aged 20-49
For the information on the work experiences of the subjects aged
20-49, the reader is referred to Figure 25, page <33, The data for
the church experiences of this group is given below,
FIGURE 30
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Again we are struck by the similarity of the two charts. Motivational
orientation for subjects aged 20-49 is not dependent upon setting.
The group finds the predominance of its satisfying experiences in both
contexts caning from motivator factors, even though hygienes appear to
be stronger in the high church than in the high job sequences for this
group. Once again, our second hypothesis finds no support in these
figures.
3. The Church Experiences Compared to the Work Experiences of Subjects
Aged 50+
In Figure 26 on page * 3-2 the reader will find the data for the
work sequences of subjects aged 50+. The church sequence information
is given below.
FIGURE 31
THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS SUBJECTS AGED 50+
CHURCH EXPERIENCES
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Here we observe, first of all, that in both settings the subjects aged
50+ show the motivator tendency. The second hypothesis is not sup¬
ported. For church as well as job experiences, highs are mainly made
up of motivator factors, while once again we observe that hygienes
seem to be more important satisfiers in the church than in the work
setting. However, when we turn to the lows we note an interesting
difference. When the older subjects talk about dissatisfying exper¬
iences in their work lives they are more likely to tell of times when
there was a lack of adequate motivator factors than when they speak
about their low church experiences. This is an interesting point which
will be discussed in the next chapter, however it does not affect the
main finding herei namely, that the second hypothesis was not supported
In this examination of the setting variable for subjects aged 50+.
4. The Church Experiences Compared to the Work Experiences of All
Non-Retired Subjects
In Figure 27 on page the reader will find the spread chart
for the work experiences of all non-retired subjects. The data for the
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church sequences of this group is reproduced below.
FIGURE 32
THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP: NON-RETIRED SUBJECTS
CHURCH EXPERIENCES
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Here again we note the similarity between both spread charts. The non-
retired subjects are motivator oriented in both settings even though
hygienes seem to be slightly more important satisfiers in the church
than in the work setting. The second hypothesis finds no support here,
3. The Church Experiences Compared to the Work Experiences for All
Retired Subjects
The data for the work sequences of this group is found in Figure
28, page The church sequence data is given below.
FIGURE 33
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The figures show that although the retired subjects are motivator
oriented in both settings, they show a tendency to be slightly less
so in the church than in the work setting. However, the primary point
remains that the second hypothesis is not confirmed. In the low ex¬
periences we observe the same pattern as for males 50+ in paragraph 3
of this unit. Once again, the trend was for the older males, when re¬
calling low experiences from their work life, speak about times when
the main dissatisfier was the insufficiency of or poor quality of moti¬
vator factors. However, when they spoke of low church experiences,
the retired subjects found the lack of adequate hygiene supplies their
main dissatisfier.
6. A Summary of the Findings from an Examination of the Setting
Variable in the Combined Experimental Croup As They Relate to Hypo¬
thesis Two
In this examination of the combined experimental group we have
asked whether the motivational orientation of our subjects is depen¬
dent upon the setting. In each case the answer has been negative.
We have observed that our subjects were motivator oriented in both
their work as well as their church lives, even though there was a
tendency for hygienes to be more important as satisfiers in the church
than in the work settings. An Interesting finding which merged, but
which does not affect the second hypothesis, is that subjects aged 50+
or retired subjects, tend to find motivators to be their primary dis-
satisfiers in their work experiences while hygienes function in that
way for them in the church settings.
We will nov turn our focus to the male subjects in order to see
if, for them, motivational direction is dependent on the setting.
1^5
An Examination of the Setting Variable In the Male Experimental Croup
1. The Church Experiences Compared to the Work Experiences of the
Male Experimental Group
The information about the work experiences of the male experi¬
mental group is found in Figure 15 on page US. The church experience
data is reported below, in Figure 34. Both spread chargs are remark¬
ably similar. This leads us to conclude that for the total sample of
males, motivational orientation was not dependent on the setting.
FIGURE 34










2. The Church Experiences Compared to the Work Experiences of Male
Subjects Aged 20-49
The reader will find the data for the work experiences of males
aged 20-49 in Figure 17, page The information from the church
setting is given below. Once again, the similarity between the charts
is striking. They indicate that motivational orientation for males
aged 20-49 is not dependent upon the setting. The younger males are
motivator oriented in both church and work settings. The second
hypothesis is not confirmed.
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3. The Church Experiences Compared with the Work Experiences of Male
Subjects Aged 50+
The work experience findings for this group have been recorded
on Figure 19, page {A<f. The church data is given below. First, we
observe the usual tendency. The group is motivator oriented in both
settings. But we also observe that the group tends to be less moti¬
vator oriented in the church than in the work setting. Second, we see
that the males who are aged 50+ register motivators more often as
their chief dissatisfiers in work experiences, while hygienes are men¬
tioned as the main source of dissatisfaction in church experiences.
FIGURE 36
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4, The Church Experiences Compared to the Work Experiences of Non-
Retired Male Subjects
In Figure 21, on page 1,c, the data for work sequences of non-
retired male subjects is presented. The material for the church ex¬
periences of this group is given below.
FIGURE 37
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Here again we note the same tendencies for highs and lows, regardless
of the setting. Motivational orientation for non-retired male sub¬
jects is not dependent upon setting. And again we observe the trend
for hygienes to be slightly stronger satisfiers in the church than
the work setting.
5. The Church Experiences Compared to the Work Experiences of Retired
Male Subjects
The information about the work experiences of this group is found
in Figure 23, page /3/ * The church experience data is given below.
First, we note that the group is motivator oriented in both settings.
It appears that the group tends to be more motivator directed in the
work than in the church sequences. In the low experiences we observe
the interesting phenomenon that in both church and work settings, the
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FIGURE 38
THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP: RETIRED MALES
CHURCH EXPERIENCES
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retired males speak mora about inadequate motivators as the key source
of their dissatisfaction, than about insufficient hygienes. In sum¬
mary, for retired males motivational direction is not dependent upon
setting. "
6. A Summary Statement Regarding the Findings on the Setting Variable
for Males as they Relate to Hypothesis Two
In this unit we have examined the setting variable for our male
subjects. In every case we have observed that our males were moti¬
vator oriented in both church and work settings, even though they are
less motivator oriented in the church than in the work setting. We
have concluded that motivational orientation is not dependent upon the
setting for this group. Therefore there is no material here to sub¬
stantiate our second hypothesis; namely, that regular church attenders
primarily seek the fulfilment of dependency (hygiene) needs in their
church lives. We also observed that male subjects aged 50+ find their
main dissatisfiers to be motivators in the work setting, and hygienes
in the church setting; while the retired males find their main dissatis¬
fiers in both church and work settings to be motivators. These obser¬
vations about the importance of motivators in "lows'* are interesting
lit-9
since they contrast to the usual M-H pattern.
An Examination of the Setting Variable in the Female Experimental
Group
1. The Church Experiences Compared to the Uork Experiences of the Fe¬
male Experimental Group
In Figure 16 on page /2Lrt the data is given for this group. Be¬
low is recorded the information from their church experiences.
FIGURE 39
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First, we note that the females are motivator oriented in both set¬
tings, although motivators are stronger in the work than in the church
setting (for highs). Second, we observe that females speak slightly
more often of insufficient or inadequate motivators than hygienes in
low work sequences, however in the church sequences poor hygiene
factors are the primary source of dissatisfaction. Our conclusion
with regard to the females is that motivational orientation is not de¬
pendent upon the setting.
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2. The Church Experiences Compared to the Work Experiences of Female
Subjects Aged 20-49
Information regarding the work experience of female subjects of
this group is found in Figure 18, page 1^7+ The church data is seen
in Figure 40 below. Here we observe that although the females are
motivator oriented in both settings, this is less true for the church
than for the job situation. The tendency which we have observed
throughout the study of the church sequences of our subjects: namely,
that hygiene factors are stronger in the high church than in the high
job setting, is more pronounced for younger females than for any other
group within our sample.
The considerable differences which we observe between the strength
of hygienes in high job experiences compared to high church sequences
turned out to be statistically significant. The raw data for this
group is given in Table 4 on page iSI * Using this material, the "t-
test for paired readings" yielded a score of t - 2.24 with 7 degrees
of freedom, which is just outside the 0,05 level of significance.
However, once again our second hypothesis failed to be supported even
though this group tended to be less motivator oriented in the church
setting than in the work setting.
FIGURE 40
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3. The Church Experiences Compared to the Work Experiences of Female
Subjects Aged 50+
The work experience data for this group will be found in page/^t
Figure 20. The church information is given below.
FIGURE 41






NSB - 8 HS-NMF - 10.5
NRHS - 7 HS-NHF - 4.5
NRLS - 6 LS-NMF « 2.5
LS-NHF » 5
This comparison demonstrates that females aged 50+ are motivator
oriented in both settings, although they are slightly more so in the
work than in the church setting. It also reveals the same variation
in the low sequences which we have observed from older subjects sev¬
eral times before. Motivators are the main job dissatisfiers, while
hygienes are the primary church dissatisfiers.
4. The Church Experiences Compared to the Work Experiences of Non-
Retired Female Subjects
The reader will find the data for the work sequences of this
group in Figure 22, page / 30. The church data is given below. Here
we notice the same pattern operating for highs and lows, regardless
of the setting, though the strength of hygienes is again greater in
the church than in the work sequences. Our conclusion for this group
is that motivational direction is not dependent upon setting.
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5. The Church Experiences Compared to the Work Experiences of Re¬
tired Female Subjects
The information on the work sequences for retired females is
recorded on page /3 Figure 24. The church data is given below.
FIGURE 43
THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP: RETIRED FEMALES
CHURCH EXPERIENCES
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First, we observe that the group tends to be motivator oriented in
both settings, although motivators are stronger in the high work than
in the high church sequences. Second, we see that the retired females
find motivators to be their main dissatisfiers in the work setting,
while hygienes are the primary dissatisfiers in the church setting.
1&
6. A Summary Statement Regarding the Findings on the Setting Variable
for Females as they Relate to Hypothesis Two
In this unit we have studied the setting variable for our female
subjects. In each case we saw how the motivational direction of our
subjects was not dependent upon the setting. Just as we found fe¬
males to be motivator oriented in their work lives, so also were they
found to be motivator oriented in their church lives. This discovery
does not support our second hypothesis, for we had expected that our
subjects would show a hygiene orientation in their church lives.
Second, we observed the tendency for hygienes to be slightly more
important satisfiers in the church than in the work setting. This
observation was statistically significant in the case of females aged
20-49. Third, we noted that for the group as a whole, as well as
for the over 50's and the retired females, hygienes were the main
dissatisfiers in the church setting, while motivators were the pri¬
mary source of dissatisfaction in the work setting. This proved
to be an interesting trend and will receive further comment in the
"project conclusions" of the next chapter.
Thus far our evidence has not supported the second hypothesis.
We have seen that motivational direction is not dependent upon the
setting for the combined (i.e., males and females) groupings, nor
for males and females studied separately. Next we will examine
more closely the sex variable. What are the differences in moti¬
vation in the church setting between males and females? Perhaps
the second hypothesis will apply to one of the partial groupings
of our subjects looked at in this analysis.
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Testing the Sex Variable
1. The Church Experiences of All Males Compared to Those of Ail Fe¬
males in our Sample
The church data for males is found in Figure 34, page !l/$.) that
of the females is found in Figure 39, page \Hct % These pieces of data
show the same motivator trend for both groups, although hygienes appear
to be slightly more important satisfiers for females than for males in
the church setting.
2. The Church Experiences of Males Aged 20-49 Compared to Those of
Females of the Same Age Group
The reader will find the relevant data in Figures 35 (page lY4 )
and 40 (page /5o). There we observe that, although motivators are
slightly more strong in the high church experiences for the males than
they are for the females, both broups are still motivator oriented in
their church lives. In the low experiences the groups are also com¬
parable in their motivational direction.
3. The Church Experiences of Males Aged 504- Compared to Those of Fe¬
males of the Same Age Group
The data for these two groups is found in Figure 36 on page f
and Figure 41 on page /5^. Again, we observe the same motivator
pattern for each group.
4. The Church Experiences of Non-Retired Males Compared to Those of
Females of the Same Group
The relevant information for this comparison is located in Fig¬
ure 37, page /Y7, and Figure 42, page. There is a close simi¬
larity in both the highs and the lows for both groups.
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5. Ths Church Experiences of Retired Males Compared to Those of Re¬
tired Females
For church experiences of these two groupings see Figure 38,
page/V?» and Figure 43, page/'.O , Here we observe that for the highs
the two groups are almost identical, each finds satisfaction taainly
through motivators in the church setting. In the low experiences
we see a difference. The retired males find motivators to be slightly
stronger dissatisfiers than hygienes, while the females show the usual
M-H pattern of having hygienes their main source of dissatisfying
feelings in this situation. This difference, although obvious on the
charts, is of questionable importance because of the very small numbers
being used.
6. A Summary Statement Regarding the Findings on the Sex Variable As
They Relate to Hypothesis Two
In this unit we have shown that there is a very close similarity
between the males and females of our sample. This is seen whether we
look at the groups as a whole, or at the various age groupings which
were made. Motivational orientation in the church setting is not de¬
pendent upon the sex of our subjects.
Thus far we have shown that our second hypothesis is not sup¬
ported by an examination of the setting or the sex variables in our
data. Finally, we will study the age variable. Perhaps here we will
see a grouping within our data that lends support to Hypothesis II.
Testing the Age Variable
1. The Church Experiences of Subjects Aged 20-49 Compared to Those Aged
50+
The reader is referred to Figure 30, page /*?/, and Figure 31,
pagei^X , for the relevant data. From those figures we see the re¬
markable similarity between each group. We determine that for sub¬
jects aged 20-49 and those aged 50+, motivational direction in the
church setting is not dependent upon age,
2. The Church Experiences of Males Aged 20-49 Compared to Those of
Males Aged 50+
The spread charts for these two groupings is found in Figures 35
and 36 both found on page , Once again we notice the
same patterns in each group, although also observing the slightly
stronger appearance of hygienes in high church sequences for older
males. However, again no support is found for our second hypothesis.
3. The Church Experiences of Females Aged 20-49 Compared to Those
Aged 50+
For the relevant data for this comparison we turn to Figures 40
and 41. There we observe the close similarity between these groupings
of females. Both groups are motivator oriented in their church lives.
However, younger females tend to be less motivator oriented than the
older females. Differences of degree are indeterminable because of
the smallness of the sample,
4. The Church Experiences of All Retired Subjects Compared to Those
of The Non-Retired Subjects
The information for this comparison is found in Figures 32 and
33, Here we note once again the close similarity between the two
groups, especially in the high sequences. For the "lows," the moti¬
vators appear to be stronger dissatisfiers for the retired than the
non-retired sample. However, the main conclusion stands that 'retired*
of 'non-retired* does not seem to be a factor in the motivational
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direction of our subjects in their church lives,
5. The Church Experiences of Non-Retired Males Compared to Those of
Retired Males
For these figures the reader is referred to Figures 37 and 38 on
pages'YX and/'YT, First of all, we note the close similarity between
the groups in their high experiences. Highs are predominately made
up of motivators. In the lows there, is a difference, but which is of
questionable importance because of the sraallness of the numbers.
There we observe that the retired males find motivators slightly
stronger than hygienes as dissatisfiers in their church lives. How¬
ever, the non-retired male subjects report more hygienes than moti¬
vators as their chief dissatisfiers.
6. The Church Experiences of Non-Retired Females Compared to Those of
Retired Females
Both of the relevant Figures &2 and ore found on page /54 .
The reader will note that the groups are almost identical in their
motivational pattern. Motivational direction in this comparison is
not dependent upon age,
7. A Summary Statement on the Findings of the Age Variable with
Reference to the Second Hypothesis
In this unit our study of the age variable in our sample has
turned up no support for the second hypothesis. Motivational direc¬
tion in the church setting does not seem to be dependent upon age.
Each age grouping at which we looked shows a comparable motivational
orientation In its church life.
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A Summary of the Findings Relating to Hypothesis XI
In this second part of our examination of the results of our pro¬
ject we have focused on the hypothesis that regular church attenders
primarily seek the fulfilment of dependency needs in their church
lives. Data which would support this hypothesis would have shown
hygienes outweighing motivators in high church experiences. First,
we studied the Setting, Variable, comparing the work and church set¬
tings for our subjects and found that each grouping of our subjects
was motivator directed in each context, although in the church con¬
text there was a regular trend in ail samples for the hygiene factors
to feature more frequently in high sequences. In one small sample —
the females aged 20-49 —-where the difference appeared the greatest,
it i*as shown to be statistically significant. Next we turned to the
Sex Variable. Here we found that each comparison of males and fe¬
males of our sample showed the same tendency toward a motivational
orientation in their church lives. Finally, we looked at the Age
Variable. We concluded from this angle that motivational orienta¬
tion in the church setting was not dependent upon age. Therefore,
from every perspective at which we looked at our data we found no
support for the second hypothesis of our study.
In this chapter we have presented our results in two sections,
under the two hypotheses with which we began. In the next chapter
we will discuss "The Project Conclusions." We will attempt to put





The findings of our project have been delineated in the preced¬
ing chapter. There are many areas within those findings which deserve
greater consideration and research. These cannot be dealt with here.
Our purpose In this chapter is simply to highlight the main conclu¬
sions which have emerged from our exploratory study. These will be
stated within the framework of the M-H theory with which we began.
We must repeat, as we have throughout this study, that the an¬
swers at which we arrived have been determined by the conceptual frame¬
work and method with which we started. We have no doubt that a differ¬
ent theoretical approach and method could produce different results.
Besides these theoretical and methodological restrictions, other limit¬
ations have also been pointed out in the previous pages.
1, The population of the study is a finite one. We are not
studying regular church attenders in general, but a specific popula¬
tion of regular attenders. This means, of course, that one must use
caution in drawing general conclusions from what might be an atypical
situation. A study conducted with identical tools as ours but in a
different cultural cross-section might well produce different results.
Statements made out of our experiment are only applicable to this par¬
ticular congregation.
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2. Our sample size, although representative of this finite popu¬
lation, is nevertheless a small one. This means that the various
eross-analyses in which both age and sex variables were studied at the
same time are based on such a small number of subjects that any gener¬
alization from them to our population is less reliable. For this
reason these "secondary analyses" of our data which were reported in
Chapter IV will be given very little weight in our conclusions.
3. We have produced no adequate test of reliability. This prob¬
lem of method has been discussed earlier. It has been a weakness of
the S.O.B. technique generally that an adequate reliability test of
the factor analysis has yet to be devised. Although our inter-rater
score compares favorably with the Herzberg inter-rater score, this kind
of descriptive comparison hardly meets the need for an adequate test.
It remains an open question as to how much contamination has resulted
from a coder bias.
4. Our definition of "regular church attenders" is a crude one.
We have defined the regular attender as a person who has attended at
iea3t one half of the quarterly communions over the past two years.
We have described how this definition came to be decided upon by our
independent observers. However, "regular church attender" might have
had a different meaning to each of the 426 persons so designated in
our population. If each one had been asked whether or not he felt
that he was a regular attender one wonders how many of these people
would have answered affirmatively.
5. The data may have been contaminated by "role confusion." The
researcher in this project was also the assistant minister of the sub¬
jects. It remains an open question as to the degree that this affected
our results.
6. The lack of an adequate control group has been a handicap.
This factor has limited the weight which can be placed upon one of the
findings of our study, namely, how the job motivation of regular church
attenders compares with a group of persons representing a more general
population chosen without reference to church attachments.
Before preceding to our conclusions we must also make it clear
what this study has not intended to be. The writer wishes to under¬
score this since he has noted that some criticisms leveled at previous
studies using Herzberg's technique in the job setting have been based
on a faulty understanding of what was being studied. These same kind
of misunderstandings could arise from our work.
First of all, our study has not been designed to give data about
the level of "overall" satisfaction which persons have for their job
or church situations. It is only designed to yield data about the
sources of satisfactions and the sources of dissatisfaction that per¬
sons have experienced in their job and church lives.
Secondly, our study Is not limited to our subject's present
church experience. Our subjects are regular church attenders at St,
Matthew's but they have often reached far back into their past for
event sequences which they have reported. They have spoken of child¬
hood memories, experiences occurring in other churches, even exper¬
iences which they had in other countries. Our interest has been to
locate the sources where our subjects have found satisfaction, and the
sources where they have found dissatisfaction throughout their lives
as members of Christian congregations.
With these limitations and clarifications in mind, we now turn
to examine the main inferences which could be drawn from our study.
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Inferences from our Study
How to our conclusions themselves. Perhaps the simplest way in
which our inferences from the findings presented in Chapter IV can be
organized is to focus on three separate categories. First we will ex¬
amine the conclusions drawn from the work experiences of our subjects.
Second, we will list those relating to the church experiences. Fi¬
nally, we will denote the inferences drawn from a comparison of the
church and work experiences of our subjects.
The Work Experiences of Regular Church Attenders
1. The source of satisfaction in terms of motivation and hygiene
factors of the population of regular church attenders is similar to
that of a more general population. That is to say, regular church
attenders tend to be basically motivator-oriented (or growth motivated)
in their work lives, not hygiene (or dependency) motivated as we had
hypothesized. This finding was found to be true whether our focus was
upon males or females, persons aged 20-49 or those aged 50+, whether
upon retired or non-retired subjects.
2, Subjects aged 50+ or retired subjects, when reflecting upon their
work lives found insufficient or inadequate motivator factors to be
their strongest source of dissatisfaction. The pattern which we ob¬
served on the spread charts for these subjects is unlike the usual
M-H finding where hygienes mainly affect lows. In view of the heavy
weighting of the 50+ group with retired subjects, this difference pre¬
sumably reflects factors which are peculiar to this group of subjects.
To our knowledge, the work experiences of retired people have not been
studied using the M-H method. Using the M-H theory we could put for-
i on¬
ward three possible reasons for this second finding. (A) Hygienes
could be masquerading as motivators in these sequences. For example,
when a retired subject spoke about the lack of recognition which he
received in a work situation, he might have really been talking about
a lack of group support (a hygiene, rather than a motivator factor).
Unfortunately, the Sequence of Events technique with it3 corresponding
content analysis method does not provide the refinements to sort out
this kind of problem. (B) Perhaps there was a kind of "selective
memory" at work. This suggestion is based on Herzberg's observation
that hygienes are of short duration of feelings, while motivators pro¬
duce longer duration of feelings. If this theory is correct, it
would indicate that, looking back over one's career from the standpoint
of retirement, one would tend to recall both highs and lows from his
work life which related to motivators rather than those experiences
which had hygienes as their main ingredient. (C) A final explanation
about the strength of motivators in the low work sequences given by
our older subjects flows out of "B" above. Does this finding point to
that element in the existential situation of the retired person where,
looking back over his working life, he regrets the lack of growth
opportunities, etc., which he had, while at the same time remembering
with satisfaction those motivator experiences of his past? We simply
put these conjectures forward as possible interpretations of our find¬
ing. It would be useful if the question of retired subjects' attitudes
to their work experiences could be examined more thoroughly.
The Church Experiences of Regular Church Attenders
1. Regular church attenders are primarily motivated to seek satisfac¬
tion from growth or motivator factors in the church setting. This is
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the first conclusion which could be drawn from our data with reference
to the church experiences of our sample. This finding held true when
we examined our major variables of age and sex.
2. Retired males may tend to find the lack of adequate motivators to
be their main dissatisfier tn the church setting, while retired females
find poor hygienes to be their main source of nnhappincss there. This
"finding" is put forward very tentatively since our sample was so small
and we have no way of knowing the significance of our data on this
point. It is worthy of further study.
3. Retired males may find their main source of dissatisfaction In
their church lives revolving around Inadequate or insufficient moti¬
vator factors, while non-retired males speak more often about low ex¬
periences which revolve around hygienes. This finding is, of course,
closely related to the previous one. Once again, the data is very
slim here and there was no way of determining the significance of this
observation. It also is worthy of further study.
The Comparison Between the Church and Work
Experiences of Regular Church Attenders
1. Regular church attenders tend to show the same motivational pattern
in their work life as in their church lives. They find satisfaction
in both settings stemming primarily fro® the fulfilment of growth or
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motivator needs, although there is a general trend for hygiene factors
to be stronger satisfiers in the church than in the job setting. In
the case of females aged 20-49 this trend was shown to be significant,
2. Retired males find their main source of dissatisfaction in both
church and job to be inadequate or insufficient motivators.
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3. Males Aged 504-, Females Aged 5CH- and Retired Females found their
main sources of dissatisfaction at work to be motivators, while the
main sources of unhappiness In church life for these groups were hy¬
giene factors.
The fact that retired subjects showed different patterns in their
low experiences) depending upon the setting) may be hinged upon the
element of activity. If they are still active in a situation (eg.
the church setting) they tend to show the expected M-H pattern. How¬
ever, if they are no longer active in a setting (eg. work), then other
factors come into play (see the explanation in paragraph 2 under "The
Work Experiences of Regular Church Attenders"). Thisf of course, does
not throw any light upon the findings that retired males show the un¬
expected pattern in both church and job situations. The writer wishes
to emphasize that this question arises out of a very small sample. It
would be important for this issue to be given more research and thought.
Summary
The First Hypothesis
The reader will recall that the first main hypothesis with which
we began our project was that regular church attenders are more de¬
pendency motivated in their work life than a population chosen without
reference to church attachments. Under this primary hypothesis we
subsumed two others: first, we expected that females would be more
dependency motivated in their work life than males in our sample.
Second, we anticipated that older individuals would be more dependency
motivated in their work life than the younger subjects.
When we analyzed our data we actually found the following results:
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1. Our subjects were not store dependency motivated in their work life
than a population chosen without reference to church attachments,
2. Our subjects were basically motivator-oriented or growth motivated
in their work life.
3. Females were not more dependency motivated in their work life than
the males of our sample. Their scores were comparable with the males.
Both groups were motivator-oriented in their work life*
4. Older individuals were not more dependency motivated than younger
subjects. Both groups were growth oriented in their work life.
5. The older Individuals found the lack of motivators to be a stronger
source of dissatisfaction than the lack of hygienes in their job life.
The Second Hypothesis
Our second main hypothesis with which we began was that regular
church attenders primarily seek the fulfilment of dependency needs in
their church lives. Subsumed under this second main hypothesis were
three other related hypotheses. First, we expected that our subjects
would show a stronger dependency motivation in their church lives than
in their work lives. Second, we anticipated that women would be more
dependency oriented in their church lives than males. Third, we ex¬
pected that older subjects would be more dependency motivated in
their church lives than our younger subjects.
The analysis of the data which was pertinent to this second set of
issues produced the following results:
1. Our subjects did not primarily find satisfaction from the fulfil¬
ment of dependency needs in their church lives, though this source of
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satisfaction tended to be more important In that setting than in their
work lives*
2. For females aged 20-49 hygienes were significantly more important
as satisflers in their church than in their work lives*
3. Older subjects found the lack of hygienes to be the main source of
dissatisfaction in their church lives, but the lack of motivators is
their main source of dissatisfaction in their work lives. However,
retired males spoke most often of the lack of motivators as their prin¬
ciple source of dissatisfaction in both settings.
4. Women were not more dependency motivated in their church lives
than men. However, as was recorded above, the tendency for hygienes
to be stronger in the church than work settings was most marked,
among all of our subjects, for the younger females.
5. Older subjects were not more dependency motivated than younger
subjects In their church lives. In fact, retired males found the lack
of motivators to be the main source of dissatisfying church exper¬
iences, while non-retired males found the lack of hygienes to be their
chief source of unhappiness in that setting.
Therefore we conclude that our first set of hypotheses were not
substantiated by our study and that, from the second set of hypo¬
theses, the expectation that our subjects would show a stronger de¬
pendency motivation in their church than in their work lives tended
to be substantiated by the finding that hygienes were stronger satis-
fiers in the church than in the work setting for our subjects, and
were statistically more important for younger females. It is hoped
that these findings will be put to the test in other church settings,
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with larger numbers of subjects by other researchers.
A Concluding Note:
The Congregation and Mental Health
Throughout this study we have seen the two-fold importance of
the church in the concern for mental health. First, it offers a source
of hygiene or dependency supplies. The reader will recall that these
supplies are represented by such factors as "interpersonal relation¬
ships," "Policy and administration" which can organize functions fairly
and efficiently; summon support in times of personal crisis and which
can provide a system for the practical expression of certain values
which are important to persons; and "supervision" which represents the
competency of leadership within the church. These environmental or
dependency factors are important in giving the person a sense of be-
longingness, stability and security. They enable him to avoid unhappi-
ness. The second aspect of the church's contribution to mental health
is that congregational life offers a source of motivator or growth
supplies. It can provide "good life experiences" which center around
tasks and task achievement. These experiences provide a sense of
personal growth, of becoming more than one was before in his under¬
standings and/or his capabilities. Therefore, in terms of the total
life of the person two sets of needs are operative and there are re¬
sources for both within the life of the church.
More specifically, our study has shown that regular church atten-
ders are primarily "motivator seekers" in their church (as well as
in their Job) life. They are motivated to seek satisfaction primarily
through the fulfilment of their growth needs. This relates to the
"mental health dimension" of the person, in M-H terminology. The main
ingredient needed for growth is the substance of a task.
We will now proceed to a theological reflection on the results of
our experiment. The implications of our study for the ongoing life
of the church will be considered in the final chapter.
CHAPTER VI
THE THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION
In the Introduction we presented some current theories about
the laity which, we said, our experience had caused us to question.
In our subsequent study certain findings emerged which seem to su¬
pport those theological Constructs, The purpose of this chapter
is to reflect theologically on our project and to indicate what
appear to be the main links between our work and the ideas about
the laity which were mentioned earlier.
We also Indicated in the Introduction that qjr method of do¬
ing Practical Theology will be juxtapositional. -ve will place our
psychological study alongside a model of Christian anthropology and,
we hope, creatively interewact with some of the principle issues
which were raised. The anthropological model which we have chosen
is from Ronald Gregor Smith in his book. The Hew Tan. Kis eluci¬
dation there appears particularly germane for our coneern because
he was dealing with man*s "coming of age", a way of conceptualising
Christian maturity, and a concept of the "new being" which seems
suggestive ./hen placed alongside our findings.
Our reflection will be organized according to the two princi¬
ples of the model for relating theology and psychology which were
developed in the Introduction (The T-F Model;, The writer wishes
to state at the outset that while the method of coordinating the
functions between toe two disciplines is helpful as an organising
tool and. useful in delineating what appear to us to be important
considerations in such a venture, they are not magica* solutions
to the very difficult problems involved. The thoughts which are
present? i in this chapter are offered as tentative suggestions only.
Because of toe approach we have taken and the methods which we are
using, our efforts will be fragmentary and inconrT isive. However,
we hdpe that they will be suggestive in dealing with some of the
questions which emerge,
Some Questions Raised bv our Study
After our experlemnt had been completed and before we engaged
in the theological eork, some time was spent considering the main
questions to which we would address ourselves. Such a proceds is
an individualized one. The kinds of issues i.ith which we chose to
deal might not be identical to those another would have chosen when
faced with the same material. Of course, one of the first choices
which we had to make was wheiinw to reflect theologically on the model
of mental health which we used, or whettar to deal exclusively with
the findings which emerged. We flit that each task wbuld need to
be attempted.
Having stated our basic decision about our tasks, these seem
to be some of the important questions If /hat can we make of the
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Kotivator/Hygiene splits which we observed, in the experiences of
our subjects? Can any unitary understanding of the life-events
of our data do justice to the two-dimensional motivational pattern
which was so evident? Can psychological "growth-motivation" be
equated with Chrlsiian 1 aturity? Do the importance of motivator
factors and the orientation towards non-dependence or towards pos¬
itive growth tell us something about the dynamics of the spirit?
What about the individualistic ring to "growth" and 'Vion-dependence"?
How does this phenomenon relate to the sense of Christian Community?
Does a "motivational orientation" conjure the picture of autonomous
man assuming a life-stance of closed self-sufficiency?
These are the main questions with which we will deal in the
following pages. We will deal with them according to the twin prin¬
ciples of our T-P model which was discussed aboee.
Section I
leygflglpgicgq Infoamttpn and Thoplpgirel Isaiiam.
The Splits in Human experiencing and the ssential
'Wholeness in S an
The first T-P principle dealt with the "informing function"
of psychology and the "regulating function" of theology. M-H theory
may be able to inform us of certain splits in human experiencing,
while theology might regulate and be a corrective to this by re¬
minding us of the essential wholeness of man from which he is
estranged and to which he may be restored. Let us see how this
might work out in more detail in our study.
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The Informing Function of M«B Theoryr
The Splits in Human Experiencing
Since this function has been utilized in the previous pages
we will simply draw attention to a few of its main components here.
K-H theory has shown that satisfying experiences tended to be com¬
prised of motivator factors while dissatisfying experiences had
mainly to do with insufficient or inadequate hygiene factors. Based
upon this insight, it offers a theory of the two-fold nature of hu¬
man needi the need to approach growth and the need to avoid pain.
It observes that growth requires the substance of a task, while the
avoidance of pain requires adequate hygiene supplies. We saw In
our study that this kind of split in experiencing held as true for
our regular church uttenders as it did in previous studies of people
chosen without reference to church attachment.
The Regulating Function of Theology*
The Essential Wholeness in Man
Alongside the insight which M-H theory gives about the splits
in human experiencing, we could place Smith's understanding of the
essential wholeness of life from which man is estranged in existence,
but to which he may enter into through f&ith.
In The Hew Flan. Smith also discusses two ways in which man
seems to approach life. He uses terms like "autonomy" and "heter-
onomy", or "dependency" and "maturity". He presents his understanding
in an historical analysis. We will sketch the essence of his presen¬
tation and then analyse the possible correspond nee between his ideas
and some aspects of the M-H theory.
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Ronald Gregor Smith spoke of how, before the Ennaieeance, man
was In slavery to an unhealthy dependence upon t religious Inter¬
pretation of life which had bound him. The:,, at the "Great
lievolution" the old shackles began to be but aside and nan entered
a new, liberated life. He began to see himself as responsible for
his own history. Fan began to view that history, not as a kind of
waiting before entry Into eternity, but as irapo. tant in itself.
He began to understand his potential as the shaper of his destiny.
And yet this new liberation which could have become a discovery of
the life of faith, seemed to be short-circuited and man settled for
a kind of n&ieve immanetism. He became bound by his closed system
of self-sufficiency.
Although this presentation of Smith's historical analysis is
very condensed, there are two elements in it which might correspond
to our studyi the split in human experience (dependency and matur¬
ity), and the possiblity for the recovery of a kind of wholeness
(the life of faith). How car: we relate these ideas from an inter¬
pretive historical panorama, to our study? We are, of course, dealing
with quite different things. However, we would suggest that some
connection might be observed between them.
The historical manifestation of dependency was seen in a
slavery to a system of ideas which we called a "religious interpre¬
tation of life." This represented a childish or immature dependence
upon an expernal authority (the church and the Thoralst system) fDyl¬
an understanding of and an approach to life. The important thing
was not man's history in itself, and for its own sake, but this
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imposed interpretation on it. tfhen we place this understanding of de¬
pendency beside M-H theory we wonder if there might be a point of
comparison with "unhealthy hygiene seeking" of which Herzberg spoke.
The reader will recall that this hygiene-seeking motivation had to do
with seeking positive satisfaction through ontextual factors, i.e.,
factors relating to the situation in which one was placed. In the case
of unhealthy hygiene-seeking the person does not evidence a sense of
self-direction and personal responsibility, but ins'ed appears to put his
focus upon his surroundings. This results in a kind of "other-dlrected-
ness" as contrasted to "self-dlrectednesE". Perhaps thes dependency
motivation in personal life berrs some resemblance to that abandonment of
autonomy which was blown up large on the screen of history.
£mith also dealt with man's "coming of age" during the "Great
Revolution" (Renaissance). He characterized this new approach to life
as "autonomy" — the sense of personal responsibility for one's own his¬
tory. We would suggest that there might be a kind of correspondence
between this "maturity" and Herzberg's observations about "motivator
seekirs". In the "growth" approach to life the focus is not on the con¬
text upon which one is dependent, but upon the content, or upon the sense
of self-direciedness in his dealing with the tasks with which he is faced.
Perhaps this "growth motivation" reflects on the personal, psychological
surface something similar to what the "coming of gge" of man pictured on
the broad, historical plane.
If these observed links are possible, then perhaps it is here
that the implications of Smith's anthropology may be suggestive as a cor-
cective to what might be a sometimes too-simple psychological interpretation.
The M-H theory, as we discussed in an earlier chapter, may tend ot oversim¬
plify matters. There are many experiences which do not fall so neatly into
the sategories of "motivator" and "hygiene".
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There are two ways that this could "be Illustrated and under¬
stood. First, it was evident that in certain event sequences of our
data their * as an underlying hygiene aspect in what appeared to he
a very motivator-oriented story. We saw it, oor example, when peo¬
ple spoke of situations in which they were doing some service for
another — and were surprised to find that they were receiving from
the other far more than they felt they were giving (dependency factors).
In this kind of situation there seemed to he a joining together of
elements in such a way that the split in existence appeared to he
overcome through a particular kind of relationship to the matter
at hand. The attitude of "responsible service" taken towards the
task seemed to give expression to a kind of wholeness which we did
not feel could he fitted easily into I -H categories. Perhaps here
what Smith describes, as the possibility of the "new being" offers
a corrective or a caution to the exclusive use of K-H frames of
reference. It reminds us that there may be a third kind of appro¬
ach, or a third catdgory, if we could call it that. There is the
possibility of the dialectic of faith — of approaching one's his¬
tory in the understanding of being in responsibility within the
community, life in the structure of grace,as he puts it. This seems
to point towards the possibility for the recovery of an essenti -1
wholeness from which man has become estranged.
We might summarize this interpretation of dialec tic of
dependence and non-dependence in the life of faith with an illus¬
tration taken from an article by Bultmann.
The loving look into an eye which is loved and loving is
fundamentally different from the object!vising look with
which an opthalraologiet examines the eye of a patient.
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But when the doctor who has to treat the diseased eye is
also the one who loves, the two ways of seeing stand in
a dialectical realtloaahlp? he has to examine the eye of
th® other 5m an / ob.lectivising way precisely in Ms love.
The objectlvising way of seeing enters into the service of
the one who lews.1
The second way that the lis Itations of M-H theory might "be
illustrated <68 in whichi an essential wholeness seems to become
apparent arises out of the previous one. We might express it in
terms of the two aspects in the dialectic of faith. Smith refers
to them as "freedom" and "obedience", or we might call them "depend¬
ence" and "non-dependence", This dialectic relates, not so much
to a particular position which one assumes toward these two aspects,
but rather it presents an Insight into the very dialectic in a per¬
son's being."'
In one sense, one understands himself as free or non-dependent
In the sense of the possibilities for the expression of his spirit.
Yet, at the same time he knows himself to be bound by certain facts
out of which these possibilities flow. These facts upon which he
is dependent are the things, people and situations which test and
develop his freedom.
Everything that nan undertakes he does bo in virtue of the
things end. people coming towards him from outside himself.
He did not make the, he did not think of them, he did not
ask for them? they are there, in their own right of existence.
Man is made by his free acceptance in unlimited openness of
ehat comes to him out of suftpounding darkness.3
1 Bulolph Bultmann, "The Idea of God and Modem Man" in
orld Gone of Apre, edited by jionaxd Gregor Smith, (Philadelphia t
Portress Brass, 196?), pp. 267-268.
2 itonald Gregor Smith, The hew Kaft (hew York? ilarper & Brothers,
*9j?6)» PP. 61-62,
3 Ibid., p. 60.
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This seems to "be an Important saatement to place beside the M-H
theory. It nay caution u« to remember the dependence which is in
non-dependence and it may help us to recall that one's relationship
to his tasks also has to do with his acceptance of the givenaess of
his situation. A"5! of this appers to be part of the "structure of
grace" in which we nay discover "new being" — a wholeness of exper¬
ience. This may lead to a more fruitful and satisfying view of
some of our material than the more rigid (and limited?) k-H cate¬
gories,
When we reflect beck to the body of material about the laity
whxoh was contained in the Introduction, we feel that the preceding
discussion tends to support some of the ideas there. The reader
will recall that one of the sources stated that "from their japtism
onwards all Christians are ... called to share in Christ's priestly
Tiorfc by offering themselves in love and obedience to God in the love
and sdrvice of men."* The corporate character of this priesthood
was underscored by other sources which echoed the biblical idea of
"a kingdom of priests", We would suggest that there seems to be a
linkage between the Ideas of the life of faith and new being pre¬
sented in the foregoing section end these doctrines about the pr
priesthood of the laity. A correlation of these sources with our
theological exercise is beyond the scope of this chapter, but the
basic lines of contact seem to be evident.
In this first section we have utilised the principle of re¬
lating Theology and Psychology in which, the informing function of
* World Council of Churches, Tvannton Heuort. p. 161,
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the other. There sure other questions with which we must also deal




The second, principles of our model for relating Theology and
Psychology has to do with the co-ordination of the clarifying fun¬
ction of psychology with the enri hing function of theology. 1-H
theory nay offer us some t nderstending of the dj-amnios of spiritud
grovrth, ena ling us to see the importance of task-related factors,
i V "' ■ .-r- • ' '
A'hen we turn to our theological sources our understanding of these
issues might he enriched through the ideas of "tbis-worldly trans¬
cendence" which is the heart of Hon," Gregor .Smith's anthropological
formulation, We will, now turn to a development of these themes in
an effort to deal with some other issues and 'uestlons which we
felt emerged from our et? _ .
The Clarifying Function of F-H Theoryt
"Task Importance"
F-H theory enabled us to study the components of positive
satisfying experiences in the work and congregational lives of our
subjects. hen we did so we found that the factors Which rose to
the cur' ice had mainly to do with tasks and ta < achievements.
Factors such as the "Job or task Itself", "achievement", "recog¬
nition for achievement", and. the "possibility for growth" inherent
in the event were most frequently coded. This latter factor (the
possibility for growth) was especially imp: riant for K-K theory.
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because Herzberg found that when people were asked why certain events
had the satisfying effect which they did, the answers which they gave
correlated with the possibility for growth which they fiscovered,
in those events.
Perhaps these findings about the importance of the expression
of Inner possibilities through the task which confronts a person
is on important clarification about the dynamics of spiritual growth.
»e will now turn to our theological material for any enriching under¬
standing which it my bring through its language of myth and symbol.
Tfe Enriching Function of Theological Doctrine:
*"Th.i3-Worldly Transcendence"
An appropriate cagegory from Smith's anthropology for juxta¬
posing to this idea of task Importance seems to bo that of :'this-
worldly transcendence." The whole Ise i of transcendence seems,
in fact, crucial tcy life. It has boon set by the Christian affir¬
mation of the Incarnation in space and time, in the midst of human
life shared by both the Chrh. tian and non-Christian. However, this
is not to say that what is demanded from a non-Christian is an
affirmation about Christ, but rather a recognition about what is
true in every-day life. Smith puts it this way,
1 mean that in every human situation there is a relationship
between the tool awl the user of the tool,between th~ object
under investigation and tbr investigator, between yourself
and the other person with whom you have to do. Life is char¬
acterized by these relations. Above all in the relation be¬
tween persons it "becomes clear that the relation ia only
possible "because there is a difference. It Is the otherness
of the other which rises up before you, in conflict or
in understanding. This is the basic :aaniftestation of trans¬
cendence in human llf*. This is what faces you in every
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situation into which you enter without reserve or reduction.
This otherness or transcendence is not an extra brought in
from some remote sphere of understanding, but it is the /
central element which makes the situation, that is, the
relation, the humanity of life, possible at all. An ab¬
solute solitary is not a human being. *
Of course psychological "growth motivation" is not to be simply
equated with the Christian maturity which acknowledges transcendence
in the midst of human life. But the important thing is that it
might tend to point towards it, and it certainly doesn't exclude
it. i/hen nan faces his task he always mm to face the choice of
either naive immanetism (based on a closed system of self-suffici¬
ency) and, on the other hand, a depth understanding of this-worldly
transcendence.
<hen Smith wrote of the way in which we experience God he was
careful to point out that we know hin, not in himself or in any
idea which we have about him, but we know him in his works and
gifts. He pointed to the historicity of God, showing that God can¬
not be reached by turning amy from the world in a religious flight
into a beyond, but rather the transcendent is to be sou ht and can
be found not above or beyond this world, but in the midst, nf this
world.
This concept of transcendence means that God is met in and
through (not other than or in addition to) other people in our
emergent community with them.2 In these flesh-and-blood happenings
1 I'OW, i an. pp. 65-66,
2 xraa.. p. ill.
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of day to day life, through the persons and things with which we
have to do we can experience his transcendence.
the otherness which we meet in God is that otherness which
we are at!e to meet only "because he has nade himself pre¬
sent to us, has brought himself into relation with us, in
all the variety of the historical si+jations in which each
one of us is set. We know God as transcendent "because we
meet him as the one who fill' our present. We believe him
because he has made himself known to us in history, in hu¬
manity, in Israel, and especially in the life situations
of one man in the Incarnation.1
With reference to this point, mith endorses Bonhoeffer's
statement in his Letters and Tapers from Prison*
Our relation to God is not a "religious" relationship to
the highest, most powerful, and best Being imaginable —
that is not authentic transcendence — "hit our relation¬
ship to God is a new life in "existence for others",
through participation in the being of Jesus. The trans¬
cendental is not infinite and unattainable aasks, but
the neighbor who is within reach in any given situation.'1
This "existence for others" points back to the previously
discussed idea of personal responsibility wihhin the community
of faith. This communal nature of faith's response to the pres¬
ent task is an essential aspect and might be both a corrective to
as well as an enrichment of K-H theory which tends to be such an
individualistic interpretation of personal growth.
Of course this Presence of God in the midst of our world is
not simply and directly observable and demonstrable. God, says
Smith, is hidden except to the eyes of faith. This means that
each event calls forth a response from us. We are invited or
challenged to respond to this moment as one in which simultaneously
we see its everyday meaning while at the same time recognizing and
1 Ibid.. p. 66.
2 iietrich Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison, edit.
Eberhard Bethge (New York: Macmillan Co., 1967), p. 210.
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acknowledging, that here God Is at work and we have to do with him.
This insight of faith does not replace the ordinary meaning of the
event with a divine meaning, hut in this event — within it and
not destroying it — we acknowledge the Presence of God.
In this dialectic of faith we are Invited to realize that the
eternal is in time, heaven is through earth, the spiritual is not
more than the wholly human. It Is an invitation to see that in
day-to-day occurrences we have to do with God and the world. But
these are not really two relations, hut two sides of the same rel¬
ationship. It is the power of this one new personal relationship
that the person is made new.*
Such an understanding of this-worldly transcendence offers
a particular depth understanding of the event sequences which
formed the data of our study, hot every one of our subjects, per¬
haps, saw his or her events in this way. However, taking the
material as a whole, we Buggest that It might be seen as history
from the community of faith — opportunities for encounter with
the transcendent in the midst of life.
One could har ly discuss this interpretation of transcen¬
dence without also pointing out the escha'©logical aspect. Smith
sees this eschatological tope, not as an abstract hope of some
kind of supra-historical (i.e., non-historical) conclusion to toe
^ esent situation of man in history, but as an Insight into the
whole of history.
I do not mean by this a kind of completely realized eschat-
ology, brought directly into the sphere of history by the
sheer fact of the Incarnation} but rather I mean an eachat-
tolgy which, while it contains an historical Word in
1 P. ^5.
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itself as Its triumphant exemplar, has also other moment*,
figures, situations, in which that same Word recurs in ex¬
emplary and dynamic fashion... .The right hand of God is
here in the life of man In history, and this is where the /
Word may be encountered.1
The Word, says this interpretation, affects us now. It af¬
fects us, not as a piece of past history, but by the potentialities
contained in the past, i.e., the future. In every now for a per¬
son, the past and future are combined in such a way that the
Incarnate Christ is present in our history.2 In this sense, the
symbol of the "trumpet call" is not a terrjrfying thing, but a clear
triumphant note rising out of history. The victory has already
been achieved. Only the celebration (waits us. The second com¬
ing is contained in the first coming, and in all of history lying
before us.
Confidence is available to the man who lives by faith so
far as he lives in and through the forgivness offered to
him by God*s dealing with all history, past, present, and
future, and so far as he lives, in consequence, with an
open mind, free for his responsibilities, open and free
towards all that may come. This is the eechatology which
relMses us from bondage to a mythology, and proleptically
brings uefore us, in our present commitments, all the
glory and certainly of the end ... In the freedom of the
response history moves freely toward its unimagined goal.3
All of this may enrich our understanding of the importance
of tasks for growth. It seems to speak about the coming of Christ
in every now, in every "event sequence". But it also points toward
1 Ibid.. pp. 8.
2 &&•» PP. 91-92.
3 Ibid., p. 93.
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the solidarity of our experience In that our free response In per¬
sonal responsibllity-in-community opens up unimagined possibilities,
not simply for our personal lives, but for history.
We will conclude this section by pointing back to the Intro¬
duction of this thesis. There we noted that many of our sources,
representing some current thinking about the doctrine of the laity,
seemed to emphasize the overriding concept of "service" as being
at the heart of an understanding of the doctrine. In this section
of our theological reflection we have noted the importance of per¬
sonal responsibility-in-community as the possibility for meeting
and participating with OhrSst in toe world. There apperrs to be
a possible connection between this position and the importance of
"service" in the theories about laity. Our pirpose here is simply
to point towards a possible correlation rather than to develop it
fully.
SfflPW apd, Oonfij.usi.ons
In this chapter we have attempted a theological reflection
on our research project. We utilized the two principles for co¬
ordinating the functions of theology and psychology. These
principles enabled us to organize our work and to deal with some
of the issues which we felt had been raised.
However, we must point out the difficulties in such an exer¬
cise. When we lift insights out of M-H theory and juxtapose them
with theological theory, are they diminished in the process, or
misappropriated? la our theological reflection, have we replaced
one way of viewing the data with another? In our dealing with the
Issues we have tried to keep these problems in mind. The extent
to which we have succeeded is an open que tion, We have tried to
do our work in such a way that thj psychological meanings are pre¬
served, hut at the same time allowing for a creative interaction
between our psychology and our theology, not to replace inter¬
pretations , hut cautioning, regulating, reminding, and we hope en¬
riching through the presentation of certain theological formulations.
At the conclusion of both sections of this chapter we h»ve indica¬
ted the way that our work has seemed to support the substance of
some of the theories about the laity which were presented in the
Introduction, though it has hot been our purpose to attempt a cor¬
relation betaeen our work and those sources.
Finally, we must repeat what was said at the beginning of
this chapter. Curs has been an attempt to relate ideas from two
disciplines. The problems are vast. The work which we have done
is offered in a tentative way. Because of the approach we have
taken and the methods which we have chosen, our efforts are frag¬
mentary and inconclusive. We do hope, however, that our attempt
has been suggestive in the way we have dealt with certain issues.
THE EPILOGUE
In this Epilogue we will draw together two final strands
which seem to he left after the preceding work. In Chapter V,
the reader will recall, we presented our "Project Conclusions".
Cut of those conclusions, and also arising from some of the issues
In our previous chapter (The Theological Reflection) there appear
to he some concrete implications for the ongoing life of the
church. Part of the purpose of this Epilogue is to present these
proposals. Secondly, we have also felt that certain of our find¬
ings seemed to Indicate a need for farther research. In the final
part of the Epilogue these suggestions will be offered.
Concrete Proposals for the Sagging
Life of the Church
In this section we will present some suggestions of how our
findings might he applied in the life of a Christian Congregation.
do not claim any great originality for what we put forward, hut
we are convinced of its importance, arising as it does out of
hard data collected from one congregation. In some ways what we
will suggest will reflect what many are presently saying about
parish planning, although the way in which we have arrived at our
proposals has been somewhat different. So we wish to sake it clear
that the suggestions which we present below are not meant to be the
total program of the church, they are simply eraphases and approaches
which should inform our planning and act as leavening concerns in
ail that we do. Finally, the author wishes to state that these pro¬
posals are personalised by nature, they arise, not only out of data
collected, but they also reflect his own presuppositions and are
colored by his life experiences.
The Concern for Mental Health
On the basis of the rt-ri model tor Kicntai health we would stress
the two dimensions of need within persons in our congregations.
There is the need to approach growth and the need to avoid pain.
Growth requires the substance of a task. It is the "missions!" or
"service" aspect of congregational life. Avoidance of pain requires
the fulfilment of dependency needs. This has to do with the fellow¬
ship and supportive aspects of church life. This two-fold view of
mental health yields twin goals for congregational life. First,
that members are to be enabled to become involved in the ministry
of the church. Second, that each member is to be treated as a person.
With this overall view of our purpose we will now turn to the
more specific suggestions which we offer for implementation. These
suggestions will show a positive emphasis. They reflect the basic,
finding of our work about the importance of motivators as the main
ingredient for satisfaction in church life. Our emphasis here will
be on strengthening the motivator factors in the congregation, t'e
will point to areas in which this can be done, indicating goals,
but not constructing a detailed program.
This Perish Progress
There are three areas within the parish program in which moti¬
vators could be strengthened. First, we cm create snore opportuni¬
ties for personal and spiritual growth for persons. This involves
the educational prograta of the church anC has to do with increasing
the possibilities for members to develop their knowledge as well
ae their understandings, Second, the range end variety of oppor¬
tunities for involvement in ministry through the local church needs
to be increased. In this way the variety of gifts represented arnong
members in the church will be recognised and given opportunity for
expression. Third, there must he continuing aoportun!ties for per¬
sons to consult themselves to worthwhile challenges and meaningful
goals. This means that the call to commitment to the Christ should
be clarified, not generalised. This gives the person the ability
to see what is being asked and therefore enables him to respond in
a clearly defined way. As we strengthen these areas of church life
we are increasing the opportunities for the development of lay min¬
istry and are making it possible for persons to fulfil growth needs
through the expansion of their minds and the achievement of meaning¬
ful tasks.
The Concept of Participation
We realise the need of phrasing this concept loosely. It is
clear (and inevitable) that since our Christian denominations are
large and complex and since many programs are passed down to the
local church from the larger agencies or Hoards, that true partici¬
pation in setting goals for the congregation at every level is
limited. However, within certain iteits there Is probably much nore
latitude than we may make available In our churches. Much can be
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done by opening up the processes by which we determine the ways
that our local church will achieve the ends which have come to us
from "denominational headquarters." This utilizes the abilities of
individuals who are present within our church and who together will
have their own creative ways of achieving those ends.
The Problem of Recruitment
Many times the problem of recruitment for ministries within
the church seems to be solved by popularity, over-enlisting those
who have shown a willingness (compulsion?) to say "yes>„" or by an
unwritten rule of seniority. Oar study points in another direction
which is certainly not new or untried. It indicates that if we are
to structure our program properly, we must also structure the selec¬
tion process properly. We need to focus more on attempting to match
an individual's gifts with the work he will be needed to do. This
requires a close scrutiny of the kinds of abilities which are actu¬
ally needed and an equally close study of the potentials of the
persons available. We must also take the next step of equipping
persons for their ministries. Often one receives a job and a book¬
let and is expected to "get on with it." The increasing of the
members' skills and abilities through leadership development pro¬
grams in the parish is of key importance. It is also important to
support the person during his performance of his tasks. Several
times we heard the complaint that one did not know what to do with
a situation and since the Job had been left to him (or her), there
seemed to be no one (or no group) to which to turn for support.
Such support system needs to be built into our parish ministries.
Finally, there must come a word of caution. If we design a program
to enlist volunteers, that program should be followed up. It is
very important that direct offer® be taken seriously and that volun¬
teers be assimilated into the church's ministering program.
The Bole of the Pastor
It may be very easy, because he represents the ever-present and
never-failing God, for the pastor to receive blame when a church
member's morale is low. At the same time, because of the power of
his role, his recognition for successful work often seems very im¬
portant. But besides being a dispenser of recognition, there is
another aspect of his work which is vital. He may be a key "behind
the scenes" overseer of the total program of the church. He is often
instrumental in structuring programs so as to enable the real in¬
volvement of a variety of laypersons. Perhaps the pastor should
receive more help in the development of his own skills and insights
with regard to the role of "overseer." This would equip him to
plan more effectively to enable laypersons to become better ministers
themselves. Finally, and closely cotraectad with the previous obser¬
vations, the pastor has a very important opportunity in training
and teaching. His rich background in history, biblical studies,
practical theology, and dogmatic or systematic theology has prepared
him to serve as a guide and teacher to the church members. In ful¬
filling this role and by developing our educational and training
programs, the local church could become a kind of lay seminary for
the equipping of the laity for the work of ministry. As we have
stated earlier, our study has shewn the importance for persons to
be able to develop their skills, knowledge and understandings as
well as to have opportunities to achieve tasks which they feel are
important.
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Suggestions for Further Research
There are four suggestions for further research which we would
make.
First, since our study is based on one congregation, it would
be very useful to see whether our findings would be similar to those
drawn from other congregations, other denominations, or other cul¬
tural cross-sections. There is the need for other replications of
this study.
Second, we discovered that older subjects in out samnte spoke
of the lack of motivators cs being their main source if dissatis¬
faction In their work lives. Since this is a finding which differs
from the findings of other studies using the M-H theory and the
S.O.E. technique, it needs to be followed up. One of the things
which made our study different free the others which have been
reported was the presence of may retired people in our sample. It
would be useful if the question sof retired subjects* attitudes to
their work experiences could be examined more thoroughly.
Third, we discovered that females aged 20-49 tended to find
hygiene factors significantly stronger satisfiers in their church
lives than in their work lives. Ho other group in our sample
showed this in such a marked way. Because of the slim number of
subjects being studied we placed no weight on this finding, but
feel that It merits closer exaraination. Are younger women more de¬
pendency motivated than any other group in the church setting?
Fourth, retired males showed that their main source of dis¬
satisfaction in the church setting was the insufficient quantity
or quality of motivators provided there. This was a finding which
was peculiar to this group. But since the number of subjects was
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small, we feel that it would be quite important to look at this
question in more depth. What is the main source of dissatisfaction
in low church experiences for retired men?
We hope that other researchers will follow-up these sugges¬
tions, not only because of the interesting nature of the questions,
but also because of the importance of the issues for our understand¬
ing of the local church and our desire for effective parish planning.
Summary
In this closing epilogue we have drawn together the two remain¬
ing strands of our work. Based on the project as a whole the author
formulated certain proposals for the ongoing life of the church.
Then the chapter was concluded with an enumeration of some vital
issues which seem to call for further research,
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APPENDIX A
THE FACTOR ANALYSIS SCHEDULE FOR JOS EXPERIENCES
First Lave! of Analysis
1. Recognition
a. Work praised — no reward
b. Work praised — reward given
c. Work noticed — no praise
d. Work not noticed
e. Good idea(s) not accepted
f. Inadequate work blamed or criticized — no punishment
g. Inadequate work blamed or criticized — punishment given
h. Successful work blamed or criticized — no punishment
i. Successful work blamed or criticized —- punishment given
j. Credit for work taken by supervisor or other
k. Idea accepted by company
1. Failure to receive expected recognition
2. Achievement
a. Successful completion of job or aspect of it
b. The having of a good idea — a solution to a problem
c. Made money for the company
d. Vindication — demonstration of Tightness to doubters or
challengers
e. Failure in job, or aspect of it
f» Seeing results of work
g. Not seeing results of work
3. Possibility of Growth
a. Growth in skills -- objective evidence (also growth in
understandings, or opportunities
b. Growth In status (advancement) — objective evidence
c. Lack of opportunity for growth — objective evidence
4. Advancement
a. Received unexpected advancement
b. Received advancement (expected or expectation not mentioned)




a. Received wage increase (expected or expectation not mentioned)
b. Received unejpected wage increase
c. Did not receive expected increase
d. Received wage increase less or later than expected
e. Amount of salary
f. Wages compare favorably with others doing similar or same
job
g. Wages compare unfavorably with others doing similar or same
job
6. Interpersonal Relations -- Supervisor
a. Friendly relations with supervisor
b. Unfriendly relations with supervisor
c. Learned a great deal from supervisor
d. Supervisor x<?ent to bat for him with management
e. Supervisor did not support him with management
f * Supervisor honest
g. Supervisor dishonest
h. Supervisor willing to listen to suggestions
i. Supervisor unwilling to listen to suggestions
j. Supervisor gave credit for work done
k. Supervisor withheld credit
7. Interpersonal Relations — Subordinates (Clients or Customers)
a. Good working relationship with subordinates
b. Poor working relationship with subordinates
c. Godd personal relationship with subordinates
d. Poor personal relationship with subordinates
8. Interpersonal Relations — Peers
a. Liked people he worked with
b. Did not like people he xwrked with
c. Cooperation of people he worked with
d. Lack of cooperation on the part of his co-workers
e. Was part of a cohesive group
f. Was isolated from group
9. Supervision — Technical
a. Supervisor competent
b. Supervisor incompetent
c. Supervisor tried to do everything himself
d. Supervisor delegated work well
e. Supervisor consistently critical
f. Supervisor showed favoritism
10. Responsibility
a. Allowed to work without supervision
b. Responsible (for his own efforts)
c. Given responsibility for the work of others
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d. Lack of responsibility
e. Given new responsibility
11. Company Policy and Administration
a. Effective organization of work
b. Harmful or ineffective organization of work
c. Beneficial personnel policies
d. Harmful personnel policies
e. Agreement with company goals
f. Disagreement with company goals
g. High company status
h. Low company status
12. Working Conditions
a. Work isolated
b. Work in social surroundings
c. Good physical surroundings
d. Poor physical surroundings
e. Good facilities
f. Poor facilities
g. Right amount of work
h. Too much work
i. Too little work
13. The Work Itself
a. Routine
b. Varied
c. Creative, meaningful, challenging
d. Too easy, boring
e. Too difficult
f. Opportunity to do a whole job — all phases
g. Conflick about performing tasks which go against personal
beliefs or judgment
14. Factors in Personal Life
a. Family problems
b. Community and other outside situations
c. Family needs and aspirations salarywise
15. Status
a. Signs or appurtenances of status
b. Having a given status
c. Not having a given status
16. Job Security
a. Tenure or other objective signs of security
b. Lack of objective signs of security (i.e., company insta¬
bility)
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Second Level of Analysis
17. Recognition
a. First-level factors perceived as source of feelings of
recognition
b. First-level factors perceived as source of failure to obtain
recognition
c. First-level factors perceived as source of disapproval
18. Achievement
a. First-level factors perceived as source of achievement
b. First-level factors perceived as source of failure
19. Possible Growth
a. First-level factors perceived as leading to possible growth
b. First-level factors perceived as block to growth
c. First-level factors perceived as evidence of actual growth
20. Advancement
a. Feelings of advancement derived from changes in job situation
b. Feelings of demotion derived from changes in job situation
21. Responsibility
a. First-level factors leading to feelings of responsibility
b. First-level factors as source of feelings of lack of respon¬
sibility or diminished responsibility
22. Group Feelings
a. Feelings of belonging — social
b. Feelings of isolation — social
c. Feelings of belongong — sociotechnical
d. Feelings of isolation — sociotechnical
e. Positive feelings toward group
f. Negative feelings toward group
23. The Work Itself
a. First-level factors leading to interest in performance of
the job
b. First-level factors leading to a lack of interest in per¬
formance of job
24. Status
a. First-level factors as source of feelings of increased status
b. First-level factors as source of feelings of decreased status
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25. Security
a. First-level factors as source of feelings of increased
security
b. First-level factors as source of feelings of insecurity
26. Feelings of Fairness or Unfairness
a. First-level factors perceived as fair
b. First-level factors perceived as unfair
c. First-level factor perceived as source of feelings of dis¬
appointment in others
27. Feelings of Pride or Shame
a. First-level factors as source of feelings of pride
b. First-level factors as source of feelings of shame
c. First-level factors as source of feelings of diminished pride
28. Salary
a. First-level factors perceived as source of ability to improve
well-being
b. First-level factors perceived as source of lack of ability
to improve well-being
c. First-level factors perceived as source of more money (need
undetermined)
d. First-level factors perceived as source of lack of more money
(need undetermined)
APPENDIX B
THE FACTOR ANALYSIS SCHEDULE FOR CHURCH EXPERIENCES
First Level of Analysis
Recognition
a. Work praised — no reward
b. Work praised — reward given
c. Work noticed — no praise
d. Work not noticed
e. Good idea(s) not accepted
f. Inadequate work blamed or criticized
g. Successful work blamed or criticized
h. Credit for work taken by another person
i. Idea accepted by church
j. Failure to receive expected recognition
Achievement
a. Successful completion of a job, or aspect of
b. The having of a good idea — a solution to a
c. Raised money for the church
d. Vindication — demonstration of Tightness to
challengers
e. Failure in job, or aspect of it
f. Seeing results of work
g. Not seeing results of work
Possibility of Growth
a. Growth in skills, understanding, or opportunities — objec¬
tive evidence
b. Growth in status (advancement in position) — objective
evidence
c« Lack of opportunity for growth — objective evidence
Advancement
a* Received unexpected advancement (to an office or position
in church
b. Received advancement (expected or expectation not mentioned)
c. Failed to receive expected advancement (to an office or
position in church)






a. Friendly relations with pastor or leader
b. Unfriendly relations with pastor or leader
c. Learned a great deal frost pastor or leader
d. Pastor or leader supported interviewee in a discussion or
other situation
3. Pastor or leader did not support interviewee in discussion
or other situation
f. Mot in agreement with .ends and/or means of Pastor or leader
g. In agreement with ends and/or means of pastor or leader
h. Pastor or leader open to suggestions
i. Pastor or leader unwilling to li ten to suggestions
j. Pastor or leader gave credit for work done
k. Pastor or leader withheld credit
6. Interpersonal Relations — Subordinates (those to whom one is
rendering service)
a. Good working relationship with subordinates
b. Poor working relationship with subordinates
c. Good personal relationship with subordinates
d. Poor personal relationship with subordinates
7. Interpersonal Relations — Peers
a. Good personal relationship with peers
b. Poor personal relationship with peers
c. Good working relationship with peers
d. Poor working relationship with peers
e. Was part of a cohesive group
f. Was isolated from group







to do everything hemself
9. Responsibility
a. Allowed to work without supervision
b. Responsible (for own efforts)
c. Given responsibility for the work of others
d. Lack of responsibility
e. Given new responsibility — no formal advancement
10. Church Policy and Administration
a. Effective organization of tasks (or policy)
b. Harmful or ineffective organization of tasks (or policy)
c. Agreement with church goals
d. Disagreement with church goals
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e. High church status
f. Low church status
11, Church Task Environment
a. Had to handle responsibility in isolation from group (left
holding the bag)
b. Had group support in fulfilling responsibility
c. Good physical surroundings
d. Poor physical surroundings
e. Good facilities
f. Poor facilities
g. Right amount of work
h. Too much work
i. Too little work
12, The Tasks Themselves
a. Routine
b. Varied




f. Opportunity to do a whole job — all phases
g. Conflict about performing tasks which went against personal
beliefs or judgment
13, Factors in Personal Life
a. Family problems
b. Community and other outside situations
14, Status
a. Signs or appurtenances of status
b. Having a given status
c. Not having a given status
Second Level of Analysis
15, Recognition
a. First-level factors perceived as source of feelings of
recognition
b. First-level factors perceived as source of failure to obtain
recognition
c. First-level factors perceived as source of disapproval
16, Achievement
a. First-level factors perceived as source of achievement or
feeling of accomplishment
b. First-level factors perceived as source of failure
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17. Possible Growth
a. First-level factors perceived as leading to possible growth
in skills, understanding, or opportunities
b. First-level factors perceived as block to growth
c. First-level factors perceiyed as evidence of actual growth
18. Advancement
a. Feelings of advancement derived from changes in church
situation
b. Feelings of demotion derived from changes in church situa¬
tion
19. Responsibility
a. First-level factors leading to feelings of responsibility
b. First-level factors as source of feelings of lack of respon¬
sibility or diminished responsibility
20. Group Feelings
a. Feelings of belonging —
b. Feelings of isolation —
c. Feelings of belonging —
d. Feelings of Isolation —
e. Positive feelings toward
f. Negative feelings toward
21. Involvement
a. First-level factors leading to interest in participation or
involvement
b. First-level factors leading to a lack of interest in parti¬
cipation or involvement
22. Status
a. First-level factors as source of feelings of
b. First-level factors as source of feelings of
23. Security
a. First-level factors as source of feelings of
b. First-level factors as source of feelings of
24. Feelings of Fairness or Unfairness
a. First-level factor perceived as fair
b. First-level factor perceived as unfair
c. First-level factor perceived as source of feelings of dis¬
appointment in others
25. Feelings of Pride or Shame












b. First-level factors as source of feelings of shame or guilt
c. First-level factors as source of feelings of diminished pride
or hurt feelings
26. Religious Feelings
a* Feeling of closeness to God
b. Feeling of separation from God
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